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Abstr, Lct 
This thesis describes an investigation into the developºnent of' a design support system 
for externally pressurised journal hearings. The thesis proposes that expert systems and 
hypermedia combined with conventional design techniques provide the logical next step 
for engineering design support systems. "I'his hypothesis is explored through the 
development and evaluation of these systems. It is possible that this is one of the first 
attempts to integrate these Al to hniques into a mechanical design system. 'file "ystc111 
mainly consists of six functional modules and two auxiliary modules Which include an 
intelligent selection module, a design module, a hierarchy module, an explanation 
module, a bearing database module, a report generator module, a help module, and an 
index module. All modules are hypermedia-based and linked in an associative way 
which is similar to a designer's thinking style. The selection module is rule-based and 
each production rule has a refined weighting number. The selection knowledge is 
acquired and refined from authorative expertise and published sources. The design 
Module successfully incorporates Al techniques with engineering optimisation or other 
numerical routines to produce an optimal design covering both numerical and qualitative 
issues. Through all modules working together, the system offers design support 
covering a full design procedure for an externally pressurised journal bearing from the 
bearing design specification, through selection of bearing configuration and feeding type 
to optimisation of bearing parameters and parameter documentation. Human-cog fputrr 
interaction (II('1I) and cognitive science issues are explored including the system 
interface desil n, system evaluation, design methodology, development and translation, 
and the relationship between design decision-making and hypermedia semantic 
structure. The approach to system design is an attempt to bridge the gap between 
industrial engineers and the available knowledge in externally pressurised hearings 
design where specialists and experience arc needed. The system is implemented on 
I lyperCard on a Macintosh computer. 
The extension of the study to consider system development is also described in thi, 
thesis. The extension includes developments of a prototype hvpcrmedia-based 
engineering design environment - IlyperCAD and a prototype fiý'iýerinedi; t teased 
computer assisted learning system I lypeirCAL for education in mechanical engineering. 
I IyperCAI) is a physical implementation of a three dimensional modal develohx"d by the 
author for the engineering design process. I IyperCAI) is an attempt to develop an 
engineering design environment which consistently supports all design stages of a 
design process by integrating the power of different design aids such as expert systems, 
CAD, FEIM, database, spreadsheet, simulation, and other commercial or customised 
packages. The education system IlyperCAL is only a framework with limited subject 
knowledge so far developed. Both systems demonstrate the potential of usirig It 
hyperinedia and expert systems approach for general engineering purposes. 
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Nomenclature 
a Leakage flow land width 
as Width of restrictor slot 
A Total projected bearing area for load or sliding area for friction 
Af Friction area for journals 
Ar Recess area 
h Inter-recess land width 
b1) Pocket depth 
B Bearing width 
Bj Bearing type or configuration, j=1,2, ......, m 
Boot Optimum bearing type or configuration, Boht EI Btný 
B Flow factor, B= 
911 
ISfih() 
c Width of axial slot in slotted journal bearing 
Cd Diametral clearance, Cc1= 2h0 
d Journal diameter or feed hole diameter 
dc Diameter of capillary 
dog Diameter of orifice 
dr Pocket diameter 
D Journal diameter 
e Journal eccentricity 
ü Film thickness 
ho Film thickness when Pr = (3 I's 
l if Friction power 
111) Pumping power 
I it Total power dissipation 
ki Rating of operation factor xi, i=1,2, ......, n 
K Power ratio, K_ 
K MTI design parameter, K= --- 
K Capillary constant, K, -- 
128 1 
itd 
Kg Gauge pressure ratio for aerostatic journal bearing, Kg _ 
() -Pa 
Kgo Gauge pressure ratio for concentric aerostatic journal bearing 
lc Capillary length 
I, Bearing length 
n Number of recess or number of slots or orifices per row 
N Rotational speed in r. p. m. 
P Pressure 
Pa Ambient pressure 
Pd Pressure downstream of feed hole or slot in aerostatic hearings 
Pr Recess pressure 
Ps Constant pressure at supply source 
q Flow rate 
al Dimensionless flow rate, ýl = 
(111- 
Pýh3 
R Corresponding score value for bearing type or confizuration I3- (j = 1,2, 
sf, II drostatic Sommerfeld number, for Journal bearings SI, 
11 
--p 
D 
1 
CI 
'1'd Journal tolerance 
1'll Bearing housing tolerance 
AT Maximum temperature rise 
U Bearing journal surface speed 
W Static bearing film force or load 
w Extreme load 
wij Weighting number, i=1,2, ......, n, 
j=1,2, ......, 
7 
xi Operation factor, i=1,2, ....... n 
Xi Question and answer pairs, i=1,2........ n 
y Length of restrictor slot 
Yj Bearing type rating, j=1,2 ......, 
7 
Y Bearing type, j=1,2, ......, 7 
z "Thickness of restrictor slot 
U. Angle of inter-recess land 
ß Pressure ratio when h= h0 (3 = 
P` 
Inherent compensation factor, 6= d2/(4drtio) for pocketed orifices; 
6= d/(4ho) for annular orifices. 
Circumferential flow factor for journal bearings 
Eccentricity ratio, c= h () 
71 Dynamic viscosity 
8 Angular position around journal bearing 
a. Bearing film stiffness 
Dimensionless stiffness, P, LI) 
? 
., Dimensionless air bearing stiffness, X, _- (c = 0) (I'ý-1'ýý)LD 
1) Density 
v )il '11 ' 
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Part I Basis 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 History of fluid film bearings 
The development and wide acceptance of the steam engine in the early 19th century 
brought about an industrial need for both journal and thrust bearings. Since then, 
various types of bearings such as rolling bearings, rubbing bearings, oil impregnated 
porous metal bearings, and fluid film bearings have been designed and applied in 
industry. Wherever there is machinery there are bearings, i. e. those elements of 
machines whereby forces are transmitted between solids which are moving relative to 
each other. 
Fluid film bearings are bearings in which the opposing or mating surfaces are 
completely separated by a layer of fluid lubricant. In general, it refers to externally 
pressurised (hydrostatic or aerostatic) bearings and self-acting, or hydrodynamic 
bearings. The hydrostatic principle was introduced by L. D. Girard as early as 
1850s[1]. However, the industrial applications of fluid film hearings did not broadly 
occur until the early 20th century. The principle was first applied in high-pressure 
water-fed hydrostatic bearings employed for a system of railway propulsion based on a 
type of linear impulse turbine[1]. The principle was fully demonstrated at time 1878 
Paris Industrial Exposition. A heavy block with four feet rested steadily on a steel plate. 
When oil was pumped down each leg the block floated on films of lubricant and could 
be moved with astonishing ease. In 1917, Lord Rayleigh provided the first analysis of 
a simple form of thrust bearing based on the hydrostatic principle(1 ]. Ile solved tine 
equations for the bearing load, flow rate and frictional torque. Ile also made a model in 
which two flat ground pennies formed the opposing bearing surfaces and the lubricant 
was water supplied from a tap. Hodgekinson in 1923 patented a hydrostatic bearing 
with recesses fed through restrictors[2]. The principle can be applied equally to gas- 
and liquid-fed bearings of various shapes. In October 1947, the great 2(X) in (5, OS0 
mm) diameter Walle optical telescope was completed on Mount Palomar, California in 
U. S. A. 131. It was said to be one of the most spectacular demonstrations of the merits 
of fluid film bearings. 
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Fluid film bearings are widely applied in industry in a large variety of applications using 
liquid and gas lubrication. Inertial gyroscopes, for example, which run at high speeds 
and low loads, were fitted with self-acting gas bearings in the late 1950s and the 
reduced friction led to a new generation of precision navigational aids[4]. Through a 
number of developments, fluid film bearings have established themselves as an 
extremely important class of machine elements widely used in automotive, aircraft, 
machine tools and domestic appliances[4]-[7]. 
1.2 Externally pressurised journal bearings 
Externally pressurised journal bearings represent a commonly employed group of fluid 
film bearing configurations. Within the group there are various sub-groups including 
combined journal and thrust, conical, and spherical configurations. A family tree of 
externally pressurised journal bearings is illustrated in Figure I. I. Hydrostatic and 
aerostatic journal bearings are used in many engineering applications, especially in the 
machine tools industry[2II ]. 
Fluid film journal hearings 
Extcmally pressurised I lydrodynvnic or Self-acting 
Ilydrostatic Aerostatic 
I1 -1 
Plain Yates Spherical Conical Cylindrical Partial Conical Spherical Cylindrical C'unuhined journal 
recessed and thrust 
Flow control type (hydrostatic) II Flow control type (acro, ýtatic) 
Slot Capillary Orifice Constant Pressure Inherent Slot Orifice Porous 
flow valve stability 
Simple Annular 
Figure 1.1 A family tree of externally pressurised journal bearings 
An externally pressurised fluid film journal tearing is essentially a ring of hydrostatic or 
aerostatic pads encircling a shaft as shown in Figure 1.2. The bearing pads and the 
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Figure 1.2 A typical externally pressurised fluid film journal bearing 
opposing, surfaces are separated by a film of fluid lubricant supplied under pressure. 
The pressure causes fluid to flow axially through the bearing clearance to the ends of the 
bearing. Under the action of pressure gradients in the circumferential direction, fluid 
may also flow circumferentially around the shaft. The fluid lubric. cit is supplied to the 
bearing via restrictors which may be capillary, orifice, slot, porous surface, et cetera. 
Because of the usage of restrictors, the effect of changes in load on the film thickness 
can be made very small, i. e. the bearing can be made stiff to external radial forces. The 
pressure within the bearing system is maintained by means of an MCI-11,11 pump. 
With appropriate design, a hydrostatic or aerostatic barring may have many advantages 
even though there are also disadvantages associated with the bearing which must be 
taken into account when evaluating an application. The advantages and disadvantages 
of externally pressurised journal bearings are summarised in Table 1.1. All these 
advantages are not necessarily easily obtained in any one particular application. 
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Advantages Disadvantages 
I lydrostatic Aerostatic Ilydrostatic Aerostatic 
(a) low friction at low speeds, (a) auxiliary equipment such a,; pump, filters, 
(b) precise axis definition, supply lines required, 
(c) low or zero wear rate giving a long life, (b) high initial cost for small bearings, 
(d) averaging of spindle manufacturing errors, (c) most supply pumps (c) the bearing sine may 
(e) high stiffness and predictability obtainable by are noisy, particularly at be large compared to 
attention to the control device, high supply pressures. other types of bearings if 
(r) high damping, (1) capability of it is required to operate 
(g) the hydrostatic operating at very high at high loads, 
effect can in some cases rotational speed, (d) limited load- 
be used to offset whirl. (g) low noise and carrying capacity, 
vibration levels, (e) small clearances and 
(h) capability of restrictors required, 
operating at very high or (f) low damping at 
very low temperatures, resonant frequency, 
(i) cool running due to (g) careful design 
low friction. 
required to avoid 
pneumatic hammer. 
Table 1.1 Advantages and disadvantages of externally pressurised journal bearings 
The practical application of externally pressurised fluid film journal bearings ranges 
from the small, precision gas bearings used for the gimbal support of inertial gui(lance 
gyroscopes to huge oil lubricated hearings supporting radio telescopes. Figure 1.3 
Shows typical applications of externally pressurised bearings. For the applications 
listed, externally pressurised bearings have been considered to be superior to other 
Lxternatly pressurised journal bearing app hi ations 
Mechme. Marologv Other Mcdu al others 
too Is equtpmrtn machmrry Wwpmcnt 
(iruid mg Boring Iýthc 1lnlltng Rotary Inertial Form rnexs ore I urbutr & Crystal sheen Denial Orihnpnr4 tt Rid inn Surd nie Nut tear 
rinnt hme mat tune ma hunt table gyroscope mete crnnprraor cutting wadi ute d, dl cUUJIg hani trlesn, l, r rc. i,, r 
Figure 1.3 Typical applications of externally pressurised journal bearings 
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bearing types191. 
1.3 Origins and aim of the investigation 
Although there are many publications, design manuals and computer programs for 
bearing design, the design of hydrostatic and aerostatic journal bearings remains a 
specialist task. Specialist knowledge and experience are required. Computer programs 
are not generally available for bearing design. The availability of pýýw rlul lýýru>nal 
computers and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques presents the potential of 
representing specialist knowledge and complex relationships for the benefit of non- 
specialist designers. The investigation commenced on the basis of exploring this 
potential. It was decided to develop an intelligent bearing design support system, with 
the broad aim of providing effective technical support, flexibility, efficiency and 
explanation, for non-specialist designers. The system should allow a designer to 
achieve an optimal design taking into account numerical and qualitative issues. The 
system was required to be a knowledge-bank containing bearing knowledge using, 
multimedia and knowledge-based representation. The expertise accumulated in 
Liverpool John Moores University since the early 1970s forms a major part of' the 
system knowledge base. The knowledge also comes from publications from other 
sources. The system was required to be implemented on a PC platform for portability, 
ease of access and application. 
The investigation was carried out with four main objectives: 
(1) To determine strategies for selection of bearing type. 
(2) To develop a general design approach for both hydrostatic and aerostatic journal 
l)Catirigs. 
(3) To develop an intelligent design support system for externally hressurisedl fluid film 
journal bearings. 
(4) To explore the potential of extending; the system ccmccl)t to general engineering 
design and computer assisted learning materials. 
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.4 
The scope of the investigation 
The thesis is presented in four parts. Part I reviews bearing design techniques and 
includes a preliminary study of various Al approaches such as knowledge-based 
systems, expert systems, hypermedia and the integration of a range of techniques. In 
Chapter 4, the development of a general design approach for both hydrostatic and 
aerostatic journal bearings is presented. 
Part II concerns the development of an intelligent design support system for bearings. 
The system was developed by integrating Al technology with conventional bearing 
design techniques. The methodology of developing the system is discussed including 
the processes of knowledge acquisition and representation, system prototyping, system 
validation, and human-coºllputer interaction (IICI) issues. System functionality is 
discussed with reference to design examples of system operation. 
In Part III applications of system concepts in engineering design and education are 
presented. The development of two prototype systems is described. One is It 
hypermedia-based engineering design environment (IIyperCAD), the other is a 
hypermedia-based computer assisted learning system (IlyperCAL) for education in 
mechanical engineering. "These developments are presented because the design and 
education domains demonstrate essential problems of human-computer interaction and 
cognition in engineerin f; applications. 
Part IV 1)rCsents conclusions on the advantages and (litticulties of designin_ý rý7nýhleý 
software systems for non-specialists using; expert systems and hypermedia. 
Recommendations are made for future work. 
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Chapter 2 Review of' design techniques f'or externally 
pressurised bearings 
2.1 Introduction 
A large number of publications dealing with analysis of external pressurised bearings 
and the development of design procedures provide a reasonable confidence in the design 
of bearings for most applications although specialist design and development is still 
required for heavily loaded bearingsl 11. Design procedures are usually based on one of 
the following three types of approach: 
" Procedures based on design data and charts 
" Optimal design rules and computerised solutions. 
Design incorporated with Al. 
The development of the subject of bearing design has progressed from optimisation 
based on it straight forward design rules approach to optimisation based on both 
quantitative and qualitative issues, even though the last goal is still far from beint fully 
achieved. The rapid development of computing power gives an added stimulus to the 
development of improved design techniques. 
2.2 Design data 
2.2.1 1Iydrostatic journal bearings 
Much of the basic information needed for designing a hydrostatic bearing is available in 
the form of design data and charts[ 11. 
Rairnoridi and Boyd[ 101 first presented a complete theoretical analysis for a four-recess 
hydrostatic journal tearing; subjected to static laid. The pert oruiat 'e characteristics of 
the bearing were obtained by considering the continuity of' flow into and from each 
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recess. The analysis inelud ci the effects of pressure induced (Poiseuille) flow between 
adjacent recesses (hated on a Oºtc-tfinicnsitmal flow model) and a semi-quantitative 
appraisal of the effects of shaft rotation or velocity induced (Couette) flow was 
described. 
Rippell11] subsequently presented a detailed analysis, a design procedure and design 
data for various configurations of hydrostatic journal bearings. The design procedure 
also included some vVOrkcei examples which are useful references fur designers 
Cowley and Kherl 121 presented a design procedure based on thin-land assumptions for 
a capillary compensated journal bearing; subjected to a static load neglecting the effect of 
rotation induced (Couette) flow. Therefore their procedure can only give valid 
predictions at low speeds. 
Daviesi 13] outlined a general theoretical analysis for multi-recess hydrostatic journal 
bearings, which takes into account the effect of shaft rotation. The analysis was applied 
to a particular orifice compensated bearing. The interaction between the bearing 
pressure ratio, speed variable, and the direction of the applied load were all investigated. 
An investigation into the design of various shapes and types of hyydrost. atic bearings was 
carried out by O'l)onoghue and Rowel 141-1151. The design data obtained from their 
results were presented in both analytical and graphical forms. Results were presented 
for thin-land hearings for simplicity and for thick-land bearings batted on finite 
difference techniques. 
Until 1970 most of the publications were concerned with the steady state behaviour of 
hydrostatic bearings and based on assumptions such as an incompressible fluid, 
constant fluid viscosity, laminar flow, negligible angular shaft misalignment, and 
negligible elastic deformations of the shaft and housing. Many practical problems range 
from stability to manufacturing, and operating problems. Subsequently, many workers 
conducted investigations on the analysis and design of bearings in practical conditions 
taking account of bearing dynamics and other factors such as shaft deflection, fluid 
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viscosity variation, bearing manufacturing errors and bearings with end seals. 
Rowe and Stotts( 161 discussed the problems and effects of the viscosity variations in 
hydrostatic bearings. Recommendations were made concerning the selection of the 
control device and the value of design pressure ratio, which should help the designer to 
cope with varying lubricant temperatures and achieve a satisfactory design. 
Rowe and Stout[ 171 also described the effect of ýnannfacturin cm rs which may c. iutie 
serious loss of load capacity and stiffness. A scheme was proposed for suitable 
selection of clearance limits based on hydrostatic theory and ISO tolerance grades. 
Ghosh and Majumdart 18] discussed the design and performance of hydrostatic multi- 
recess journal bearings under dynamic conditions. Effects of various design parameters 
on the bearing stiffness and damping were investigated based on first order 
perturbation theory but without shaft rotation. 
BY using small displacement analysis, Rowe[ I91 investigated the dynamic and static 
properties of recessed hydrostatic journal bearings. Coefficients were presented for 
hydrostatic stiffness, hydrodynamic stiffness and squeeze damping for capillary, orifice 
and constant flow control. These coefficients can be used for conservative design and 
also for predicting the onset of whirl. The results were illustrated by application to 
rotating and non-rotating load situations. 
AndresJ201 carried out an experimental analysis of' ydrostatic jOurn. º1 Ikarint's with end 
seals. Results from the analysis show that bearings with end seals have increased 
damping, better dynamic stability characteristics, as well as low flow rate. End seals 
are shown to compensate for the effect of liquid compressibility within the recess 
volume, and produce a net reduction in the whirl frequency ratio for a hydrostatic and 
hydrodynamic hybrid operation-. 
General introductions to the subject including detailed design guiles for b arings were 
edited or written by Rolide[211, Barwel][22[, and Rowe[231. 
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2.2.2 Aerostatic journal hearings 
In the early 195(s, the develojmicnt of air-cooled nuclear reactors and Iii9h-perl-onnance 
gyroscopes for Missiles led to the use of aerostatic bearings which are capable Of 
operating at very high speeds and over a wide range of temperatures even in a 
radioactive environment. 
The principle of operation of the aerostatic journal bearing is etiseftialiv similar to that of 
the hydrostatic journal bearing. I lowever, there are two fundamental differences which 
must be borne in mind. Firstly air is compressible and secondly its viscosity is between 
1(X) and 10(X) times lower than the usual viscosities of oil. The compressibility of air 
can lead to problems with aerostatic bearings, due to the difficulty of predicting the 
incidence of pneumatic hammer. Figure 2.1 shows a typical aerostatic journal bearing 
configuration with orifice feeding holes. 
Three major design methods for aerostatic journal bearings have been popularly used 
since the 1960s[241. These are the methods of Powell, Mechanical Technology 
Irnc. (M'1'I) and Constantinescu. 
Powell's nncthod[25J starts fron a particular value of the gauge pressure ratio Kg. The 
optimum value is invariably in the region of 0.5 for maximum load capacity for bearings 
of both simple and annular orifice compensation, althout ha rather higher K, value may 
be chosen in order to minimise as coils till)ptiott. First the mean radial Clearance of the 
bearing has to be decided, since this must be made as small as possible to achieve 
economy of gas consumption and high bearing stiffºiess but may be determined in the 
end by the minimum clearance which can be accurately manufactured. Then for one or 
two rows of feed holes, the size and number of feed holes is calculated. A large 
number of feed holes was recommended subject to a minimum separating distance. The 
number of holes is determined by the smallest hole that can be drilled. Powell provided 
quick and easy to read design charts. 
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L 
A A-A 
-Q- 
A 
X, Nk 
Pocketed orifice Annular orifice 
Figure 2.1 A typical aerostatic journal bearing configuration 
M111261 suggested a ininiºnum number n of orifices dependent on the bearing length- 
diameter ratio 1. /D, diameter 1), shalt diameter d and whether the bearing has single or 
double row admission. A refinement was included to account for inherent 
compensation effects. A major drawback in MTI design charts is that operating lilies 
are given for so many supply pressure ratios that reading, values of an essential 
panimeter K= (1+62)/(l+ 282/3). ý: ý in the region of the Optimum value of the feeding 
parameter is very awkward if not impracticable. 
Constantitncscu(271 assumed for the purposes of analysis, the replacement of the rows 
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of orifices by continuous sources and suggested that this leads to `surprisingly accurate' 
results even when the ninnher Of Orifices is relatively small, e. g. n=6. Although the 
hearing Condition analysed is specifically at eccentricity ratio e=0, the design methods 
predict operating characteristics with a stated accuracy of `less than about 10%' when 
the journal eccentricity ratio C<0.5. 
Based on any one of ah we three methods, an aerostatic journal hearing design can be 
carried out. I lowever, to achieve a successful design, a number of considerations need 
to be taken into account. "These include air-hammer instability, self-excited whirl, very 
high or very low temperature operations, the selection of the compensation devices e. g. 
simple orifice, annular orifice, porous matrix, capillary and slot restrictors, 
manufacturing errors, and material selection to cope with small clearances, dry rubbing 
and corrosion. 'There are many published papers[4II2X1 discussing these problems. In 
particular, general design data, analysis and experiments are given by Gross[291, 
Powell130[, Stout and Rowu[31 [, and Grossl91. 
2.2.3 Bearing selection 
From a practical viewpoint the selection of the basic attributes of a bearing needs to be 
carried out at the early stages of a hydrostatic or aerostatic tearing design. The selection 
of attributes includes the selection of bearing type, bearing configuration, compensation 
devices, bearing materials and production techniques. The wide range of bearing types 
and configurations available to the designer increases the difficulty in selecting and 
optimising; the most suitable design for a given application. It is not uncommon in 
diagnostic studies of tnbological failures to find that the problem lies in the use of an 
inappropriate bearing type or configuration rather than in errors of detailed bearing 
design[32]. 
The first logical and reliable bearing selection procedure was provided by NealcI331. 
Neale started with a survey of the loads and speeds of operation of bearings in a wide; 
range of' machinery and discovered that the range of loads sj)anned . )out seven orders 
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of magnitude and the speeds six orders of magnitude. Neale used logarithmic scales to 
graph the load and speed domains for dry rubbing, rolling, externally pressurised, self- 
actin", self-contained and porous bearings of various sizes. Superposition of these 
relationships for bearings of given sizes provided a hearing, selection chart of 
immeasurable value. The approach also contained caveats which took account of 
special environmental conditions and operating re(luirements. At a later stage, Neale 
chaired an LMech. E. committee to produce a hearing selection documents 341, but the 
document did not include the selection of externally pressurised bearing typet and 
configurations. 
Stout and Rowel 351 provided information relating to the selection of configuration 
geometry, control devices and materials for both aerostatic and hydrostatic journal 
bearings. They suggested the following aspects should be considered 
" Selection of the correct tolerance to avoid loss of load capacity and stiffness. 
" Initial selection of design parameters for minimum total power dissipation and low 
temperature rise. 
" Selection of a suitable coil figurat ioll and appropriate lll<'lilllfacturing technique to 
achieve the required tolerance and economic manufactllrC. 
" Selection of materials. 
However, effective strategies need to be investigated and developed for the above 
selection problems 
De Gee[36[ investigated the selection of materials for lubricates] journal bearings. A 
number of selection criteria were proposed. The criteria included the material 
mechanical properties, thennal properties, corrosion rate, behaviour under boundary 
lubrication conditions, price, behaviour under abrasive conditions, resistance against 
Cavitation erosion, and resistance against electrical discharge pitting. 
2.3 Optimal design and computerised solutions 
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In the early years of development of externally pressurised bearings, hearings were 
successfully designed for many applications. Though technically successful, the 
hearings were usually far f*roº» optimum and, were often designed by arbitrary 
methods(4l. Because of a large number of geometrical and functional parameters, it is 
difficult to achieve an optimum bearing design which reflects the greater or lesser 
requirements in a particular application for stability, high load capacity, zero friction 
torque, and low cost. 
Optimum design of an externally pressurised bearing should provide both reliability and 
economic operation. Generally, the following criteria apply to bearing optimal 
design 1371: 
" The load carried should be a maximum fora given fluid flow. 
" The stiffness of the bearing (dW/dh) should be maximum. 
" The pumping power should be minimum. 
Rowe, O'Donoghue and Cameron[381 investigated various criteria that can be applied to 
the optimal design of hydrostatic bearings. It was suggested that bearing design fur 
low-speed bearings starts from the criterion that maximum load support should be 
achieved for minimum power expended. The designer can easily vary from this 
economic condition to achieve other objectives, such as a low temperat tire rise, a small 
oil viscosity variation, and small thermal distortions in the machine structure. The 
1) 
optimisation paraºincter Sh [S1 = (11N/Ps)(D/Cd)21 was introduced which has great 
Significance ill denting the following characteristics of a hydrostatic bearing: 
" The optimum design values for minimum power dissipation. 
" Temperature rise proportional to supply pressure. 
" The proportions of hydrodynamic and hydrostatic lift in hydrostatic journal bearings. 
" The attitude angle between applied load and journal displacenment. 
For minimum power, high stiffness, and low temperature rise, it was concluded that the 
bearing design parameters should be selected so that: 
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" Clearance cd is an economic minimum. 
" Lanai-width ratio a/[, is 0.25 when expressed in an appropriate form. 
"I ugh supply pressures are avoided. 
" Viscosity is selected to snake power ratio K=Ili/I lh 
Cusano and Conry(391 used an optimisation method based on mathematical 
programming for the design of four-recess hydrostatic journal bearings. The objective 
function used was minimum total powcr 11t and in additional condition of maximum 
load capacity. The analysis was based on a symmetrical load which limits the 
application of the results. The Powell programming method was used, without 
restrictions, after a preliminary use of penalty quadratic functions. 
Sansinenea and Bueno(40] also adopted total power 11, as an objective function for the 
optimal design of hydrostatic journal bearings. Two optimisation programs were 
described, named O11I'IM1 and OPTIM2. In the former, variables take discrete values 
according to the ISO number series. The Fibonacci technique was used for a onc- 
dimensional search. The second program operates with continuous values. The search 
was conducted using the golden section search method. The difference between 
OPTIMI and OPTIM2 can be found in the different algorithms employed for the one- 
dimensional optimisation along the direction of every design variable i. e. a process 
carried out with all the design variables fixed except one which is allowed to vary. 
Computers have played an important role in the development of satisfactory design 
procedures including optimisation for externally Pressurised fluid film journal bearings. 
Initially, computers were used to yield approximate solutions to the governing 
differential equation, e. g. Reynolds Equation, information then being incorporated into 
hand or graphical design procedures and design manuals. For examlple, Raimondi and 
Boyd1411 employed a computer to obtain approximate numerical solutions of Reynolds 
Equation and tabulated data for centrally-loaded bearings having arcs of 3600,180° 
120° and 60° for L/U values of -, 1.0,0.5 and 0.25. The solutions were achieved With 
great speed and reasonable accuracy. 
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Computer programs were later developed to yield design solutions to a particular 
problem by storing information produced by previous solutions of the governing 
tyuationti, or by pursuing an iterative procedure in which the hearing parametrrs Were 
calculated successively until .i satisfactory match was achieved. Rippel1421 revieýýcd 
the utilisation of computers at this stage. The computer was mainly used as a design 
tool for the analysis of non-uniform film thickness distribution resulting from 
eccentricity, misalignment, and distortions, cavitation, and for either steady-state 
performance or dynamic response. With a computer, problems can he tacL1L d, 
especially numerical problems which were very difficult to solve by other means. The 
development of computer programs was required on an individual basis. The operation 
of these programs was not flexible and far from user-friendly. There arc many 
application examples of this type. For example, Single, Sinhasan and Ghai(431 used the 
finite element method to analyse orifice-compensated hydrostatic journal bearings, Chen 
and Ilo[44I undertook computer aided design of hydrostatic journal bearings including 
the shaft bending effect, and Lin, Aoyama, and Inasaki used a computer to simulate and 
analyse dynamic characteristics and stability of aerostatic journal bearings[15J. 
More recently computer programs were developed capable of yielding optimal hearing 
designs(401142]146]- 147]. The underlying philosophy of this final step is iºiteresting, 
Ever since the invention of the computer, designers have attempted to make the 
computer take on a greater part of the role of the bearing designer. The concept is 
simple, but the execution of the task is difficult and challenging(48]. Compared with 
the hunlan mind, the computer has the merit of speed and efficiency)' but lacks versatility. 
A number of problems encountered in bearing design are not amenable to purely 
algorithmic solutions such as the establishment of the conceptual nature of the hearing 
system elements, selection of the bearing type and con figuration and other design 
decision-making. In recent years, with the development of powerful techniques fron 
Al and computer science, many workers in engineering design and trihology have 
undertaken the research on the development of higher level design aids based on the 
integration of Al technology with conventional design technicluesl49]. The dcsign of' 
general purpose bearings is often suggested as a typical application for such design aids 
because of their essential role in machine operation. 'u to symbolic computation ability 
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of Al progranis can accommodate qualitative design issues as well as quantitative 
issues. Al programs have the potential t() provide the following: 
"I Jell) designers to understand and organise problem specifications. 
" Determine the most suitable type of bearing. 
"l lelp designers to identify limiting factors of design and to use numerical tools. 
" Evaluate the compatibility of a proposed solution at various stages of design. 
" Identify inc<nn1)atihility in the lýrulýý»c l solution . ind provide suggestions 
Unfortunately, however, research publications in this domain still represent an early 
stage of development of the subject. "There has not been any practical intelligent design 
support system for fluid film bearings developed yet even though research has been 
directed towards this end. 
2.4 Design incorporated with AI 
In 1986, Tallian(501 presented the idea of making tribolooical design decisions by using 
computerised databases incorporated with Al. Ile artued that databases are not ýt dead 
store of information, but rather, a methodical guile for a broad community of 
mechanical engineers, who need to apply tribological knowledge to specific, practical 
design or operating problems. Ile desrriherf the content and Structural concept of a 
tý ibolobical design decision support system which considered a tribological prolýleºir as 
a design task. A simplified construction of the system is illustrated in Figur 2.2. It 
was suggested that the system could be used for tribological component selection, 
tribological design support, diagnosis of tribological failure, and decision support for 
tribological operations. 
Ishii, I Iamrock and Klinger(481 incorporated Al in the design of self-acting herringbone 
journal bearings. A numerical optiuuisation method "as used which, generated values 
of bearing parameters based on the objective, function of maximised radial load capacity 
of the bearing. Al was used for design compatibility analysis (1)C'A) which forms an 
outer, intelligent design loop that applies to the numerical optimisation. l)CA identifies 
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any incompatibility between the design reyuirennrnt., and the design sº>Iutiºon, ex plains 
the flaw, and sm ests riºorlifications to iºIýIýrºrvc the design. Both the numerical and Al 
programs were implemented On an IBM PC. The programs were written in Tut ho- 
Prolog für I)CA and Fortran for numerical optimisation. Ishii, I ianirock and Klinger 
also planned to extend the technique to the stability analysis of externally pressurised 
herringbone grooved journal bearings. 
" Triho-component selection: 
Tlie selection of bearing type or configuration, 
component materials, and lubricants. 
Tribological 
i'. X1)e1'tise " 'Fribological design: 
The design of triI)ol gical components such ati 
bearings, gears, earns, chain drives, belt drives, 
clutches, brakes, seals, bushings, and fasteners. 
Intelligent 
S'p'StCm " Tribologiral failure diagnosis: 
U1o 
The diagnosis of failure modes including wear, 
0 gallinh, lubrication failure, and lcal: agc. 
Figure 2.2 Simplified construction of a triholol, ica1 derision support system 
2.5 Conclusions 
The design methods and different levels of design aids for externally pressurised fluid 
film journal bearings have been reviewed. It is concluded that the next significant step 
in bearing design is the dcvelo1) meat of tt generalised design lýroceciuºe for the design of 
both hydrostatic and aerostatic journal bearings. 
The development of tI technology and powerful micr(>c'Oit1l)utC! S pru\-idcs a vehicle tour 
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clcveluping computer-based decision support systems for hearing design. It iti 
necessary and realistic to develop an intelligent decision support system for hearing 
design to bridge the gap between available knowledge and a broad roºnnmunitV of 
designers. 
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Cha ter 3 Formulation of Artificial Intelligence Techniques 
3.1 In(rmluc(ion 
Minskyl51 ], one of the founders of the field of' Al, described Al as the science of- 
making machines (usually computer systems) do things that would require intelligence 
if done by humans. Unlike traditional computer programs, coinlputer-lased intelligent 
systems attempt to ennulate the human thinkint, process and , erve therefore al, an 
extension of human creative and problem-solving abilities. The main classes of Al 
approach are expert systems, knowledge-based systems, hypermedia, fuzzy sets, and 
neural networks. However, these approaches involve different processes for 
knowledge representation, inference, and nonlinear association of information which 
are critical features of intelli ent systems. 
'T'his chapter, is focused iriºnarily on the foundations of exf)crt systems and hypermedia 
techniques and considers the potential benefits and requirements for the application of 
these techniques to the development of intelligent design support systems. The two 
techniques selected for the project and the integration of these technologies are 
discussed in detail. 
3.2 Expert systems 
An expert system is a computer profigram that represents and re'I"ons with knowledge of' 
a specialist subject with a view to solving problenis or giving advice(52J. An expert 
System nay completely fulfil a function that normally requires human expertise, or it 
may play the role of an assistant to a human decision maker. The tei m knowledge 
basal system is som times used as a synonym for `expert system' althouýth, strictly 
speaking, the former is more general. An expert system is used to solve problems 
belonging to a specific domain, which is often help Ad in reducing the coniplexity of a 
larger problem. 
3.2.1 Architecture of an expert S}'stein 
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Figure 3. I shuýv, 's the structure of an expert , ystt'ui, which includes three haý, iý" 
C( l1) )l 'flIs! 5 .; 
1: 
" the knowledge hasc 
" the Int, cl1 nce em-, Ili' 
" the user interlace 
System User 
Databases 
hncrnlcdge Base 
User Interface 
Inference Engine " Semantic N'ct., 
" Mellus Braturs 
" Inference nirlhod,, 
" Graphics Yroýiuctiým rule; 
" Reasoning, 
" Predicate calculu, 
Figure 3.1 The block diagram ref an expert svvsten, stru ture 
The knowledge hast houScs the; infotnnatloll used by the expert system in pursuit o1' a 
solution to a pr0l)1Cm. A knowled e base is a stet) above a conventional (latalm; c in that 
a know1cdgt: hast not only contains static data as in a datahaae, but also Contains 
relational inlornn: ºtion. Within a knowledge lase, kno lcdee is most frequently 
represented by four models which are semantic ºretwork. ", fr; rrnes, production rules au f 
i . clicate calculus. 
hie inference enoinc is the workhorse of an expert system. It consists of the processes 
that work the knovv'led'oe base, undertake analyses, form hypotheses, and audit the 
processes according to some strategy that emulates the expert's rca' fling. TWO tYPCS 
of reasoning strategy are forward chaining and backward chaini, Rackwi(I chaining 
inference begins with and focuses on the conclusions oi, rules. Backward chaining 
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inference iti best uýC(f in diagnostic, monitoring, and controlling applications. It is a 
goal-directed seaºch that starts at the end solution and works backward towards the 
initial conditions. The task is to sec whether- the necessary and sufficient antecedents 
that satisfy the goal exist in the domain by applying inverse operations. In some 
senses, forward chaining inference is the opposite of backward chaining since it focuses 
on time premises of rules rather than their conclusions. Forward chaining inference ºs 
best used in "what-it" scenarios such as forecasting, designing and planning. The 
system begins with a fact and prueceds to search fort rule whose premise is verified by 
the fact. The Conclusion is then added to working memory in pursuit of the solution. 
'I'lie user interlace allows a user to query the system, supply information and receive 
advice. Ideally, the user interface would provide the same form of communication 
facilities as provided by it human expert. In practice, the user interface has much 
reduced capability for understanding natural language and general knowledge. Graphic 
user interfaces provide it form of huºn, ºn-machine communication that 
has no direct 
analogue in human-human communicationl541. 
3.2.2 Knowledge representation 
For each particular the expert has ,t lprcdeiincci structure or conceptual model 
Of the domain, CVen thOIUZh it may not be explicit. The selection of the knowledge 
representation model close to the expert's world lends itself to easier encoding; of the 
knowledge. In addition, clebuggirig and testing the expert System will not he so 
cumbersome with a knowlecite representation inudel that naturally fits the expert s 
Viewpoint. 
Semantic networks are the most general representational structure and serve as the basis 
for other knowledge representations. Semantic networks themselves are rarely used to 
model the knowlcd c directly. The lack of definitive structural rules makes semantic 
networks inelegant to use, however, they need to be understood since they provide the 
theoretical tintlerpiu hing for other representation methods such as frames and 
production rules. As an illustration of semantic nets, I'igure 3.2 represents knowledge 
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1) I ugh load U ýýý 
carrying rapacity 
(2) 11i h speed 
(3) 1 iiglý ýýrcc itiiun 
rotation of axis Use 
(4) 
......... 
Machine Took 
Instruments 
Usccl-'t'u-Achieve 
Air or Liquid 
IS-A 
Film 
A Layer 
of Fluid 
Supp0rted-By 
I: xtcrnal1Y IS-A 
Pressurised 
Bearing, 
Iý-A Machine I, lenient 
for Transmitting 
Force , 
Composed-Of 
Ily(lrostatic Types 
Aerostatic 
Hydrostatic Bearings: 
" Recessed ... 
" Conical ... 
" Spherical ... 
............... 
Aerostatic Bearings: 
" Orilice Controlled ... 
" Slot-entry ... 
"Porous ... 
Figure 3.2 Semantic network of externally pressurised hearings 
of' externally pressurised bearings. The major advantage of semantic networks is 
flexibility through the ability to add, modify, or delete nodes and links where 
appropriate. The ability to inherit relationships fron other nodes is another benefit of 
semantic networks. The main disadvantage of' scºiº. ºntic networks is that there is no 
formal representation structure. No standard rules exist by which to define unique 
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nodes or relationships. 
Frames consist of a collection of slots that contain attributes to describe in object, a 
class of objects, a situation, an action, or an event. l rames provide a concise, structural 
representation of useful relations that capture the way an expert typically thinks about 
data in a knowledge base. Frames are an elaboration of semantic networksl551. The 
primary advantage of frame representation is that it makes the knowledge base rudre 
concise und compact and therefore less time is required to search for specific 
information. 
Production rules are conditional lf-'1'hen and If-Then-Else descriptions of a given 
situation or context of a problem. 'Ehe If clause describes an object, situation, or 
position. If the If clause is true, the "Then clause ot' the (production rule is activated. If 
the production rule contains an Else clause and the If clause is false, the Else clause of 
the production rule is activated. Production rules provide a tiu>re formal representation 
structure for object-attribute-value (O-A-V) or attribute-value (A-V) semantic networks. 
Rule-based systems have several attractions such as modularity, uniformity and 
naturalness. I lowever, rule-based systems have two primary disadvantages of rigidity 
and inefficiency. 
Predicate calculus is an extension of propositional logic. It relies on the truth and rules 
of inference to represent symbols and their relationships to each other. For example, If 
A, Then 13, and A exists, it is allowed to conclude B. Predicate calculus can be used 
not only to determine the truth or falsity of a Statement, hut also represent statrº»ents 
about specific objects or individuals. Predicate calculus has two major advantages of 
preciseness and nuxfularity. Its primary disadvantage is that as the number of facts in 
the knowledge We Increases, the number of ways to combine the facts to make 
inferences explodes exponentially. Predicate calculus is hest used in c1o111ains of concise 
unified theories such as physics or chemistry. 
In summary, Table 3.1 illustrates the characteristics of various knowledge representation 
models. 
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('Iºaractcristics 
Uornain Data Structure 
('ººntr')l Advantages DisadNantagvs 
Modek 
Context " I: Ic'xºbºltty " No Ionu. il 
Semantic Nets orbs Uependcnt General Ilierarchºral Mixed - Inheritance relncýrntatýun 
structure. 
Context Unified, " Not holly lý r'º°ºcs Dependent Concise I licrarchical Mixed " Efficiency (i! wch)hcd 
(Tontext - Modularity " Risid 
I'ruductiOLº Rules Indclx'iIdrilt urlIuse(l Urinurin Separable " Unitumlºty " Inelliciciit 
- Naturalness 
Context Unified, " Preciseness " 
Not Suitable 
Predicate Calculus 1nL1c1>cncºrnt Concise Uniform Scparahl' " Modularity for complex 
inference. 
Table 3.1 Knowledge representation model characteristics 
3.2.3 A general approach to developing expert systcinc 
The developincnt of expert systems may call for Cooperation between a team of "kill cd 
people, as shown in Figure 3.31531. The domain expert typically provides the 
knowledge that will be used in the expert system. The knowledge is captured and 
encoded by the developer. Users should also be involved in developing the system', 
especially (luring; the system specification of* requirements, validation and evaluati<m, 10 
ensure that the system works in a way that the user understands. Expert systcm 
building týxüls or environments have become higher level and easier toi use, so that in 
many cases, experts can learn enough about the; t(K)15 and techniques to build expert 
systems by themselves. Although the detailed architectures of specific systems vary 
across clillerent knowledge domains, the methoclolo ), or approach to their dCvrl0 111Cnt 11 
is basically similar in concept to that in the evolution of virtually' any software. 
It is suggested that the development of an expert system can be divided into six staýý;: 
" Feasibility analysis: Idlcntilication and cictcriimination of the scope of the, task and the 
reasonableness of the approach. 
" Conceptual design: The Conceptual structure of the system to be designed, along with 
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Expert sysicill 
User Interface 
tlscr 
<º º v . u c fl 
cis I 
Inference Engine 
r l o p c v c )e 
/-- 
E'diting Knowledge Base 
Environment 
Developer Database 
Expert 
! I1Ový felge 
Acquisition 
Figure 3.3 The expert system development teams 
a specification that describes the NVVay in which the system will carry Out the task. 
" Knowledge acquisition: 'l'he knowledge required for pcrioniiing the task is acquiicd 
from human experts, case histories, publications, et cetera. 
" Knowledge representation: The knowledge is formalised and represented within the 
knowledge base so that it is executable by the inference engine. 
" Validation and evaluation: User views, expert opinions, and operational criteria arc 
used to determine whether the system has achieved in acceptable degree of success. 
The system is then carefully validated and refined. 
" Maintenance: The process of evaluation and rehlnemeºit may proceed thron 
haut the 
life-cycle of a popular product. It entails the continual process of revic%v ing, 
modifying, and upgrading the knowledge base, hardware, and software due, to the 
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dynamic unvironnlcnt of information, cluilýain cýýýautiion and hcuristir 
inýlýn>výýnýnt. 
Start 
Feasibility Analysis 
" Resources 
" Goals 
" Criteria 
Conceptual Design 
" Identification of constraints 
"I lardware/software selection 
" System conceptual structure 
Knowledge Acquisition 
" Knowledge discovery 
" Knowledge refinement 
" Knowledge formulation C) 
Knowledge Representation 
" Knowledge base development 
" Detailed knowledge structure 
Validation 4S Evaluation 
" Validating and tuning reasoning 
techniques and data structure 
" Operational acceptance 
" User-friendliness 
Maintenance 
" Dynamic environulent 
" Domain expallsioll 
"I icuristic improvement 
End 
Figure 3.4 A flow chart of the system development pro ess 
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Figure 3.4 illustrates a flow chart of the system development process described above. 
The flow chart provides, to some extent, an approach to the stages of building an expert 
system. 
3.3 Ilypermedia 
Hypermedia is an information management tool that links text, graphics, sound, audio 
recordings, or other types of media in an organic and associative way[561. In doing so, 
it allows users of a system to navigate information in a non-linear fashion. Users are 
free to progress through, or retrieve information from, the system by using non-linear 
pathways for which links have been established by the system designer. A non-linear 
pathway is a sequence established by moving freely or jumping within the information 
retrieval environment. Figure 3.5 illustrates a simplified view of a hypermedia structure 
Expert system Engineering design 
Hypermedia Link Engineering design is the intelligent 
Machine tools association of useful, economic, reliable 
ä Grinding technology and attractive ideas embodied in an 
z 
...... ....... ...... engineering project, product or utility. 
For example. the design of a bearing - 
Linkl Link2 Links 
Hybrid Slot Entry bearing Link Link Programs 
............. _.,.. ý, .... ---- "" Hybrid Slot Entry bearing ... 
................. V ................... Design Procedure: 
Figure 3.5 A simplified view of a hypermedia structure 
describing an engineering subject. From the figure, it is found that hypermedia has two 
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fundatuental units which are nodes and links. A hyhcrºn"iia system is basically a 
collection of l1(xlcs interconnected by links. The nudes can contain discrete blocks of 
information of text and graphics and other items like digital iuiagm anºnº: ttion 
sequences, sound, and interactive video. A link is a nt, ºchine; -supported, ditcct 
connection hetween a specific source node and a destination nude. A complete 
hypermedia system provides facilities for creating and editing nodes and links to Ii>inº 
hypermedia documents, allowing any node to be connected to any other in a complex 
nrtvý(ýrk. 
`I Iy1Crtext' is a term coined by NelsonJ571 in 1965. The technology is concerned with 
nonseyuential reading and writing of textual materials using nodes and links. In recent 
years, however, distinctions between the terns hypertext and hypermedia have become 
somewhat blurred because many hypertext systems actually also include the possibility 
of' working with graphics and various other media. In general, hypermedia is more 
inclusive. Ilypertext and hypertext programs are usually taken as a framework and 
subset or hyperinedi, t and hypermedia programs. 
IIi'OCCteXt 
IIyperi»edia 11'luttimc(lia 
Figure 3.6 The relationship b tww, een hypertext, multimedia and hypermedia 
Multimedia is often used as a synonym of hypernle(iia. I lowever, it is clear from 
Figure 3.6 that a multimedia application is not necessarily a hypermedia application. 
Multimedia is Concerned with the intetT, Iation of various forms of media, but it is not 
necessary for it to have links or nodes as hypcrtcxt does. I lyl)er-me(Iia is the inm-'ratiout 
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(il the two approaches as illustrated in Figur: 161581. Figure 3.6 shows the 
relationship between hypertext, multimedia and hypermedia. 
3.3.1 /\rchitcettiic of hypcntnedia syýteiinti 
The architecture of a hypermedia system mainly refers tºº its Organisation and 
navigation. Understanding the fundamentals of hypermedia organisation and notions cif 
hvj)crmccli: i navigation is very important fOr constructing ;i powerful livpcrrncdi: t 
system. 
3.3.1.1 1 lypermedia organisation 
Ilyperinedia systems are often based on one of three methods of organisation as 
illustrated in Figure 3.71591. These three methods arc: 
" Unstructured information, as ill a random collection of 3-inch x 5-inch cards. 
" /A sequential collection of information units, as in a novel. 
"A hierarchical collection of data or information, as in an organisational chart of a l, u ý,, c 
Corl)orat loll. 
0 
Dý 
0LI 
O 
UusIructurecl Sequcutial IIic trchical 
Figure 3.7 Types of hyperuneddia organi,, atiuýn 
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From (Figure 3.7, it is found that a collection of intuºnratºrrºr units, e. g., cards in a 
h)'I)Crnºcriia r1UCunrrººt has all underlying ruler nr; tint; ººncd 1, V structural lint,,. i lic 
order of' cards in an unstructured hylpernºedia system e; uº he arlýitrcºry and t1uºrkly 
modified through standard sorting techniques. The uºhier of e: ºrcls in a sequential 
hyl)Cnfle iia system is usually static and used try represent infurnr: ºtirrn of a lengthy essay 
type. In a hierarchically structured hylperºricciia docunment, Card order resembles a tree. 
In this case, the limbs of the tree declare primary struetill al rýlatiunshilýs between cams. 
3.3.1.2 1 lypeIi hdia navigation 
The user's freedom, to navigate, hruwse and take part in disc(vcry at will, is the most 
distinguishing feature of hypertext (()J. Ilow a user navigates through a Itylºýrmýºüa 
system depends on how the system is indexed and what type of search/retrieval 
techniques it uses. Many hypermedia retrieval techniques use card identifiers, which 
can Inc listed alphabetically, indexed according to context, or orzg ºººiscci hierarchically, 
sequentially, or relationally. Most hypermedia systems use a controlled vocabulary, 
where each hypernneciia card is classified by one term and then maimained by in index 
of keyed terms. Some systems use aliasing techniques that allow links to be referenced 
by alternate names the user may supply at run-time. ]'Imis t("c"Ihniclue innlUMes a 
system's recall capability when single items within the Iýylý(riiiý(lia may be called 1w 
diflere'rnt naives. In all cases, (ICSI)ite the labelling and inc)r\in; g technique used, users 
Ivc still II, the Iýr(ýlýlcnn o navigating throe h the system and require more slýc"i; lli. tcl 
devices such as hruwscrs, filters, and bookmarks to deal with this problem. 
Browsers conic in m: I11y forms, and Common implclinentations arc calcl-refrrcncc lists, 
trees, and maps. 'frees or maps offer a graphical view of the hypermedia system, 
marking the user's current location. 'T'hese graphical aids tco navigation reveal system 
structure and allow for direct access to inli)r111,16cýn. Trees will elften reveal hierarchical 
or relational structures, while maps give a some of j 5conent and proportion as well as 
overall structure and intCrcOnnlCCt1on1. 
Filters act differently fl-()Ill l)ru\\"tiers ill hell)III, ý to lc>c; tw 1)rrtincnt inlcrllnatiun 1ýý 
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limiting the, anx)utnt of retrieval infUr111,11 ion avail; thle or by narru'ýVtttg t11c Context fur tlrr 
ti, carcll. Filters c'; tn ial\c" I \: witty Of t'c)nrnti. 1111 e\; ttul)lc". ;t ý\'tcrtý ºitaý he Itltc"rccl 
according to tirnL. ; tlicrvt"in., (Only access t<) iniurnr; ttion updated in the la. tit dad' or two. 
other filters rniuht work front a list of key words or c; u_c1-: ttlrihutcs and then hv- lirrnit (tic 
search range. "fite point of using a filter is to restrict the search pastern according tc) ºItr 
user's needs. 
iA (xx>kmark is a 111; ºýýI>ý, lýiýr withiº1 the hy{lcrºlucdi: º "vsteº>1 for one or more nodes t11: 1t 
have already been accessed or called. With this device a system user can insert 
bookmarks that upon subsequent use of the system will serve as return reference points. 
Too many bookmarks, however, will result in a situation akin to highlighting too Illuch 
material in a printed text, reducing the overall importance (>1 the marked information. 
3.3.2 Tools for developing hypennedia1 and liy pe nnedi, t based systems 
llypernied a systems offer users intuitive, unstructured access tco iniorIllaticfn. 
I lowever, hypermedia developers cannot afford to take an overly intuitive approach to 
constructing hyllennedia systems. Development tools arc used to iiiakr it lýcýsýilýlý tu 
develop systems quickly, qualitatively, and ccuiioniic"ally. 
3.3.2.1 NIajOr dCVC)opmC nt tools 
I:: u-ly 11yl)en11' Ii, t systemic clevelolimtnt tools like I-'I\'} SS were 
N1ainfranles can support various hypcnnr(lia features. Almost all recent tools have heeii 
based on personal computers or workstations161 1. 
Table 3 
.2 
lists some of the better known tools and provides a brief summary of the main 
features. It is impossible for tine table R) cover all the tools since new OI1 S are 
constantly appearing. 'Ihre tools list in the table are loosely c'l; ttisitied according to their 
operating platforms such as IBM-PC, Macintosh and workstations. Amon i tlkc'ni, 
1lyperCard has been emerging as a leading tont for lnuiltling computer-based 
hypenniedia applications. 
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Tools Developer Specifications 
IBIN1 PC: 
I Iy1)CrI AI) Bright-Rohorts 
1)1 I )( look Asynictrix 
Corporation 
I lVI)CI I iCý [`nivrrsity 
of Maryland 
KnowIcd zePro Knowledge 
Garden Inc. 
Features similar tu I Iyi erCard 
but does not SU1)p >rt gral)hics. 
I:; ºsy tu use and inexpensive. 
Full hypermedia features and runs 
with Windows 3. x. 
f3asic; illy a text based toxol. A 
workstation version is available. 
An expert system shell with 
hyhernteclia functionality. 
Powerful but relatively expensive. 
Macintosh computers: 
Guide Kent University Suitable for text documents but 
with full h)'perrnc(lia features. AlSo 
available for workstations and 
IBM-PC compatibles. 
I ly])erCar(l Apple Computer The Most hol)ular too] and su])1)lic(f 
Inc. free with Macintosh computer. 
Intcrm«lia Brown University Full bypailledia features and 
inexpensive. A workstation version 
is available. 
Supe rC11rd Silicon Beach Owes II1l1C11 to I lyperClrrd hilt wrlil 
Software Inc. some advanced features Such as 
colours and multiple windows. 
\Vorkstalions: 
Note(T trds Xerox Palo Alto lull hypermedia features and v rti 
Research Center ex pCn,, iVVe. 
KMS Carnegie-Mellon Text-h; tsed but with a limited 
University graphic feature. A rehitively 
expensive product. 
ýII 
"fahle 3.2 Some hvi ermcdia systcin development tools 
3.3.2.2 Critrria for tool selection 
Fo date, there are hundreds of hypermedia development tools[ 58116111621. "('hose tool. 
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vary si"nifir. ºntly in their approaches to hyl)erlnedºa tc; tturc' RTrcSCntatloll, their , ºhilºty 
toi interface with external utilities Such as video) players. the way they integrate of 
Implement intelligence, price and ease of' evelopment. The selrrticm ()1' a Suitai)le ioo l 
is a critical step. The tool should tit the intended application as closely as 1)OSSihle. 
"falble 3.3 summarises the factors in selecting a }iyperineclia development tool vv ith 
particular reference to the four functional levels listed. 
'I'hc applications environment: Information presentation 
Knowledge representation 
The development environment: IlypCrme'dia implementation 
Artificial Intelligence development 
Information visualization arld tracing 
Integration with existing data or programs 
1'lle user environm ent: User interface design 
Navigation ; aids 
Custom report generation 
'I'hc run-tithe enN'ironment: Portability to other hardware platforms 
Cult, policy, and licensing of run-time 
systems 
Table 3.3 (rite is and pertinent factors for a Iiyper media system tool selection 
3.3.3 1 lard ware support for hypermedia 
I iypermcclia needs to run on a computer and is therefore highly dependent on the 
available hardware technology. A hypermedia system may he seen as a platform: A 
combination of hardware and software elements that together s1llpl)0rt a mullisCnu)rv 
infolination environment. Now that cotnlputcrs incorporate text and graphic s as a matte r 
of course, it is hot another step to the inclusion of photographic images, sound, and 
motion video. As digital CD players, digital cameras, digital VCRs, and event 11.11 ly, 
digital high-definition television take holes in consumer electronic markets, the 
previously scgret aced works of television, audit, and computing are predicted to 
become internningled[63I. It is possible and even notable that these components will in 
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the future IhUCcrfIC standard eytrillIlkmt in c' Cryci, t\' pCru>nul cclnlllutrrs which %\ ill he 
BUY tlºrrruplr national or even gkhal cr>nt; ruwr net% orks. Fq, ur 1.8, "how" a 1v f)ical 
hardware configuration fier a hyllrrnredia de 'e <pnent systrrnj6-lI. iA special Iraº&Varc 
IlruhlCnl is the large storage space nceclc"d for the nrultinredia ituagcs. For cxallylk", a 
single colour television image takes ill) 105 KU Of storage. nreaniný that a minute of live 
video would take almost 150 MB memory. 't'his makes it impossible to deliver 
hyperrriedi, t material with large sequences of video on traditional computer disks. 
Optical storage devices such as (1D-ROM arc a solution for thi" Ilruhlcnl. 
Speaker Si: uinrr 
Audio play- Scanner ho rd a hack board 
Audio K t, ii o, i PIN MIDI 
Audio rttiticite c_tPtttrc ho: trtl idku h(): uil hlavel 
recorder 
N'I: tiC Monitor GA-to Vic3<O itn., l; r ('aniýu, ilrr Vi(jrot, ll)e-. q NTSC hoard capture bonn' VCR 
CD-RIONI 
Inl)ut 
&k' iirs 
Keyboard Mouse 'I'i kkl, all Pell 'I tic1, -sc, rru 
Figure 3.8 A typical hardwarc Coll (iýgIII-ill ion for hypcrnncdia 
3.3.4 A ý, cncral approach to developing hypermedia systems 
'Ehere is still not a standard n)ethodolooy car trrnfinOl n. V for (k vClol)ing hyper e'll'i 
applications. Developers use different uncIl)(xls to (kv"cl()I) their svsIe! ns d1ependil), t on 
their skills untl the 1)ar ictlar requirements of the application. As a constequence. it i. 
(fit , licult to spread the use of hypermedia terh1mA y in a field of application. It ", 
therefore considered to he essential to develop a t))cthiod do_gy with particular rMcnn 
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to II)1)IicatiOns. 
A typical development tann consists Of a subject expert, a software developer, a ; graphic 
artist, ,t ntusici; tn, and an evaluation cxp'rtI651. The ntºntlýcýr of people involved can h 
reduced, of course, if any team member has the training needed to assuºiºe niore tlºan 
one role. 't'here are three major stares in developing hypermedia systems, definition, 
development, and evaluation as illustrated in Figure 3.9. The focus of the definition 
stage is on developing, reviewing, editing, and finalising the content. The developºrlrnt 
stage mainly includes system framework design, selection of a suitable tool, design of 
system user interface, production of audio and visual materials employing various 
media, system progranirning or scripting, achievement of system prototype, and w, tenº 
validation. The evaluation stage includes peer review of the system, small group 
testing, and application field testing. 
A methodology for developing a hyl)en1 edia system can he summarised as a set Of 
steps. From the standpoint of hypeimedlia engineering, the steps are: 
" Consult on the system requirements and specifications. 
" Select the information to be transformed into Ilypermr(lia and choose a suitable 
hypermedia system development tool. 
" Decompose the information into a (ictinahle organisational structure that is either 
based on the original organisational pattern or on a pattern determined by the system 
cl vclol)Cr. 
" Complete the final decomposition of the information into the smallest units that will 
he attached to each hypermedia node. 
" Define the conceptual hypermedia links that provide knowledge representation within 
a semantic network. 
" Define the links that govern lmograin operation and the integration of multiple 
documents. 
" Incorporating, hyperi»edli, t devices such as hcýýws rs, filters, and hookmmarks to 
1; ic111latc user navigation. 
" Integrate the System with Al, database or other advanced techniques. 
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Start 
Devclup ('Onicut 
I Critical KrviCvV OI 
('unlent 
Z _- 
ID 
C 
U 
Revision 
Ncedcd 
ýýNo 
Edimw, 
{ýCVISC ý'ýýý ýý 
Content Approvcd7 
Peer Revie w of 
C(fucnt 
Revise 
Content 
=vi,, s No Aiý{ýroýýcc17 
Yes 
Finalised Content 
:J 
E 
Cd 
System Design 
System Tool Selection 
Producing A/V materials 
System Programming 
System Prututypr 
1ý1t1 
Approved? 
Yes 
Peer Review of System 
Small Group Testing 
No Rc,, "isc/ValitIatc 
Approwed' System 
cs 
Application Field "I'csting 
^u Revise/\'alidatý 
Ahýýnaved7 System 
Yeti 
End 
Figure 3.9 1 low chart for the deve1opiine»t of "I hypermedia SV ýltcIII 
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" Valiclat., e aluate and refine the system. 
3.4 InlchralioU of different Al approaches 
Of all the essential characteristics of in At application systeni, knowlcdre 
representation, inference, and nonlinear association of information are the most critical. 
Unfortunately, Qo single information technology or application software can integrate 
these functions well. When integrated within a single application or used with evistingg 
programs, hypermedia and expert systems have the potential to offer a rich environment 
for creating software applications that can behave intelligently. They (lo so by 
combining the hrohlem-solving, associative, and expressive powers of humans b inp. 
Expert systems are particularly useful to augment problem Solving or decision making. 
Ilypermeclia, in contrast, provides a vehicle for intuitive, nonlinear access to 
information and program navigation that realistically resembles intelligent behaviour. 
When combined within an intelligent application system, expert systems and 
hypermedia technologies have a synergistic relationship, whereby their combined 
strength is more than the simple sum Of their individual capabilities. For the synergy to 
occur, within the application program, the two technologies must be effectively linked. 
Most often hypermedia is employed as the Nase of the systetl) and expert systems as 
components. Figure 3.10 shows the basic structure proposed for an intelligent 
hypermedia-based system. In this system, hypertnerlia serves as the backbone of the 
structure. Knowledgc is stored in the hivperlnedi, t base in the form Of text, graphics 
sound, and Other Media. The artificial components m ay include evI1e'It 
systems, knowledge-based systems, intelligent databases and other components it 
required. Uwe Al components are based on the hypcI11]edia base; and are particularly 
suitable for completing special functions such as design specification, design parameter 
Computation, and design procedure analysis and control. The Al components call 
retrieve and slake, use of the knowledge in the hy11ennedia base. Intelligent hypertuedia 
is becoming a major branch of both hyperttledia technology and knowledge 
engineering, 1661. figure 3.11 shows the structured life cycle of an intelligent 
hypermedia application project. 
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Hypermedia Base 
Expert system Intelligent database Other Al 
components components component 
I-igure 3.10 The structure of an intelligent hy1 erinedia-based systc m 
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I'rntýaýp, 
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SCIcLIIUl1 
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ItV'dl U. ll I'rl' 
tip, l: °nt 
Fioure '3.11 Structured life cvvcle of an itntellicnt hylýýniýý'cli; t application i ojcrt 
I lypcnneclia-based intelligent systems have great potential because of the amount of 
knowledge that exists today in the torn of raw text. Many developers argti e tlUtt the 
next generation of Al-based applications will be text-hascd1' rather than 'Knowlcdoc 
based' in the form of rules. Text based systems can he built more rapidly sidestepping 
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ºnuch of' the laborious knowledgc-rngincering pm»m. Sonic hypcrºnaiºa h, i' cd 
intrlliý-, rnt systants We already Ivcn employed successfully in industiv in rccvnt 
years! 71. '1'hc author I)elieves that fºyperºne(ii, º-l)ase(l intelligent svstýnºs for 
cºn ; inecriºig dish n and education will increatiººn,, ly he employed in the near hutme. 
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Chapter 4 Development of a general design approach for 
externally pressurised j«Um atl bearing's 
4.1 Introduction 
Many workers have produced design data for externally pressurised journal hearings. 
In the majority of cases, however, the design data were restricted to individual 
applications. It was therefore decided that a general design approach using available 
data was needed. The design method should provide a general methodological guide 
for bearing design covering all design phases. It should include various design aspects 
such as a design procedure, selection strategies for hearing type and configuration, flow 
control devices, bearing materials and manufacturing techniques, desi(t n ohtinfisation 
and other design decision making within the procedure. It was also decided the 
development of the design apf)roach should include its implementation on a computer. 
This chapter describes a view of the design process adopted as a framework for the later 
development of a design support system for externally pressurised journal hearings. 
4.2 Design requirements and the design process 
4.2.1 Design requirements 
'Hic foremost objective in the. design of an externally pressurised journal lhcaring is 
usually OUC cif the fýýllýýýý ink O): 
" To support a comparatively large load. 
" To maintain a specified gap between the bearing surfaces. 
" To minimise frictional losses. 
" TO maintain Stahle operation. 
Design objectives are established by the constraints and environmental re jiIirý ttýý ntti 
Choice by the application. The hearing application will Often decide the of 
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lubricant, lilt required, acceptable rast, nunhl)cr Of start-stOl) cycles, positionini, 
prurisiun needed, lubricant contaminants, hearing-aligninent changes after start-up, 
loads, speeds, bearing ambient hrustiurrti. supply pressure and flow rate availahle 
Design 
l. aements Lubricating Bearing Bearing 
Auxiliary' components 
Production 
Design 
Requirements 
Fluid Configuration Material Flow 
Circuit 
Control 
I)c% ices 
''eclºniyues 
lfigh Temperature * * 0 
Low Temperature 0 
External Vibration * * 0 
Space 
Dirty or Dusty 
Conditions * * 
* 0 
\Vct and llunºid 
Conditions * * 
0 0 
Running Costs * 0 
Prnxluction Costs 0 0 0 0 0 
Radial Motion 
Accuracy * 
0 
Stiffness in 
Relation to Size 
* * 0 * 0 
Load Carrying 
Capacity in 
Relation to Size 
* * 0 0 * 0 
Damping * * 
I1igh Speed * 0 
Central Control * * * 0 
Temperature Rise * 0 0 0 
Durability * 0 * 
Maintenance * 0 0 
Starting Torque * 
Running; Torque * 
Running Noise * * 
Frequent Slop-Stalls 0 0 
External Dimension 
Ease of Design 0 0 0 
Gase of Manufacture * * 0 0 
Availability of 
Standard Parts * 
Prevention of 
Contamination of 
Surroundings and 
Products 
* 
Directly reklicd 
0 InLlirrctI, ' rel te(I 
Table 4.1 Bearing riesion requirements and relationships to he, trinJ features 
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from the system, heat flow, tiysteºlr dyn, ttrties, size and location of restttctrrrs. 
('onv'erseiv, t1'si"tiII reyuirem nt it iy be imposed oil the application system by the 
hearings. The assurance clf compatihility of the bearitlýý and the system design requires 
definition of the imposed bearing requirements and the bearing 17erforlIlalice lüllitations. 
In the main, the design requirements can be classified according to their relationship to 
five elements of a bearing system. These elements of a bearing design are the 
lubricating fluid, the bearing configuration, bearing materials, auxiliary components 
such as flow control devices and circuits, and bearing prtxiuction techniques. 'f'ahle 1.1 
lists possible design requirements for an externally pressurised bearing. Each design 
requirement may be directly or indirectly related to one or more of the five design 
elements. A bearing design study will usually start from a consideration of these design 
requirements. Load carrying capacity and operating speed are two requirements usually 
considered first although other requirements may become prominent factors in some 
specific applications. A successful design is the result of a balance in meeting various 
requirements. To achieve in optimum design, the design objectives have tu he 
abstracted from the design requirements and then ideally transformed into objective 
functions. The optimum design search is undertaken based on objective functions. "lote 
design of an externally pressurised journal bearing involves a relatively large number of 
design parameters and for some configurations the Computation may be complex. 
Computerised design solutions are therefore desirable and for a nun-specialist might be 
considered 1 necessity. 
4.2 
.2 
The design process 
The design data and drtwings that form the visible record of a design do not COxrnl)letclY 
disclose the underlying process by which the design was created. Understanding th 
design process and a designer's mental behaviour within the hrckess 11as becýo me all 
iricreasinr ly important pair of the theory of d si"n(681. Assumptions cone mill,. the 
designer's mental behaviour are essential for the development of an intelligent 
Support System. 
(i) The. feasibility study 
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After :t designer decides to employ an externally pressurised journal hearing, it is 
nrreS'ary to COFI1mence with a The feasihility study inv<, lves the 
collection of information about the design requirements and about the constraints 
imposed on the design. Various factors must he considered such as the availability of a 
lubricant supply in terms of pressure and flow, the space available in the application 
system and the capability of manufacturing facilities. The feasibility study will include 
the presentation of several workable solutions. The feasibility study will include 
technical factors, economic factors and envirommcntal acceptability. 
(ii) Conceptual design 
Conceptual design involves the generation and consideration of a number of ideas. The 
purpose of this phase is to attempt to avoid the situation where a simple better alternative 
is overlooked. Conceptual design involves the establishment of the conceptual nature of 
the bearing system elements including flow control devices and circuit. The prr)rrss 
consists of a search for suitable solution principles and their combination into concept 
variants. IW example, in this phase, a designer may decide to employ a hydrostatic 
bearing or an aerostatic bearing. In some cases the designer may decide to try a 
completely novel solution. This creates a problem for a highly structured design 
process. The designer needs to determine the possible bearing configurations ýkhich 
may be selected, the feeding type, bearing materials and possible production techniques. 
1'he designer should also establish approximate but essential values of main bearing 
parameters such as bearing diameter and length, clearance, load carrying capacity. 
stiffness, friction and pumping, power consumption and supply pressure. At the 
conceptual design stage, a designer is encouraged to maintain an open mind to several 
design alternatives and continue evaluating these until sufficient information has been 
asseºilblCd to justify a decision. 
(iii) llctail design 
During detail design, the designer, starting from the established concept, determines the 
detailed hnxltic. tion documents of all the individual parts. The precise values of bearing; 
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Imn, micters, the detail design of the how control device and the circuit system are finally 
s1)erit1Ccl, the 1x aring rnt; ttcrials , try ýlýcýiliýcl, the technical and econom is fý ; t, ihilitý ; ire 
re-checked and manul. rcturint, clraýý in; ýý J)FU(luCCd. 
(iv) Production 
The last phase is production which is an nldispensahle part of the engineering process. 
Pf(X1t1CUofl is the physical Ilroºccss by which iiuterials are convellc(f into a I)r( iti t. 'I'lls 
variations in restrictor dimensions and clearance, resulting from manufacturing errors, 
have direct effects on the bearing perfoiinance. The designer must therefore take full 
account of mantifacturillg capability before detail design is completed. Shaft 
misalignment and distortion of a hearing reduce load carrying capacity and may increase 
power consumption. All of these effects need to be considered at an early stages. 
In summary, Figure 4.1 illustrates the design process by a flow diagram. It must he 
stressed that the phases of the design process cannot always be clearly separated. Fach 
phase influences the others and, as Figure 4.1 shows, overlap to a considerable extent. 
A conceptual decision may require a scale drawing for the lpurlpose of deciding on 
possible layouts. Conversely, preliminary layout at the detail design phase may involve 
nothing, more than rough sketches. Moreover, optimisation considerations may not only 
he made during the detail design period but also It the conceptual design 1ºhas . 
Suýlº 
variations of' the design process in no way detract from the value of the general 
ººmetlº<xlology. 
The design process may also be presented together with the design elcºncnts in a design 
matrix as shown in Figure 4.2. This gives a panoramic view of the design lrroce" and 
it should be possible to identify any design action as corresponding tu sonic position in 
the, matrix. Figure 4.2 also shows a simplified trajectory of designing a hydrostatic 
journal bearing with the. matrix. Obviously, for a successful design, the trajectory is not 
unique and may be changed more or less depending on different designers. I love 'er, 
any design trajectory will be formed and defined within the deli n matrix. 
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Design RC(luirciucilts 
I"c. asibiIity Study 
Information collation. 
Feasible factors study such as fluid supply, 
space and 111,11111facturl fig Capability. 
................................... 
Preliminary Solutions 
Conceptual [design 
Bearing principle concepts. 
System structural concepts including flow 
control devices and circuit. 
Approximate knowledge of main parameters. 
........... ............. 
Concepts 
Detail Design 
Detailed production documents of all the 
individual parts of the bearing system. 
DoCUm eints Layout 
Production 
Manufacturing and assembly. 
I 'aIuatioI I 
Bearing Product 
Fimure 4.1 A flow di: uzramn of the design process 
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4.3 Selection strategics for (he hearing 
Bearing selection includes not only tile bearing type itself, but alvo the conf srurauon, 
the flow control devices, the materials and manufacturing techniques. The selection 
decisions are usually made or considered at an early stage of the design process. 
Selection decisions have direct effects on the achievement of a satisfactory design and 
the reliability of the total bearing systenm1341. 
4.3.1 Bearing type and configuration selection 
The range of journal bearings has been divided into seven classes as shown in Figure 
4.3. The classes of bearing are rolling bearings, rubbing hearings, oil impregnated 
porous metal bearings, hydrodynamic bearings, hydrostatic hearings, self-acting air 
bearings and aerostatic bearings. As a designer starts the desi, -nn process, 
he or she first 
has to snake sure which type of bearing is suitable. The choice of bearing type will he 
appropriate for the particular application. The designer can then take further decisions 
such as the selection of the bearing configuration, flow control devices, bearing 
materials, and the bearing production techniques(351. 
Jouin, ii 13carinbs 
Rollin, Rubbing Oil Impregnated IIyýinxiýtssnsic IJydrusLstic Sc'If-Acting Aen>>Lttic 
Bearings Bearings Porous Metal Bearings Bearings Air Bearing; 13c, ssings 
Bearings 
Figure 4.3 Journal bearings clastiificationn 
The technique developed for selection of tue bearing type is based on hearing operation 
factors which represent the design requirements. Operation factors for journal hearings 
are shown in 'fable 4.2, where a simplified rating system has been deviled. For an 
operation factor xi, there is a corresponding series of rating numbers, wil, "i2 
wi"l, wi5, "'i6, wi7, which are individually associated with each of the seven types of 
bearings. The rating; shows which type; of hearing bast satisfies th operation factor or 
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ltn ' It : 
IIIIIUU, Niel Ill tlydtuflyn: llulc Scit-. limy; 1cru, tlitlc tt) dlo, t at o p 
No Iý: Irtur, X. 
1 al ni;, f g c Itl'. U 1II ;, t, l11uid Beal II1g, Air 1{l'atings Bearings ttl': II III ', 
a .. "" 
I Iligli Temperature "A" 
"` . 2 Low Temperature ` 
«" " ý""ý 3 External Vibration '" 
«" 4 Limited Space . «s. ««,. .. s """ 
5 Dirty or Dusty . ". . . «. . """« '. " Conditions 
Wet and Humid a .. . r. r. ". ... ... "'"" Condition, 
7 Rllttning C o%1S .. t ... !. 
+""" ++ 
g Production Costs . ". """" ""' "" "" " ` 
Radial Motion 
... ... .... +. "" 
Accuracy 
Stillness in ." ... "" """ .... 11) Relation to Sue 
.., 
Load Carrying 
. ". .... 11 Capacity In "", r" +"" s. 
Relation to Site 
12 Damping " "" "" ". " . ".. <.. " 
13 high Speed f«" f, ".. " . ". f ... " 
14 Central Control "a " r s" """ """` `""" 
15 Temperature Rise .« . ." +. .... .... a.. 
16 Durability """ "" "" «"" "" """" """" 
17 Maintenance .., «""" ".. .s ." 
111 Starting Torque """ ' "' "' " """ ýý"t 
.. . <.. 19 Running Torque "", "" .. .. 
20 Running Noise " .« .. «a : «.. . a"" a"" "" 
21 Frei ncnt Sto i-start., .... "" ". ` 
""" "ý 22 External Dimension ""«' ""' """ "" 
""" 23 Ease of Design ,. .... ., a . " ". 
24 Ease of Manufacture ""` "... """ " 
" " "" 
Availability at q n # 25 Standard farts .. a. .. ... + 
Prevention of 
26 
Contamination of 
a" "ý ýý .... .... 
Surroundings and 
Products 
27 Vacuum " """" a t 
« # " 
Frequent Change of 
28 Rotation Direction 
29 Simplicity of a.. . «. ,... ". "" """ "" 1,11 ricatiu t 
30 Radiation "" . , a... .... 
*'- -* -- Excellent ** -- Good ** -- Normal 
* -- Poor # -- Not rated 
Table 4.2 Comparison of bearing; types 
condition. Clearly, the operation factors [] (i =1 to n) can he expanded or reduced 
depending on each Specific application. For a specific application, each operation factor 
xi is associated with a rating ki which provides the weighting of the factor depending on 
the importance of the factor for a particular application. For instance, the factor for the 
spindle radial motion accuracy has a large weighting in 
desigIl1Ilg. bearings f)r an ultra- 
precision turning machine. "I'hcrefore, for the selection of the bearing type Y (1 to 
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7), its rating result is 
yi= k1 xI %I, k-, ý-, wI I- ... --- } 
kn-I xn I "n 1, ' {. n vn wii,. I 
SO that 
y1 }X1 V 11 W12 ''13 V14 V15 V16 `b %17 
Y2 `r12 W21 '22 V23 V24 X25 W26 V27 
y3 y4 = [k1 k2 kn-1 kn] :...... ..! 
y5 
Y6 XL-1 V1 1,1 WL-1,2 Vn-1,3 Vn 1,4 VL 1,5 , VL 1,6 1,7 
y7 X. Vn, l Vn, 2 Vn, 3 ß+'n, 4 ß''n, 5 ßn, 6 Vn, 7 J 
By comparing the rating results Y1, Y2, '3, y4, Y5, Y6, Y7, the hearin type Y (ýý ith 
corresponding yj) is selected. Figure 4.4 shows the selection process Willi ,t selection 
xl 
High temperature --- ý 
X2 wt t 
Low temperature 
X-4 yl 
External vibration 
}eý 
k4 1 
y Space 
- 
Y. ] 
Y4 Scl'cticn 
Output 
. 
Y, (j==1,7) 
Ys 
. Y(, 
2 
X11-2 
Vactlurn 
I: l 
Xn 1, 
R diatiOIl n 
Sn \Vn, 7 
In 
(ýc astral Control 
I'iý11lirc 4.4 'Fhc selection ttCtvVO1k 
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network. The selection strategy can be nnplcnicnted on the computer through a 
hnowlellge-haled systems alýlýroaclt using production rules with weighting, numbers, lt 
can also be implemented by using other Al ctpl)roaches such as neural networks or gully, 
sets theory. 
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 respectively shows operation factors for hydrostatic and 
aerostatic journal bearings with various configurations, where .r sinrl)lif ed rating system 
has been used. The teChfli(1ue used for selection of bearing, typo can also be utierl for the 
selection of bearing configuration. I lowever, it has to be stressed that each bearing 
configuration works together with a Specific is type of flow control device which is an 
indispensable clement of an externally pressurised hearing system. I)ifl'crcnt types of 
flow control device have different effects on the bearing stiffness, load-carrying capacity 
and stability. The selection of the bearing configuration is therefore carried out in 
parallel with the selection o1 (Ile flow control device. 
For Table 4.3 and "fable 4.4, there are tlhe following comments %vhich need to stressed: 
" Axial thrust bearings generally required for a jounial bearing assembly ; ire not included 
in these tables. 
" The rating system provided for each table is a general guidance for the configuration 
selection with particular reference to the applications in machine t(x)ls. In particular 
cases other considerations may affect the final selection. 
" The rating given to each bearing configuration of both hydrostatic and aerostatic 
bearings is under the condition of using flow control devices of the sane typt. 
" The comparison of each bearing configuration of both hydrostatic and aerostatic 
bearings is under the condition of same journal diameters. 
" The operation factor of self-aligning ability for a spindle Support refers Ni how easily 
two bearings with the Same configuration align themselves to support a spindle for a 
machine tools application. 
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Ilydrostalic Journal Bearings 
Configuration 
typet l"j Recesse(l ll hrid Plain Combined Journal Partial } ('unical Splrcrical 
a nd Thrust (Yale") 1. uu rn. J ('%Iindrical journal 
Operation 
ED 
D 
Iýv No. I actors X. - 
1 Pumping Power +i i«« i«i ++ +#++ + 
High-Speed Load- 
2 
Capacity Carrying 
3 Self-Aligning Ability »+ i+ + for a Spindle Support 
Ease of Adjusting 
4 Clearance on + *++* + * +, 
Assembly 
5 
Ease of Assembly 
»»i + i + »i+ +M+i 
and Installation 
* i 
6 Axial Space +i **** i+» +ii ++ + 
7 Radial `glace »»» i+»+ i+ ** +++ i 
Frequent Changes of K 
Rotation Direction 
##i» ii+i +i*+ ++i+ i#++ N 
9 Ease of Manufacture +* *+* +* + +*i +*** 
10 Ease of Design +» i« ++ + i+ +++s 
11 Reliability »++ +»i »»+ +i »++. + 
12 Production Costs ii ++i +i i ++# »+++ 
13 Maintainability 
Stiffness in Axial 14 Direction tt **+ ** »»i+ N 
Stiffness in Radial 
15 Direction 
I6 Endure External 
Vibration 
+++i ir+ ++ »+ *i# i 
Maintain the 
17 Journal Position in »ii +++ #+++ ++«+ »*+ » 
Radial Direction 
Maintain the 
IS Journal Position in it iii+ **+» +ii 
Axial Direction 
19 Carrying Ili} h Loads 
in the Axial Direction **** ++ +i+' p 
Carrying High Loads 
20 in the Radial 
Direction 
Economy of Flow 
21 Rate, Power and »+ +i ++++ ii+ i»ii i 
Number of Parts 
External Site for a 
22 Defined Shaft ++ ++i# ++ + i# i Diameter 
Combinations of 
23 Axial and Radial +** *i **«* q Load Carr} in) 
Capacity 
** * Excellent *** -- Good " -- Normal * -- Poor It -- Not rated 
"I'able 4.3 Comparison of hydrostatic hearing configurations 
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Al'1'Utitatic 
'10111-11.11 
Bearings 
Co ll llk; l l fat l ion 
l')1)('S ý'j Cylindrical (. )IiiidrifaI journal Conical Journal Ililicrical 
journal and I 
Ol)(' Q 
hrs! 
ý 
Factors No. No. Xi \ftl 
Load Carrying 
1 Capacity in Axial It ++++ +. + +++ 
Direction 
Load Carrying 
2 Capacity in Radial *4** ++* ** ** 
1)1rection 
Positioning 
3 Accuracy in Axial *++ +++ ++++ 
Direction 
Positioning 
4 Accuracy for * ++++ ++++ +++ 
Angular Direction 
Positioning 
Accuracy in Radial *** ** +++* +*** 
Direction 
Stiffness in Radial 6 
Direction 
7 Stiffness in Axial Direction * **+* +*+ ++ 
8 Production Costs **** *** +* 
9 Ease of Design **** *** +*+ *+ 
10 
E 
Ease of Manufacture **** *** +++ + 
11 Ease of Maintenance *++* +** +. +* 
Self-Aligning Ability 
12 for a Spindle Support + + ++ ++++ 
Combined Axial and 
13 Radial Load It +*+* +++ *. 
Carrying Ability 
Economy of Flow 
14 Rate, Power and * +++ ++++ +++ 
Numbers of Parts 
Endure l': 'ternal 15 
Vibration ** *4+* ++ ++ 
External Sue for 
16 Forced Journal *+** *+* ++ ++ 
Diameter 
Damping and 
17 Stabil it F' 
*" *'. -- Excellent '-`* -- Good '^' -- Normal * -- Poor 
Table 4.4 Comparison of acrostatiC hearing coil figuration' 
4.3.2 Plow control ciCvicc selection 
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Basically, any type of' restrictor can be employed as a flow control device in an 
externally Iýrý»uººýýcl hearing system, if' load on the hearing never changes. But if 
Stiffness, ur load and f1mv variations, are part of the (problem, choice of the proper flow 
control device or restrict or becomes critical) O1. 
Table 4.5 shows the characteristics of restrictors used in hydrostatic hearing systems. 
('harac'll cs 
Advantages I)isa(Ivantages 
Control Type 
" Manufacturing Slllll)liclty. " Sii1111CSs with capillary and 
" Bearing load and stiffness are slot-entry restrlctors is less th1: 111 
Capillary restrictors 
independent of fluid viscosity with other for iris of external 
and hence tenlperattire rise. restricl(lrs but more linear. 
" They endow tile bearing with " PossIhIc, space j)rul)lcnl due tO 
the greatest tolerance t(1 length reyuirenlcnt. 
manufacturing variances on 
hearing clearance. 
" Orifices are more compact " OI if ees are 1110re prone 10 
Orifice restrictOrs than Capillaries and give sitting and clogging and this 
fractionally greater stiffness. changes the orilice cll: lr: ulcristics_ 
" Better stiffness and load " lt is expensive for nl(Iltil)IC-pad 
carrying capacity than other hearings. 
Constant flow control 
three types of restrictOrs " The m: ºxinlunl hearing pressure 
considered. Is limited. I, inlitati(ms of 
lligh-I)ressure I)Ulllf) and lange 
1)1CSSU1e-llll)1) across a valve. 
" Bearings with this type: of " Stiffness will) slot-entry 
restrictor can have low 1.11) restiictor arid capillary Is less 
ratio and small SVGS. titan willr other 1,01 Ills ofC\1CIIIaI 
Slot-entry restrictors " Compact bellrillo asse11111ly. Icstrlctols but Ill(1re Illicar. 
" Bearing load and stiffness are 
independent of fluid viscosity 
and hence temperature rise. 
Table 4.5 Com1)a1-ison of restricturs used in hydrostatic bearing systems 
There are also some other flow control ºnc thods used in hydrostatic hearings such as 
pressure-sensing valves, reference l)Callil"S, inherent coil) I)elnsatiOil and }1()]t entrN'1 11. 
Iloweve; r, these flow control methods require special design Support and were 
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cOnsiclCICd to he too Complex fur inclusion. 
"u Uri, i, 7, 
Advantages 1)isa(I vantages 
Ilcslriclor Type 
Pocketed orifice 
" This is the nºOSt Common " The pocket can Icad to 
geometry and 1)n)vidcs for the pneumatic hammer'. 
highest stiffness. " Manufacturing; more difficult. 
" Prone to 1)1()cki,,! c 
Annular orifice 
" It is G-cc fl-ont lmcuntalic " Load carrying capacity an(l 
ll i d h ` hanºmcr an usua yt le. an %(, lowei t stiffness arc33 
simplest form of bearing wlºcºº using pocketed orifice. 
construction. 
Slot " Bearings with this type of -The slots nie prone to Sillinl 
restrictors can have low I, /l) and clogging. 
ratio and small sl/CS. 
" No dispersion losses like that 
associated with on ficesj 701. 
" Free fronº pneumatic haºnmcr. 
Porous surface 
" Because of the wide " barge clearance. 
/ distribution Of the feeding, hill) " Unpredictable pelliicahility. 
load carryiº)(' Capacity car) be " The pressure drop 
-4- -go_ 
ac' I. Characteristics are .1 C(1lllhlC\ 
ý/ý m " Stromure ~11111)10. function of' nº; ºtcrial diºncnNiuns 
and fluid plopct(irS. 
'I able 4.6 Comparison c)i restrictors used in aciOstatic lbeann systems 
In suºrnº»ary, the main factors of fectiil the choice ui restrictoýr type arc: 
" Stiffness 
" Manufacturing, simplicity 
. Extcrnial dimensions 
" Stability 
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" Costs 
Table -1. (6 shows the characteristics of reýtrictrlrs used in aerostatic hearing systems. 
Ile factors affecting the type of the restrictor fror aerostatic hearings are mostly the sallie 
as for hydrostatic hearings. The manufacturing factor becomes more important in the 
choice of aerostatic bearing restrietors because the bearing has a smaller diametral 
clearance and hence a smaller manufacturing tolerlnce. In practice, the selection 01' the 
ty1%. of restrict(r is ulldýrtaken in parallel with the bearing con lt, unition because filth 
have the same weight on the bearing performance and filth are essential elements of a 
bearing system. 
4.3.3 Materials selection 
There may he periods when lubrication is not maintained in externally pressurised 
journal bearings (Inc to one of the followint; reasons: 
" ovcrload, 
" Lubricant starvation, 
" Contamination of lubricant, 
"I lancfling of, the equipment with lubricating fluid supply disconnected. 
When these undesirable Conditions exist, i»Ctal to metal contact may occur. 't'hus 
; ipprn)priate matrrials must he chosen For the shalt and hearing to minimise possible 
claº»aýýýto the contacting surfaces and hence the hearing system. 
I'hc criteria generally considered in the selection of bearing materials are listed in I'igurr 
4.5. In principle, each of the criteria from the figure can he applied to the rhoi(. c of' 
bearing bush material, as well as to the choice of shaft material. An appropriate 
selection decision depends on a trade-off between these criteria depending oil each 
specific application. In aerostatic bearings, for example, all cotnl)onent pats which are 
in contact with the supply air and exhaust air must be corrosion resistant. '1'Itc damp air 
will cause, corrosion of unsuitable materials and therefore the failure of an aeiostatic" 
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hearing. Stainless steels are ideally suited fur use in Structural IMrTS in contact with 
<lanýlý air. However, stainless steel has a low thermal conductivity and poor 
maclrinal)ility which have to be Considered for some applications, Typical examples of a 
good bearing material for high accuracy and loo wear include ICad Neunres, phosphor 
bronzes and silicon nitride. Suitable materials for a shalt or journal include nitrided 
steels, stainless steels, chromium and tungsten carbide coated inaterialsl 351. 
Compressive strength 
Mechanical properties Fatigue strength 
('ont-01inahility 
I: inheth1ahility 
I 1C; tt conductivity 
'! Tiermal properties 
11ºerºýºal ýýa1); uýsiý>ti 
I ICctro-cht, º»ir. 3l potential 
Corrosion resistance -d- 
l CIi(Ienc y towards pitting 
Criteria Unction coofficleill 
Behaviour under conditions 
Of boundary lubrication Contact parameter 
Wear rate 
I: rictioll curfi, ic'icnt 
Behaviour UIIder 
lý; iranýýýtcýr ahrasiotn conditions 
Contact 
Wear Iýnlc 
I-tse of mcliiiuin 
Machinahility 
E 
Ease Uf heat 11C: 111111'(11 
Price 
Availability 
Delivery tinic 
Fiý; urc . 1.5 The criteria for the selection of he, lrint; nmateri: tls 
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1.3.1 Selýctic>n ofd sign tolerances 
'Flic pCrfi)ri1 trace of hearings is snI)st, tnually atircted by errors from the d sign 
Specific"atitrn arising in the production IrrOeCsSf ISH71 H721. It is iºttlurrtant that 
effective techniques are available for the 1 roduction of each hearing component and the 
total bean ig system. 
"l Ilca i, ,tr, tnýýc ()l* Irrurs ciuriný Apr durtion which have to Ike t, tl. t"n into c n', idk iition at 
the design stage. 'i'he range of errors include: 
" Variations in bearing clearance. 
" Variations in restrictor dimensions. 
" Form errors. 
" Local hurrin: *. 
" , tiIisali nment. 
(1) Variations in bearing clearance: Figure 4.6 shows the basic relationship hetvVCcn 
the dimensions of the shaft, the hearing housing and the diametral clear, ince. 
Considering the extreme condition Of manufacturing errors, the upper clearance limits 
Cd(t1) and the lower clearance limit C(1(L) are given by 
C(l(U) = 1)([l) - d(L) (4. l ) 
( (1(1) = 1)(L) - d(U) (l.? ) 
vhere D(U) and D(L) are rCsj)CctiVCly the. Uj)! )Cr and lower housing, diameter limits, 
di(U) and d([. ) are respectively the upper and lower shaft diameter limits. 
The tolerance on the clearance: 
ýl'(ýýý = Cýl(U) ('ci(1) - I1)(l1) - I)(L)I + Id(U) - d1(1, )1 
`ý1)+Icl 
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that is, the tolerance in the clearance "I'(ý t is equal to tlºc, stun u, ( the tººlerancc, on the 
shaft and the 
Figure 4.6 Relationship of the shaft, bearing housing and tüe diametral cl arance 
In a hydrostatic journal bearing in the concenIric ciýnditiom, the flow rate isI71 1 
ßl3C'i 
y= =11 
and 
0 
. 
3) 
1+(113o(3ýý-)(, 
dý) 
The manufacturing tolerances oil the shaft and b arint housing specify the 17ci ittr(i 
VaFL'ItlOIis in (1t. Ullelral clearance and hence affect the ranee of flow rates (I ; 111(1 pi-es llre 
ratio G. The power of three for clearance variations in equation (4. ;) auch (1.4) shows 
that clearance strongly influences the Waring flow rate and further the Iwarinqg stiItuiess 
and load carrying, capacity. Therefore, it is su ;; este(1 to choose as small as possible 
tolerance values of shaft and housing such as 1'1'5 generally for hydrostatic bearings and 
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I"['4 for aerostatic bearings within in, inu(licturint c, ýEý; ihility. it is possil)le to make an 
<Ohti! »unl (' )l1 I)ination of the tolerance ýgiades of shaft and ºx ariiig housing haled on the 
hearing performance and mannt teturiºtg Capability. 
(2) Variations in restrictor dimensions: Variations in restrietor dimensions directly 
affect bearing performance even though the effects may be greater or smaller for 
different restrictors. For instance, in a slot-entry hydrostatic hearing, the pressure ratio 
isJ 731 
1+ (1= (3ý') (Cýi_)3(-ß-) (y 
ý) 130 Cd BO tý-5) 
The thickness z of the shims is of the order of the bearing c1c: ur: tnce. With a ch: mgge of 
the shim thickness it is seen that the pressure may V, 11-y l-roni the design pressirr ratio 
Ovality lnigular Lobing 
(a) Roundness 
VI- 
Taper Waviness Bell rnouthin Bam 11in 
(b) Cylindricity 
Figure 4.7 Typical form errors of the shaft and hearing housing 
cif 0.5 and hence there will be Variations cal he'll-lily performance such as Deal-IM; 
Stillness and load carrying capacity. 'I'herefore, the, restrictor dimensions which directly 
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allot the How characteristics of a hearing have to l)r carefully considered 
during, 
ImInI Inc It rc. 
(3) I'onn Irrurs: Tyl)ic. tl 1ýýrin cm rs in r(>unclncss and cylindricity are shown in Figuit. 
4.7. Although snniall in ah-solute size loins, these CFR)rs can Inc large when considered 
ill relation to the design clearance. 'I'herelore, the pi duction OF form errors of the shaft 
and the housing need to be paid careful attention during manufacture. 
u mtu uie clamping 
(a) Boring t IT- internal diameter of a journal bearing housing, 
Vacuuin chi 
Unsuitable clamping 
(b) Turning a spherical bearing housing 
Sui able Clamping 
Figurc 4.8 Correct clarnpin- of the c<>niponrnts cluriný tnanufaý turn. 
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Suitable clamping 
Machine t()lti VVith high precision spindle rotation and slide straightness should he used 
I() achieve the r quiicd he: ºring form accuracy. During m aniº1ac'turc, li>rnº rrrº>rS Iimay, 
also restºlt frone clamping forces On the coºººIxonelits, especially in time ease ººI the 
bearing, housing. Appropriate techniques should he employed toi ºuinimise this pºuhlenº 
such as clamping on the insensitive direction of ccm ponents or making the clamping 
force on the component evenly distributed as shown in Figure; 4.8. 
(11 I. OC 1 lýurrinýý: In the ttrunufacturc of , tcrostatic h aring, s with anuiul: tr urif icc or slot 
entry restrictors, burrs are usually formed at the edge of restrictors as shown in I'ihure 
4.9. The purrs can be of the order of several micrometers. This phenomenon can have 
a large influence on load carrying capacity of the bearings because it alTects local 
conditions at the entrance to the film. It is therefore necessary to employ dehurrinl, 
measures which will leave the edge undamaged. 
l iourc 4.9 Burrs formed at tlhc cdoc of restricturs 
(5) \1itia1iý11n11Cnt: ? ý1is: 3li: ýni»ent can tour in fullOwIlI , ways: 
" I)uc to elastic or thermal distortion of a bearing, or shaft, 
" Due to errors in aligning a bearing durint, machining and ; ºssrºithly, 
0 Duc to bcndiin(T of the shaft. 
Misaliýýnºnent reduces the hearing load carrying capacity by directly limiting the e xtcnt 
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of ccccntricity which can take place before touch c1 wn. To cope wit Ii these prohlcros 
rryuirrs the S(HCrtiun of hearing Dousing, and shaft StructurcS with alýlýrý>Iýriatý stif ii ss 
and achievement of aligning accuracy during manulactue. 
4.4 Design theory for hydrostatic journal (hearings 
4.4.1 Reynolds equation 
Reynolds equation is the governing equation for flow through the clearance of' fluid 
fili» bearing. The Reynolds equation may be expressed in a sinuplitied form lased on 
assumptions which include 
(a) that the lubricant is Newtonian, i. e. stress is proportional to rate of shear. 
(h) the flow is laminar. 
(c) fluid inertia may he neglected. 
(d) the viscosity is constant through the film thickness. 
'1'Ihc sitnl)lif ied form of Reynolds equation ran he written asi _ý iI 
ýP 3JP ý)l' ýý)P clli 6tJ ýx dx d ay (IX (n)) 
The equation expresses the relationship iletween the pressure gradients in the 
(circumferential) and y (axial) directions and the surface velocity of the hear 
Reynolds equation can be solved by using numerical methods such as finite diiferenrr 
and finite clement method and hence the fearing pressure obtained. Once the pressure 
distribution is known, the otter properties of the i-ilºn are readily determined . 
4.4.2 A Lc neral desiýýn procedure 
Although a (k-signer needs to know the l)asis of the theory tu fully undder tand the 
design procedures presented, it should not be necessary for the designer to calculate 
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(Icsiýn (!; tta from first principle's cxcrl)t iºº unutiu. ºl cases. 'IIIlls is am mJur 0lbjec'tive of 
c: tlý'tºlatitiný developing ,t general deign l)rº>r"ltºc Kull will ntiniºniSe the nuºttl)er Of 
and eliminate as IS as lutstil)le the wed Icar culll)lCX theoretical ntanilºulatic>n, A 
designer call undertake, design eiº)ntmntic: tlly Or a wide variety of hearing shapes and 
1ý22 
-p 
a. The configuration with axial slots between recesses 
L 
b. The configuration without axial slots 
I-'i,, lure 4.10 Two typical euni-lo [I aliOns of IIyclrustatir jýýurn; 11 1); tring 
sires. When designing a hydrostatic journal hearing to operate at relative low speed, 
there are six desir, n parameters which require. detailed consideration. These are the 
bearing length tu diameter ratio L/1), axial flow land width to length ratio all., and inter- 
recess land %vidth to lengtlº ratio h/l. as shown in Figure d. 10, hearing pressure ratio B, 
bearing SiiI)ply pressure P5, and diametral clearance C'ýi. In addition Other iºfJRR, rtlilt 
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paranºetCrs include the dimensions of the re'tric tun which may the capillary fuhr, . 5101 or 
()I I1irC. . 
I. ur a he'll-ing which ojier: tirs at S1RCd 1, ºººtlºcr Irtr: ººtutrrs rc(luirr attention 
These parameters include lubricant viscosity 11, the ratio of friction power I It tu 
Iºuºitlºin power 111 , and maximum rotational tilºrccl 
N at which thr Ikari11, oller: ºtc". 
The rcxrcct design of the relevant parameters enahics tIºe benriººg to achieve high lo>: ºd 
capacity, high stillness and moderate flow-rate in addition to low total power 
dissipation. 
'1'Irc strategy employed in the design procedure is made tºl) of several stages. It iti 
dcscril)etl is 1'()I1owsl731: 
(, º) Choose the hearing configuration and restrictor type, fier example, recessed journal 
hearing with capillary restrictor. 
(h) I)ctennine the basic bearing Imraºncters constrained by the machine design, for 
example: 
load, W 
diameter 1) and length I, 
shaft rotation speed, N 
(c) Detaºtºine the basic hearing parameters which aic if po sibIc selected according to 
rules where these are available, for Optimal design or ease Of Ina[tit facture, for 
example: 
number Of recesses, it 
land width ratio, a/L 
inter-r cess land width ratio, b/L 
lenith/diameter ratio, L/ D 
bearing radial clearace, h0 
concentric pressure ratio, ß 
concentric power ratio, K 
capillary length to diameter ratio 1cf,, il capillary restrictors are to be riiiploycd, 
axial drain slot width c, if axial drain slots are to he used. 
(d) Determine; the basic bearing p, tramctei's which must be calculated, forexanmple: 
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Start 
Select hearing configuration an(l 
restrictor type 
Determine bearing parameters: 
W, 1), L, N 
Determine bearing parameters: 
n, a/L, b/L, I. /1), h0, B, K, lý/cl; 
No ý 
Axial slot wicltlh c=O '? 
Select c yes 
Calculate hearing parameters: 
I's, T1, 'RI 
Modify bearing dimension parameters: 
a, b, c, 1), L, dc, Ic 
Satisfied with the results '? 
Yes 
Noy 
Calculate hectiitlg performance based 
on the bearing paramlmetel's: 
a,, (1, I-11)9 11 r, I It, AT 
No 
Satisfied vvith the results 'I 
Yes 
l: ild 
O 
clý 
cý 
. r, 'r 
O 
Figure 4.1 1A flow chart of the design procedure for hydrostatic journal hcarin s Zýl 
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sui V prcstiurc P,, From W, wirre \V is 1irovided as commuted data. 
I)'\V' 
()t) vis wsity 11,11 = Si, 
Clearance tolerance, TCd 
(c) Calculate the bearing perfomiancc data, fur Cxanflf)le: 
stiftncss, 
11(1V. ' rats, ( 
punlptm, power, II,, 
friction power, I If 
total power, I It 
maximum temperature rise, AT 
(I) Design the restrictor for appropriate flow rate and jýressiirc ratio, for example. 
determine the Capillary dimensions, d and IC' 
Figure 4.11, illustrates the design strategy in the Win or a flaw chart. For tunw-ent 
bearing configurations such as conical and spherical ones, the hearing; gcuntctºv 
pa ameters can be different. IIowever, the design strategy and procedure can be 
suitable; for all hydrostatic journal t)ea ings in spite of* their spec i1 is configttratioºts. 
4.43 Optimisation 
One major difficulty involved in the deli ;nt 1hydrstatic ikarin, ti is the ttcc"cl to , dcct a 
great nuºnl)er of" parattmtters, so that the hearing; dcsigned Can have the optimum 
performance for the speeifºed service conditions. In many design cases tuiºtimisint; the 
power cons nnlttiOn for maximum load support is the first objective taking into 
consideration the power unit cost. The designer can easily vary ttuni this criteliOn to 
achieve other objectives such as low temperature rise because high power dissipation 
tends to result in high temperature rise, largee oil viscosity variation and larzc thermal 
distortion in the machine structure 3, -, ' 1. 
In a hydrostatic journal bearing, the total Puvv'rr is the sung of the purnj)inl, lower aný1 
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the t'ricti()n POvV'rr tuiclrr Concentric oheratin" comcfili()ns: 
i 1r =I Ij, + Ili- 0.7) 
Nun1l)ing pººw III) is the rate at which energy must he expended tu force the liquid 
through the hearing. Friction power III- is the rate at which energy must h CxICºulcd t() 
move the hearing. Expressions for these are as follows: 
Ilißh i 
Tý (4 
.R) 
1 If = EU =iA, 
[J2 
h (, 1. () ) 
Fro»> cyuatiOns (4.8) ain(1 (4.9) 
I' ßiih3 1Jn, ui IIt=Ilp+IIf__ -1l + lý 
The optimisation of the hearing parameters can be achieved by biking equation ("1.10) as 
the objective function subject to constraints. There are two appru: Ickes to carrying out 
the optin)isatiun: 
(i) The total power Iit is rninintisc(l for a specific desit: ri variable by partially 
differentiating l: c111; 1tion (4.10) with respect to the variable and setting the result tu ZCI1). 
Optimum values of the design parameter variables arc then d termined by usin; e 
analytical tltctlRxls to ensure one of major hearing physic, constraints is satisticdI. This 
approach is based on the inherent physical concepts of the Waring and case of use. 
(ii) The total pow r IQ is minimised under sonne constraint conditions which may he 
one or more of th e following: 
Power ratio KnKý 1`ºnar 
Pi ssure ratio ßmin (; -`' 
('º»: 
tx 
(radial Clearance h"ºuin `- h0 < I'"n1ax 
Stiffness 2. >_ ). Irin 
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Flow rate (1 5 c]uiax 
"I'eiiipcrature riti'A'! ' < , 1'lýrna\ 
Ol7tiºnººm values of the design variables are determined by using an iterative ººunºcºical 
method. The second approach is based on numerical conºl)uwr olºtiººlisatiºm Mai than 
mathematical solutions and deductions based on physical concepts. The sec onº1 
approach is capable of high accuracy where the constraints are selected with values 
consistent will) optimal performance but rcºIIiire ! grcater cº>nºputin! t effort 
4.4.3.1 Approach one - mathematical ojptinnisatioýn 
(n) Optimum viscosity 
The designer may minimise the total power by choosing the olltitilunt value, of viscosity. 
The process of finding the optimum viscosity is to vary the value of viscosity with all 
other design parameters fixed at the constant value appropriate for the design 
requirements, that is 
O1lß 1'si3n; n, P II, - 
oil 112 h i1 il 
so that 
ýýI f` 
=0 When 
oil 
II11= IIt- 
"I'hc corresponding power ratio is K=I Is-/I 111 = 1. 
(h) 01)tiiinuºn clearance 
As explained when considering the optimum viscosity, the Optimum clearance can he 
tOun(I by 1), 1 I-tial differentiation Neilen 
3I' (H h2 tiA1 J2 3111, Ili 
ý}ý Tl h=' li h 
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soy that --=O wlhrn 
oh 
31111 =I It' 
1c corresponding power ratio is K=I It/I 1 1) -- 
(c) Optimum power ratio 
From an cxtcnýion of the foregoing technitlurti, it may he shown that the optinºurni v: tliie 
of pov'er ratio for a recessed hydrostatic journal te, rrino with a certain working speed 
always lies in the range 1< K <_3. It has been (leºnonstr; ttril that whichever route is used 
for optimisation, the total power only varies by apl)ruximatcly 15%17.1. This is not a 
large variation when considered in terms of the Heal fier a manufacturing, tolerance. As 
long as the power ratio K is in the range 1<_ K <_3, the minimum power will not be 
exceeded by more than this value of 15'/ß. 
(d) Optimum land width ratio 
The ratio of total power to> applied load is 
I It 
ý(-l 
+K)I-l 1) _() (I i K) (I +K) AA 
This may be «vrittCf 
i! 
_ (1+K)ý 
ý? 1i) 
1\ A2 11 
The Illax1111(I111 load Col- the minimum power is , drilled for the hcar ng Ji q)c which 
makes 11t, a mininmum. For a recessed hydrostatic journal hcv-1111 
Total i jcctccl area A= LD 
FfT«tivc is prop ortiUýnal to U(I a) 
I Iýºiýc ;ý is proportional to L-a I. 
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FIMV SIMI)C 1 aictoýr ß= ---C- C _= 
{(it! ) - ne - tih)(I -+ r} with axial slots 
(rin tt! ) willimil axial slots 
tics that 
pro >p( )rticsnal to 
L` I iý, = 
13 and is 
A2 (rin 
Ail Optimum for I lt, may be determined by partial cliffrrýntiatiý>n OI 111) with respect to 
`a' and equating to zero. lt is 1uunj that the optimal value of a is L/3. At mucrea'ºng 
eccentricity the Optimum value of land width a shifts to 1111 3hß. 
4.4.3.2 Approach two - numerical optimisation 
There are tens of parameters for a hydrostatic journal hearing. It the value of one is 
changed the values of other parameters umtut he atljulted tt, Fes1 )IC an ol)tinºal con(ition. 
Ideally, total power consumption should he used as the ol)jectivr function. A search is 
required to achieve the optimal values of hearing h, tranleters which best satisfy the 
imposed constraint conditions. 
In the gcncral design procedure, the value of supply pressure l's is of prinw v 
importance, since it must he sufficient to support the loud. Other par; rrºlrtrr values 
depend oil their relationship with supply l)ressurr. 'l'hercf ore, the LICSiý'-'H "Cal-Ch 1'01- the 
olptinlurn value of' supply pressure I'5 is taken as the marling point for the ac"Irievccrrºc"ni 
of minimtrrn total p own Ihr uniuinlisation search can accommodate the foIlowin,, 
constraint Conditions: 
Power ratio K01in K1 Knrtx 
Pressurs ratio 13ºnin f' (>nlax 
Radial cle, uanrc: ho ºuin 
ho ` h" max 
Stillness X? Xmin 
Iý'1u v rate (I ý yn1, tx 
Temp raturu rise AT s AIIIrn; rx 
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('learly, some of the Constraint conditions can he dcflned based on Olt. results from 
Appi Ich one, so that the Optii»isati011 S<: Irc fft' : uc" i>>uic efficient and 
For a sum-1e variable search, there are three common search nºrtlºoxls. These arc the 
bisection search, the Fibonacci search and the golden Section search. ('unºfruýýi with 
the other two ºtwthods, the golden section search has the advantages Of simplicity and 
efficiency[ 75j. Figure 4.12 illustrates the algorithm developed to search fm- the 
op timum value range of the supply pressure }'5. The algorithm i,, operated in 
accordance with the minimisation of total power 1lt. When time required accuracy OI' 
minimisation of 11, is achieved under the defined constraint conditions, the iterative 
search for the optimum value of 11, stops. All oilier design vau i. ºblcs are eventºº; ºIly 
deten>>illed tºo correspond with this optimuºu value of Ps. 
Input dato P. (L1) P, w, l), c, o, CAT, CH, 
x. [11.1,11,11', 1, LT[I'. 1 
i=1 
Calcul©to: 
P, (r.,; +l) = P, (U,, ) -0 618034(P, (U,, )-P, (L,, )) 
P, (v, i+i) = P, (L,, l +0 618034(P, (v,; )-P, (L,, )I 
Calculate: 
Xo[P, (t,. 41)] X. 11', (u, 14I)1 
H([P, (L,, +l)1 Fiý[E', cL, 41)] 
LT[i', (t, ý4i)] ?1P (u, ý+t)] 
ýmýx{xolý'ý(t,,. i)1, x<[ý', (u, ý, i)1} m2x(xolý . (i,, )1, x., (P, (u, l))) J<C. o ýmrý{Hý)ý's(r,, +i)), Hý)P, (v, ý+i))1 nun(ti, (I', (r, t)). H), IP, (U,, )]) }<cx, 
mtn{AT[P. (t, t+t)). ýT(pý(u, t. i)1) mul{nTlý'. ([, ý)1, ATlP, (u,, )1) 
kvcT- 
Yes 
Put P, (u,, 1, ) onto output curd 
D 
01 
Iýi ure -1.12 The aI-oritlhin employed to seal-clI for optimum suI)I)IN' l)R SSºººe P 
4.5 Design theory for aerostatic journal bearings 
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4.5.1 Dcsi-n ptu u! ncters 
'I he IN )v'tI11in(-' CyuatiOn u>f I gas 1-11111 diners ti(mI that of a IRRluitl fiIIII by I11C 
of the (ICntiity O of g, is! 761. The steady ccmi)ressil)le version of the Reyz dd> equation 
f<>r y111 iSOVI (()US gels can he written 
? I) 3))Y 
ý). ý 0x 
Since, the energy dissipated by frictional forces is very S111,111 in ný>riu: ºI , iý rýýstatic hearing 
operation, it is assumed that the temperature of the teas film remains coast uI anal P -- k l) 
where k is a physical coefficient; Equation (a. 1 1) lac omen 
113 (P 11,01) 
2 c)(P. h) 
c)ý: 7x d)y ý)y d)x (l .l? ) 
The Solution of the Reynolds equation detriiiiiues the pressure distribution thruuohoººt 
the ", IS film between the bearing surfaces. After the I)ressurr distiihutR !) haK I)CCn 
(IrtCº-111111M, the other properties of' the hearing way he readily deterinii. d 
Figure 4.13, show's the confiuuration and specification of the t, co»>etry O1I a tylýir, tl 
aCr)statIc journal hearing. 1'herý are live ý ar: tnýrtýis which rýýýýuiiý d tailed 
co ilsI(Icration v'hcn designirno a Ivarimg131 1: 
" 1"Carino Ic ii t1i to diameter ratio I, /I). 
" Axial land width to length ratio a/L. 
" Bearing gauge prCssu c ratio Kg 
hit 
1-I;, 
" Bearing gaucc: supply pressure (1't) - 1'a) 
" I)ianietrtI clearance ('d= 2ho. 
There are oilier important parai»eters which include the cliniensionns of the in1eet source 
required to achieve the required pressure ratio and flow rate, and the nunilwr of inlet 
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stýUICCS arc>undl thr l)Cauitt". All of the aE)OVC Irtr; tt>>rters arc intenelatcd- 'Ire basic 
lulltýýýs: rC1,11iOnShil)s U1C (ILt'iurd ; i,, 
Load capacity W= (1 - 1';, ) LUW 
Stillness 
Ili, 
Flow rate c 
l Igo - Supply pressure 
Pdli 
- pressure on 
1(YV Clearance tilde' 
11ß1- concentric ppFCSSUre 
I', ihI - pressure on high 
clearance sRIC 
U 
I 
III 
I: cyuivaI( flt Slot 
lýi urc 4.1 , C)escription of the bcariii r 
°4.5.2 UeSI II criteria 
The fOllo itlg (iusiýý1l criteria arc Critical i()r the achioeinent uC an 0 1)tintunI lk: trins; 
design: 
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Axial Pressure Profile 
lýýýtic 'er. (a) 'I'Itc load l); traºnetcr 01'a bearing is reduced as the value of L/l) increases. I 
incrcasin", the hearing, dimension L for a constant value of, 1> inc reales the lu; nl the 
hearing will carry clue to the increase in bearing area. '1'hß" net rc-mill with incºc-atitnfe 
length is it law of diminishing returns. The rcctýuýºnetide 1 value of I /D is I. U 
which should be used where possible. 
(b) Axial NO width to hearing length ratio a/I, defines the position of the inlets s thee. 
At the nonnal operating eccentricity ratio v= 0.5 it is seen that reducing a/l, to wat Is 
U. I ºttarýinallti incrt. aseS the load parameter. This' ; ºcfvanl; ºL, e IS of f se"t by Ow 
reduced ultimate load capacity, the large increase in flow rate and hence the air 
Consumption. AI ood compromise which , ives high load capacity vvithk)ut 
incurring excessive flow rate is a. /l, = 0.25131 1. 
(c) An acceptable range of ie u' ratio Kgc) which leads it) a high NO parameter- is 
0.25 < Kgt < 0.65. 
(d) A typical range of supply pressure ttchiewd ie Own a C(unmeercial air rtrrulrressýýr is 
0.3 - 0.8 NIN/m'-. 
(e) The bearing clearance affects both flow rate and stillness. It is good tiesipii practice 
to select the smallest value 01, clearance consistent with int; tnulacturint cons, tº; tints. 
As an appropriate guide, to clearance, the bcttrint; s are usually tuanufttcturetl to an air 
film thickness in the range of 2ho11) = 0.0005 - 0.0015. 
(1) It is preferal)le to use pocketed orifices as these letal to greater stillness. I however, 
when pocketed orifices are used the designer must , i%, c consideration to Ow 
avoidance 01' pneumatic hatnuner instability. To prevent this instability the }º(k'krt 
volume must be kept to t minimum. '1'lle deign criteria arc: 
" hie fetal volume; enclosed in the pockets is less than one twentieth of the film 
volu>»e. 
" Ile curtain t1ovV area Adi is at least twice the pocketed orifice 17ow arc, t 
This ensures that predoiuinantly pocketed compensation is achieved. 
4.5.3 A l'Cnrr: º1 (1CSi,.; n procedure 
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'I he design pIOCCdUUUC Is as t'ullows: 
(a) (Tarif)' the hasie hearing Irartmetcrs CO! sir, iºnrri by the rºº: ºchinr design, fOr 
(: X 1I 1l)lC: 
load, \V 
external dimensions, diameter U and length I, 
shaft rotation speed, N 
(h) Choose the hearing configuration and type ot restrietur, Or ex, ºnºlie, single or 
double row entry, pocketed or annular orifices. 
(c) I)cterºuinc Ow basic ()Caring parameters which arc il p4)5 it)lC selected aceorºlinl; tº 
established design criteria where these are available. "1 he design criteria may relate 
to optimum design or case of manufacture. Values to he cstal)lisherl are: 
number of' orifices per row, n 
land width ratio . 1/1, fora double row calmy heariuu 
length/diameter ratio, L/U 
radial bearing clearance, 110 
concentric pressure ratio, KgO 1'"º)/(I'0 1'. t) 
(d) Calculate the hearing perforlltaltce data, for cx, tmlrlc: 
still mass, 2 
load carrying capacity, W 
flow rate, (I 
(e) Calculate time air inlet restriet(>r cliinetisions tu ensure tll; ºt the mestrictur exhibits the 
characteristics required, for example, orifice (111ºI11etcr d0 and pocket depth hfl with 
Which pfCumatiC ii m finer instaal)ility can he aVuiclk"ci. 
Ii urc 4.14 illustrttcs the design procedure in the 1,01.11n o ;t ! lc>ýýý chart. 
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Start 
lýl ll 1111111e bearing paralllete rs: 
W, 1), L, 2 
Choose bearing configuration and restrictor tylpe: 
single or double row entry, 
pocketed or annular orifices. 
Determine bearing parallleters: 
ii, a/l., L/1), 11o, I<t; o 
Calculate bearing 1ceIý -f OI'111, lIlCC 
X, W, cl 
0 
N0 
Satisfied with the results 
Yes 
Calculate Orifice dirnlensiuiis: 
cla, (Ip 
Recheck bearing performance data 
and modify hc, lrltnL, 1). U: 1111etels 
Nu 
Satisfied with the resuIis 
Yeti 
l : Ilca 
Figure 4.14 f1 flow chart of the design prucrclu«" 
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4.0 A general deign procedure fore ertýaliv pressurised journal 
I)caringti and its cun)putcriSCd S0111 11011 
l tse&I oll tlIc" design f)r0ccdures for hydrostatic and ac"lostatic journal a 
gcncral design procedure is formulated fier externally prrssuriscdf journal 1 ca! uý ýti. 'I'1ýý 
genoll I)rOcCciure applies for both hydrostatic and aerostatic heal-Ins. The basic 
J)I )CCdlure IS as follows: 
(tt) Determine the hasic bearing parameters constrained by the nº. ºchince ýirsigu, 1-or 
example, the hearing load, shaft rotation speed, and external diºtºensi0 11 s. 
(h) Deride the hearing type employed, e. g. a hydrostatic I)c; trint Or an a ros(, itic, 
bean1ii« 
(c) (! loose the hearing configuration, restricitýr typc , tncl materials. 
(d) I)etenuine the basic hearing parameters which are if possible selected aee i Iin, to 
established ºIesiýon criteria where these are available 1,01- OI)tiºnuni (ICsilýn Or (%1"C ()I' 
nt, tnuI acturu. 
(c) Uýternýine design p111-am eteis including the hcarint! geonletiv and I iii nir; lnt and 
supply system properties. 
(t) Calculate the hcarin" t etThrýn: uýce. 
(g) Calculate the. restrictor dimensions tu ensure that the restricto>r Cvhihits ; ºlýlýrý>1ºri: ºtý 
CIl: 1CacICris IICS. 
The procedure is n(, t a linear conseqWncof (ICsu ii activitics. At any ck si, 'n sta: "e" 
information arsuuciateci fi-c»» other stages may he involved. At ea h stai`c, reFincim-nt 
and modification LVCur based on furdback involved at that staCe or Fmum other staves. i\ 
designer considers a variety of design requirements within the decision-mak-int, process. 
'Flee decisions may include Selection, commputation, analytical derivation and syntlhesis. 
An optimum design is the outcome of a compromise between various design 
rCyuircnienIs. 
iý cýýnýýcnticýna1 de sign aid witli only Computational support Cannot catiilýý Innil tlicý 
ýlem, tncis of the lýearin s sic sib n procedure. Ali interactive intelligent , 11ppo1t 
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Systcni is HCC(I ci to ii>>ýlýýýnýýiýt the Iýru cedurc. 1"12111-c "1.15, s1i ws a schematic ýii; tý0raui 
of an Cin'itia, .; t'ti (I si n "tII)pOrt s}'stCI1 
101 cxtrrnally I)l SL 1-1", c i jOuni<II 1w; IIittp; s. 'file 
Selection OpliIn isaliun 
(1) Configuration (1) Revilolrts r(lu, ºlion 
(2) Restrictor type (2) Physical . _. 
(3) Materials (3) NumoricaI ... 
(4) Production 
... ........................ 
Basic Design 
s", 
r.., 
(1) Clarify tlºc h: ºsic ... 
ý_ º-. (2) Uccidc try employ ... tý v (3) C'Iºooc cuntip; uºatic>rr ... 
(4) 1)cternºinc the basic .. 
(5) Determine I7: anºrtcºti ... 
........................ I 
Design 
Co III pat11)1Iit ' 
Analysis 
(1) Al support 
(2) Decision-niakinz, 
Design Database 
(I) 1Alhrirant J)FOI)Cltirs 
(2) I)cýýifýn da(a 
(3) 1 firtarrliy' 
(l) i\p liCatiun' 
Figurc 4.15 1 black (11,14"-, '1» cýC, t Iýýý; tºin;; (1(. SI, 'I I SIIppot t tiý ý, tý"tn 
sys1rº» has five functional nncxiules. The basic design in dale incor n ratcs the dcsitgu 
l)rc)ccdurC described aI)<)ve and is the kernel of the svstc ºu. Ile utlºrr Our nuxdules are 
the selection, optimisation, design compatibility analysis (I)CA) and design clatalýaýr 
º»cxiules. These four modules are essential and cºprratc, with the design module toi 
achieve a bearing design. The selection 11ROUIe undertakes the select ii n of the heroin; ', 
type, Coll figuration, restrietor, material and production techniques. '1'lie I)('A mitodtile 
identifies any incompatibility between the design regtiinments and the clesit n solution, 
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explains the flaw. and suggests modifications tcº inºl)tOºvc the ºIrsºr! ). Ruth the "c 1cctiººn 
mid 1)('i\ nýýýý1u1ý incorporate inferential intelligence ºlrawn from ºICsign expertise. '1'hß" 
ooIptimisati<)n module searches for an optimum value of a h: ºr: ºiºuIc"r ha"e(1 on physic , il 
and numerical optimisation methods. The design clatalº, ise includes a variety ººI ºlcsi 'n 
data in the form of' text, graphics, engineering drawing, digital numbers, pugiams, and 
usý"r images. The design database is developed using hylºcrºne(lia technology. The 
interface and the interface between modules are also designee] using hypermnedia 
ICChm)logv 
The computerised solution emphases the integration of Al, hypermedia and optinnisatiºn 
techniques together with the conventional design techniques. I lylierºneclia, in lmu-tie ul; ºº, 
provides a new approach to the representation of engineeriii knowledge and 
engineering datal771. The integration ºnakes it readily possible for the designer toº 
, ºchieve retrieve design information, use the entlxdcled bearing expertise efficiently, and 
an optimal bearing design taking; into account numerical anti qualitative issues. IN 
integration also snakes it possible to develop a higher level design aid usable by the 
hroad engineering conununity. 
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Part II Development of the System 
Chapter 5 System configuration 
5.1 lilt ruductiOn 
In (1 aptcr 4, an approach to coºnhutCrisecf hearing design was luopoticºI. A schematic 
arrangement of the bearing design support system was proposed. Phis chaI)ler deals 
with the problems of configuring the system. `l'lie system is required to provide a 
powclul design assistance covering the full design Imme". Ile swNumt AM be 
effective, efficient, user-friendly and inexpensive. 
5.2 Selection of a system development tool 
The selection of a system development tool ore nvironment is an early hut critir, ºI std) in 
the system development process. Experienced developers of software systems 
justifiably argue that they have to work doubly hard when a tool does not well suit the 
system prohlem1611. 
Presently there are tens of microcomputer-based Intelligent system dcvek pinn nt t( ols 
that include both hypenne&lia and Al capacities. 'fliese tools vary significantly in their 
approaches to knowledge representation, inferenciug strategies, the way they integrate 
or implement hyper media, and in their price and case of development. I ase(I on the, 
criteria discussed in section 3.3, Apple Corporation's HyperCard was s 1cctctl IOU the 
development of the design support system. 
Since its introduction, IlyperCard has become the most widely used 1ºyperniedlia 
authoring tool. This is ill part attributable to Apple Corporation's free. distributio11 of 
I IyperCarýl with Macintosh computers since. 1957 and prt notion of the imidnet as the 
next wave in end-user ctmtputing. The key tu IlyperCard's authoring', eºlvirunºncilt is 
I Iypcr 1'alk, a I)rtogramming language built into I IvIperCard. I iypcr'1'alk has features 
such as looping structure, variables, it-then statement, symbolic m anipulatioºn, and 
input/output ability. It is inure a traditional prugoramn 1ttng; tºag, e than a hyprrnredi, t 
authoring language, although it has a syntax that is easy to) use. Prugranfs written in 
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I iyl)CrI alk can colic with quite Complicated numerical r()Iuluu(atiOns and also will) IýýIýiý" 
c)l)cratiOns which are essential for Al hascd Iýrýrýr, ººunýin;; ý7; ý. A conceptual structure 
of the I lyperCard environntcnt is illustrated in Figure 5. I, with I ly{pcr I'alk scripts Icing 
linked to various IlyperCard objects such as buttons, fields, cards, backgrounds, and 
Slacks. 
IlyperTalk script 
on mouseUp 
if holder, 15 then 
end if 
------------------ 
eM mouseUp 
HypeiCard 
Objects 
Field 
(Text) 
Button 
11. So U" 
GcYºpýics Icon 
Q 
LJi i ý Ilume 
/ ff}ifivsritxc ! . glfg Jt zjn 
2rd -------------. _........ ---- 
j 
--------------------------- 
Slack 
13. Vr fi rauer/ i 
AA ufJ ff Y&i 
Figure 5.1 'rile conceptual structure of the. I IypCI-Carl rnýirtuuuenls 
Other features which are quite useful in constructing a powerful design support sysicill 
with HyperCard are its painting tools, its ability tu alternatively hide and display 
in I'll ion , and 
its Macintosh user-friendly 'WINIP' intriface. 'WI, NIV is diciivcd 
from Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointing, and at the time of its introduction 
represented a radical step forward in designing user-friendly software: systents(791. 
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5.3 System structure design 
A concc )tººal tram cork for the design suhhºOrt system Was ý1ýtirrilxil in section "4.6. 
The schematic layout arises mainly from the reº]ttircnºcnts of the hearing design 
approach. In the system development, both functional and operatio>n, tl issues of the 
system will he considered with particular reference toº the application of the I lyl)rº{'aid 
environment. Or example, the issues include the implementation of the design 
approach, system construction, and 1111111,111-C(mllputcr interactions. 
5.3.1 Systcin framework 
As illustrated on the system `I Ionic' card in Figure 5.2, the d evel<olpedl system consists 
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Figure 5.2 he system `I Ionic' card 
of six main functional lfl(XIules and two auxiliary modules The functiom: ºI m odules are .º 
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general explanation module, a hicraFChy module, an intelligent ulcc tiuºý m odule, a 
a l)eari! 1CS database nuulule, and a report generator m odule. With the 
f'unctirI'll modules, a system user can retrieve the bearing multimedia style knrrwledge" 
within the system, undertake; selection and design the herring coal-figuration , triel time 
control device. Finally the design results may he printed as a report. The user (-, in also 
access the index auxiliary module to help him search the information inside Ow SystcuI 
and to get the help module for the users on-line help. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the diagram of the system basic frainework(801. The `I Ionic' card 
acts as a master menu card for the system. All of the m(xlulcs are connected tu the, 
`I Ionic' card. The system user can enter any Inhxlule by clicking, the module iron on the 
File Edit Go Tools Object Font Style (Uidfnce 
fl, 4T 4T ý` Bearings Database 
General Intelligent Report General Ixplanation 
Explanation Ilierarchy Selection Generator Help 
Iii erarchy 
Index 
Intelligent Selection ý- - 
Report Generator 
I iome Card 
Database of 
Bearings Design Index help 
Figure 5.3 "I'he diagram o1 the system basic lrarnrýýcýrl. 
`I Irdne' card with a mouse. The system user can also go ()r jump, IIumf O UC niouiulc k) 
any oilier module by using a pull-do%vn mentu. When any module is opened, time system 
presents the appropriate hull-down menus which jm)vide a sli<nt-cut 1-(nute Poor the user 
to rapidly access any part of the module. Each m odule is represented as a stark within 
the HyperCard structure and is easily expanded by adding cards. I'ac"Iº ººuxiulc is 
designed to be less than 1 M13 in memory. The. rnºxlul: ºr structure allows the system tu 
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he modified, updated, and distributed using floppy disks. 
5.3.2 Linking general language prograninics wish the system 
']'Ile scripting language I lyper'I'alk is a versatile prol, tuntniing language. In developing a 
powerful engineering support system, IIylºCUCarcl has limitations such as non ohjert 
oriented programming, limited speed of operation and limited complexity of' Computing 
ccmml: ºncis. Ilowevcr, the IlyperCard environment tia an external interface through 
which new IlyperTallc commands (XCMI)'s) and functions (XFCN's) written in 
general languages such as C or Pascal can he linked with the environment. Once 
created, XCMI)'s and XIFCN's can he executed like any other standard I lyper fall, 
command or function inside IiyperCarcl. XCt11)s and XFCNs can overcome the 
limitations in flexibility and programming rapacity which are normally arconlliam cd 
with software system development tools. Figure 5.4, illustrates the principle of linking, 
XCM1)'S or XFCN's with I lYperCard's internal structure. 
I lyIper(ard Stack 
X('MI) 
Stack H F. in 
: 11ackll 1, Id 
lypeiVard's 
' Iýxternal 1'asr; Il c, I (' 
Interface l an ua r, Card \I ('N . 
ýý Fý 
yin 
Dielt! 13uttoºt - 
I tý ýýý 
Figure 5.4 Linking XCMMDs car XIFCNs with I lvpcr('ard's internal structure 
XCI\'11)'s and XFCN's have a wide range Of uses. 1 or rx, tnrlilc, t11r}y can IX Lise<1 for 
the f0110Win 1)urposcti18 11: 
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" Adding menus toi the I IyperCard menu bar, 
" RcIflacilig the I lyperCard menu har, 
" Animating objects in real linic, 
" Sorting the coýutcnts (da field, 
" Creating 1x01-UI) menus, 
" Making I Iyhcri'nrd talk with other software or envirmillients, 
" Improving I lyperCard operating speed in mathematical operations. 
XCMI)'s for adding n)cnus to the I lypeCard menu bar and replacing the I lylýýr( ; ire! 
menu bar have been incorporated into the system as required so far. The XCMI)'s are 
written in Macintosh Workshop Pascal. 
5.5 System implementation 
The system was developed on a Macintosh IIei Computer. Ilowever, the system 
package can be operated on all types of Apple Macintosh computers, but needs the 
IIyperCard 2.0 version and Macintosh System 6.0.5 or later to support it. 'Ehe total 
system requires 2.5 MB of memory. 
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Chapter 6 The functional modules 
6.1 'I'lie intelligent selection module 
6.1.1 Module structure 
'Ehe intelligent selection module is a knowledge-based system) 821.1Figurc 6.1, shows 
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journal bearing configuration 
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journal bearing configuration 
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6.1 The menu card of the, intelligent selection 1110(1111C 
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the menu card of the module. With this nodule, the user carries out the selection of the 
lx wring type at the first stage and the hearing configuration and fluid feeding type at the 
second stage. The basic framework of the module is illustrated in Figure 6.2. 'lime 
module is mainly composed of three parts these being the knowlcedge hase, time inference 
engine and the user interface. Through the interface, a user or designer can interact with 
the module to specify the design requirements. Based on the Sp cifiecl rýyuirýnºýntti, 
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the module ºimakes inferences through the knowledge base tuº arrive at an optinºurn 
selection of the (bearing type and then the seiecti<ººn of the bearing configuration and the 
fluid feeding type. Advice on selection IS piuvideºf to the user through tire interface. 
Characteristically, of a knowledge-based systenm, the (ICVCIUI)rrnent of the module 
involves the processes of knowledge acgirisitunit, knowledge representation and 
programming, and interface design. 
Inference 
Dialogue Uscr Interface 
Dialogue I: 
User .................. 
Selection 
Dialogue 2: 
............ Instruction Knowledge 
Italic 
Selection 
Strategies 
Report 
iii 
Ig 
Gcncratinr. Mod Module 
Bearing Expert 
Figure 6.2 The basic frame wwork of the it , (. IIii, ent selection inoduIt. 
6.1.2 Knowledge, actluisition 
The basic knowledge for the bearing selection was collected and rel'int tl from a number 
of authoritative information sources stich IS 1: S1)U design tl; ºt; º(ý ! 1, '1'hc 'l'rihulOgy 
I landbook(K31, and other huhlications(2 ((22112311301. Based on kncýwlc&IL c 
acquisition, the hearing selection strategies were developed as described in scctWn "9.3. 
The selection strategies form the basis for tlcvil()pºuent of' the module. In order to 
develop a knowledge-based selection system, the selection strategies have to he 
represented through a knowledge enl; ineerinº; approach. The knowledge ; ºc quisition 
process involves the development of the selection strategies and the nnodif ication of time 
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strategics into knowledge to be used by the system. 
Knuwlcýlýc representation and ý iogFai ýnýiºýý 6.1.3 
Knowledge representation and programe»ing is a kernel process U) develop the nuxlule, 
Which covers the development of the knowledge base, the inference engine arid the user 
in tcrf"icc. 
(1) Kii wic(4-, r hale 
The knowledge hatte is based on the `Production Rules' technique. In orºleº- to cope 
with uncertainty and be able to search the knowledge h, ttic as quickly as pt ssibIc, each 
production rule is specified with a corresponding weight iiutiik t as required fur the 
process of selective reasoning. 
Each rule is associated with a question and several possible answers. Both flic 
questions and the answers are predefined and explicitly written on the cards as shown 
in Figure 6.3. In general, for one question, there are three or four- answers from which 
Intelligent Selection -Fý]- 
L*.......... Selection.. of. bearing type. 
Click on the answer which best match your requirements The "Expert" vill then 
interpret your requirements and recommend a bearing type See hov you get an 
1. Expert: by severe are the environmental conditions -. vhicli the 
bearing must tolerate? 
(1) IIigh temperature limit 
User: 0 '100 °C 0 55 °C 35 °C C) 25 °C 
(2) Low ternperuture limit 'I 
User: 0 -20 °C 0-10 °C 00 °C 
0 15 °C 
(3) External vibration 
User: 0 MILL-. h vibration 0 Noisy 0 Some 0 No vibration 
(1) Radiation 
User. 0 Much radiation 0 Substantial 0 Some 0 No rodi, atioci 
A F-1 
(a) A card at the. first selection stage 
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Intelligent Selection 
=" =`"'' k5lSSl°Jý lJlS 0 t7ýiLStS`YF.,! ýý ý-ýý lfýVYý! ý-ý 
ho uns 
Continue specifying the bearing requirements The "Expert" vrll tlwn rnta! pret 
your requirements and a bearing configuration will be recommended 
1. Expert: What is the bearing's performance requirement? 
(1) Load carrying capacity in axial direction 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(2) Load carrying capacity in radial direction 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good ONorriul 0 No requirrerrumt 
(3) Positioning accuracy in axial direction 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good ONorrnal O No requirement 
(1) Positioning accuracy in radial direction 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good ONorn lO No requirurnent 
(5) Positioning accuracy for angular alignment 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal O No requirement 
(6) Stiffness in radial direction 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal ANo requirement 
(b) A card at the second selection stage 
Figure 6.3 Questions and corresponding answers an the m odule cants 
the user may make a single choice by clicking with a Howse. The module takes cacti 
question and answer pair as an `if-then' logic rule. For cxatnI)lc, for yuestwn 1 (3) on 
the card shown in Figure 6.2-(a), the module interprets the four (Iucstiun-answer pair. 
as if the fc)IIowing logic rules ; Ind the corresl)ondink, weight numbers applied: 
(a) If external environment condition is mm di vihr. rt. icýn, 
Then hydrostatic bearing recornm(ondeed. 
(b) If external environment. condition i; noisy, 
Then hydrostatic bearing and aerostat icy bear inq ioc-umn h-L 
A hydrostatic bearing is given a weight inq of 0.6, and . in 
aorostatic bearing a weighting of 0.4. 
(c) If extornal environment condition is som- vihrnt is ii, 
Then self-acting gas bearing not zec(mmum(40. 
A hydrostatic bearing is given zr weiylit. irr<1 of U. 4, 
hydrodynamic bearing is given a wei<tht iron of 0.3 any! , in 
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rs(! i)s t, at is is qi vý, r, a we ight_ i n(I -i0.;. 
(d) If , -: _ .-": s,: s 
i e IIV it wwil. 'I) t (-*()I Id it, i(; rs i:: cu') vitas s! i, >> i, 
Then ,: 1 of t1, e four Lyp(ý-, )t I lui41 Ii 1m ºs-, ss in+;:; t, ý ýýuýnýý si !ý "1 
Utiing question and answer hairs is consistent with an expel l's normal rneººtal pi(ce s ul 
decision-ºiutking. It is an intuitive and practical Way to implement the hearin . Clrction 
strategy. 
"l'Iºe º»odulc; basically uses the rules for reasoning and searching fur the ulºtinºunº 
hearing type or hearing configuration and its fluid fcecling type. During the reasuninfg, 
the system dues a computation using the mathematical modcl discussed ill 4.3.1. 
This feature allows the module to reason very quickly even where a depce ººf 
uncertainty is involved. Weight values sometimes called 1111Certainty Factors are an 
effective method of coping with the rigidity of reasoning rules Iºº an expert sySIL-MI 3II. 
Fur example, for question Xi, the user clicks an answer according to the recluirelnellis 
for the tearing; type or configuration ßj. Simultaneously the sy. "tein retilºnrls and gives 
a corresponding weight number \Vij to tile question and answer pair. The value of t"; tc Iº 
weighting number \Vij is specified based on the rating, of' the hearing type and 
configuration discussed in section 4.: 3. For each herring type or Config, uratiººn Itl, 13,, 
133, 
..., 
13,11, a corresponding score can be calculates! R 1, R-2,1: vtihc ºr all 
yuesticºn and answer pairs X 1, X2, ..., 
Xº, have the value one. 
1: 1 -l1 "'11+X-2'12'4 -...... +X11- W 1 l, Tl 1 4 
\ný`'l, n 
{\1 2=X1 %%'-)1 + X2 W-)7 . ...... 
+ X11- 1 "2, n- 1 
1 X11 ýi 2 Tl 
.................................................................... 
I: 
in= 
l1 "'m1 + X2 'm2 -4 ...... +Xn-1 º 
`n win, n 
[)urine the ciittlog; ue, the user's answers to the questions 1\11J define the application 
requirements for the bearing type or Coll fi, uration. When the dialogue is finisllc"<i, the 
module completes its reasoning and computation and obtains 11 data dimension IRfl1j. A 
higher value of Rj takes priority over a lower value. Uased on the priority oº(irl 1,10111 
the scores 1: 1, R2, ..., 
I: 
m, 1110 module obtains an optitllutll scleclitln 
Ito, 
), Iluºll 
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bearings 113r, 11. 
The hearing type or configuration I3o, )t 
is tlºc unr with the Idg h est scare 
Ru})t. I figure 6.4 illustrates a f]mw chart 0C the search pruccss. 
sirnlzD 
Uscr's 
requirements 
Production rules 
"I"cl11IM-. htire If trmpcraunc .. Vibration 
Then ... 
N1atlis model 
Space If vibration ... ºZl = X) w11 4 Cwt C 
Speed 
ost Then 
... 
... 
R2 = Xi W? I + ... If space ... 
Sclc Ilion 
Load Then 
... 
.................. 
Inn= XI W'n i+... Selected optiurunl 
.................... If Cost ... fk": uinl, lyºx" or 
II1Cll 
... ('011tIguruuiOil B, ",, 
ti: 11MY with tic 
SA--Boll ICti1111 No 
Yes 
I: NI) 
Figure 6.4 Flow chart of the selection seurc hing, E)roccýs 
(2) Inference engine 
An inference engine is a strategy used to search a knowledge base and logically arrive at 
,i conclusion. In this selection mculule, as the user clicks each answer values of weights 
are assigned and the information is thus provided toi allow the nodule tof make a 
decision. The module takes the user's answers, which ºcu ect the design reºluirenments 
or basic application ideas, as a starting point for the commenccnuent of' reas mink and 
searching. The user inputs lormn a forward inference chain unaffected by the ºorder of 
the user's inputs. Figure 6.5 demonstrates the operating m echanisnt of tlºr inf, eºence 
engine which is programmed in I lyperTalk. 
In order to simplify the inference process, the tearing type and conf-ig, uration selections 
are carried out separately in two stages. At the first stage, the system makes a sea ý'h 
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Ihrº)ugh the trunks in the domain of hydrostatic or hydnxfynanric journal hearings and 
aerostatic or self-acting gas film journal hearings of the fluid 1-11111 family Irce, 
and gives one selection from the four types of bearing;. Within time "Cicctio n, the user 
can ascribe a degree of emphasis on particular design recluirelnents for the hearings it) 
be required. At the end of the first stage the user comliºnins satisfaction with tile hearing 
selected. The system automatically guides the user onto the second stage. At the 
second stage, the system makes a further search through the branches of the hearing 
family tree for a particular hearing configuration am! its Ilººitl (ceding type. As ºn if)(- 
first stage, the user can place a degree of emphasis on various design requirements. 
Dividing the selection process into two selection stages and allowing the user to interact 
with the inference process snakes the design and implementation cif the inference engine 
straight-forward. 
Selection 
r------- --------- ý 
Knowlcclgc 
Stage I Base Stage II 
Dialogue 
Qucsticm 1: 
nnswcr 
Question 2: 
Answer 
Rules A- \Veig, lhting 
I)ialog, lle 
Question 1: 
Question 2: 
Figure 6.5 The operating mechanism of the. inference engine 
(3) The User interface 
The user interface is constructed in the form of a dialogue hCIvN'Ccn the nxxlnie and the 
user as previously describ«1. The 1>rrxess is carried out by the user clicking selected 
answers with a mouse. Figure 6.6 shows hart of the dialogue process for tue selection 
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= Intelli ent Selection ---- -_ _===--F 11 = _- g 
777 77771 777-777777A 7 
chi' i 
Now continue your selection by further dialogue with the "Exppert" When the 
"Expert" understands your requirements, you will be recomrnencied a configuration 
of bearing for your special purpose 
1. Expert: What is the bearing's performance requirement? 
(1) Load carrying capacity in axial direction 
User: Q Excellent Q Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(2) Load carrying capacity in radial direction 
User= O Excellent 0 Good QNormal 0 No requirement 
(3) Positioning accuracy in axial direction 
User: Q Excellent ® Good QNorrnal 0 No requirement 
(1) Positioning accuracy in radial direction 
User: ® Excellent 0 Good QNorrnal 0 No requirement 
(5) Positioning accuracy for angular alignment 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good Q Normal Q No requirement 
(6) Stiffness in radial direction ýt? 
User: O Excellent 0 Good Q Normal 0 No requirernent 
(a) 
-- -- Intelligent Selection PIT 
(7) Stiffness in axial direction 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
2. Expert: What is the requirement for the bearing's production cost, 
ease of design and ease of manufacture? 
(1) Production cost 
User: 0 Logrest cost ®Normal cost C) No requirement 
(2) Ease of design 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good 0 Normal O No requirement 
(3) Ease of manufacture 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good 0 Normaal O No requirement 
3. Expert: What are the bearing's performance requirements? 
(1) Self-aligning ability 
User: 0 Excellent O Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(2) Combined axial and radial load carrying ability 
User: Q Excellent Q Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(3) Ease of maintenance 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(1) Economy of flov rate, pover and number of parts 
(h) 
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In teIIigent Selection --=------ _- -=, -- -: ____-[ 1 
User: O Errellent O Good C) Normal 0 No requirement 
(5) Endure external vibration 
User: 0 Excellent O Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(6) External size for forced journal diarneter 
User: () The smaller, t hi-, better 0 Norm al 0 No requirement 
(7) Damping and stability 
User: 0 Excellent Good Normal 0 No requirement 
assssssssassssssssssssasssssssassss.. ss. sssssas. ass. " 
Are you satisfied with your answers? if you are, please click to obtain the 
Stage Two selection result If you think some questions are very iinportant and it is 
necessary for the "Expert" to pay more attention, please answer them once more and 
then click the selection button! 
The word 'Selected' shown in the next table shows that te bearing geornetry 
(column) and feeding type (row) are both selectied. If you are not satisfied with the 
selection, please reconsider your answers to the questions and try again, 
Selection Result Stuown on Next Card! ................. .................................................... ........ 
(c) 
Intelligent Selection 
Stau; ii I 
Aerostatic journal bcaririj; u 
1 ype of Deari ng Geornetr- tj 
Cy1Iidr») Yates Conical Splie ricyl 
Type of Feeding journal _i'! __ 
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Figure 6.6 Part dialogue process shown on the module cards 
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of an aerostatic bearing configuration. When in answer is chosen by clicking the 
º1ºlrrolºri ate answer button, the button is highlif, htc"rl. When the dialogue is 17nislik-d, the 
user can click the system selection button and obtain the system's reconºnºcnrlation. On 
the module cards, there are various kinds of browsing buttons such as 'honte', 'return', 
'last' and `next' button which allow the user to move from one card to> another within 
the module or go to the system menu card. The user can also use the built-in lull-clown 
menus to access different selection stages or other system modules. The user may print 
tlºe dialogue process or the system selection result, using, the 'printer' button on the 
cards or the system standard pull-down menu. 
6.1.4 Implementation 
The module is a key part of the design support system. The module can also work as 
an independent package for bearing selection (purposes. The ni(xlule requires 300 KB 
of memory as developed so far. 
6.2 'Ehe design module 
6.2.1 Module structure 
Figure 6.7, shows the menu card of the desi"n module. The module has been 
developed by a new method which incorporates Al techniques with tlºe bearing design 
techniques including numerical Computation and optimisation cif bearing parameters. As 
shown in Figure 6.7, the module can be used to ciesiº, n huth hydrostatic and aerostatic 
bearings. 'I'hc module can also provide design support for the auxiliary devices such as 
the 1-low control devices, circuit, liquid tank, and the supply system. The designer can 
access the two sub-menu cards, as shown in Figure 6. h, by clicking, the highlighted 
titles on the menu card shown in Figure 6.7 or using the pull-down menus. Fron the 
sub-menu cards, the designer can enter the design procedure for each particular bearing 
configuration. While undertaking a design procedure, the clcsi: 'ner can use thc" system 
pull-clown menu to exit the procedure and enter Other modules to obtain design 
knowledge that is available on basic bearing concepts, (hearing; materials selection, 
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(Click an icon to enter the the bearing design procedure) 
77_77777T7777-77 
Pocketed Orifice Slot Entry 
4 77 
Annular Orifice `, 7 Porous Wall ý``ý 
(1)) 
Figure 6.8 Two sub-menu cards of the design module 
bearing applications, and manufacturing methods. A satisfactory design iti achieved not 
just by using this module but with the operation ()I- he whole system. 
6.2.2 Into"ration of Al 
The hcarim, ciesi"'n approaches dcscril)cd in Chapter 4 bioviele the knowledge basis t<o 
be incorporated into the module. Figure 09 (a) to (e) shows the design cards Of an 
optimal design procedure for a hydrostatic bearing. lie design proccciutc is, basically 
consistent with the design procedure discussed in section 4.4.2, but Al has hecn 
integrate{ into the procedure to take account of both numerical and qualitative issues. 
For example, Al is integrated with the design procedure for the clesi,; u conºIr, ºtihility 
analysis (DCf1). The llCA includes the design input analysis, the design po)CCSS 
monitoring, and the design output analysis. '1'hc Al is rule lased. Wr example, on 
card (a) of Figure 6.9, when a designer inputs a value into each par, uucter value field, 
the Al associated with each field will make a decision as to whether the input value is 
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within a suitable range. If the value is not Suitable, the module will give a warning and 
Design 
L Multi-constraint optiiuization rrrodu k (Input Card) 
Plat it ut the following g rvtc? s. Dir u inp tree syst in will give advice. Whin firnst 111, 
click th 'Optnizi ion' button to enter the optier z on pr xHI . 
1. Basic parameters co istraiwd by rn i±ine desiM 
F --renk lid: W= 3000 N Boxing diarrtr 
[: =: 5. D(aue) 
Bo truig lexgth 70 s L(mm) si no SSritrotrhönsiiid Ns Jrlun 
2_ Sdt tmi basic p resters: 
Piii ru mbur. n= © Power ratio: [] sKs[3 A)md slot width c= [ 0. ] roan 
Axial-floe land width a= 20 mm Rail ci nar-xrce: 0 05 Sh (mrn) S 
Lo-, o 75 
Cixtum T tial-floe Tani vidih b= 20 mm P'n" mit No [0] ßs [0 7 
3. Parameters. 
Mdin= film t ackre : hrrnn= o. 04 mm Lida ant Viercity. Vis= 1 cP 
S lly ý-un :s Ps [N'fN/ 1 m] s 
4_ Perforn ere (tutu- 
Te rqY raue rise: dTs [S 1 °C Filmshffn »: 200 MNhn 
Flow rte- qo= 01 us Pumping power Hp-, [_ 1] KW 
c... Ill, uui... euicýýs t Total lover: Ht--c 2 KW Up -il nizati0n kiroius 
(a) 
fie 
Sig [I 
Design procedure: t1 
(1) From the input data, decide diameter D 
U= d(W/O. 17Ps)= 7 3309 mm 
(2) For optimum, land width a should be 
0= L14= 19 0 mm 
I 
(3) Under the condition of aJL=O 25, circumferential-flow land width 
h= (LD)/(3n)= 13 3 rnm 
('1) With axial slots, the slot width 
0= (nD)/(8n)= 00 mm 
(5) With axial slots, the angle 
0= -Un-(b+c)/D= 20.0 degrees 
(6) Circumferential flow factor 
[_r]= n*a*(L-a)/(1t*D*b) =1 366 
(7) With axial slots, coefficient K 
= sine[sinolo+rcose] =0 774 
(8) Calculate dimensionless stiffness xo' 
}t o' = 3.82ß(l-ß)l(1+r(l-ß)) = 0.5855 
---- gip, 
(h) 
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(9) Calculate supply pressure 
I's =(3W')/(xo'D(L-a)) =4 068 MN/scl m 
(10) Calculate stiffness 
10 = PsD(L-a)xo'/ho = 100 o MN/m 
(11) Minimum film thickness 
hmin = ho W'/xo =0 033 mm 
(12) Flow rate factor B' 
®_ (1-L*D)/(6*a*n) = 0.5257 
(13) Sliding speed of bearing surface 
U= nDN/60 = 7.99 m/s 
(14) Recess area for one pad 
Mr = (nD/n-b)(L-2a) = 1786 511 sq mm 
(15) Friction area 
Flf = (n. DL1n)-(3Ar/9) =[-32 33 60 sq men 
(16) Viscosity 
Uis = ((Ps*ho**2)/U)J((ßB')/Af) =[67012036 
INs/sq rn=ý 12 0 jcP 
From the viscosity value, you are recommended to use SAE 5(X light) 
ab cý 
(c) 
(17) Flow rate 
0= (Ps*ho**3/Vis)nßB' =0 053 ] Us 
(18) Minimum pumping power 
H1) = Ps*qo =0 153 KW 
(19) Total Power 
flt = Hp+Hf = (I+K)Ilp =0 459 KW 
(20) Temperature rise 
oT = 0.0000012Ps =3 45 °C 
ssssssssssssssssssssassssasasasssssssssaass. essssssosssf 
Optimization Expert's analysis Results output 
-A- I TZCr-cr T--A nT'ý-ýa 
Expert's comments: 
The Rtýynolils Numtler of the bearing is 1796 Good! The deli}; ritrd 
bearing gip erating_in the laminar_flovcoritlition- 
(d) 
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] A l-flow Lard vidth a= 19 0_ win RaliiIl chllr-aIIýý [0 ü5 I, 11, (n 1[ 11) [0 0-7-1) 
Cin turifmi l flow lani width b= 133 rmn Pn : vrti ratio [0 4] s f3 s [0_7 [ 
3. Parameters: 
Minor m film tt ackre : hninn= 003 mm Lutc .v -xuty.. 
Vis -- 7ß cP 
Supply prt line: 2ßß s Ps [MN/r m] s? Ei q 
4- PcrforrrvYrre data: q, ) 
Taqra1nn rise: AT:!. 3 46 °C Film st ffnys- rr) ý[ 17 -(_'1i 
MNtm 
Flow rata qo= 0 05 Ills PUTT ng j)o4, x ' dips 01 KW /16F-l 
Tot1pover: Ht-,; 0.46 KW ß{) till] ization ltrowse... Elliuut... l(. uicet 
_ -ý 
(e) 
Figure 6.9 Design cards of an optimal design procedure fora hydrostatic hearing 
a message in the message field at the top of the Card. The prot'r rnrnredl rules for the 
bearing pressure ratio L3 is as follows: 
On MouselE. nter 
put_ " (Input Cl rd) " into card field Iocýii cl 
put "A suitable range is 0.4<0<0.7. '1'lii: > lay hy 
thký selection of suit, ibl, - tolk! ronc<o t ei t 1w cee. 1i'llict. Pet wee, -ll 
the shaft and bearing. " into cord t ield 
End MousoF: nter 
Oil Mousei,, ýýSvc 
put card field pressure ratio into holder 
if holder<0.4 or holder>0.7 thou 
put " Please input according to the :; y;; t ýin :; urlyý":, t iý)111" into 
card field Message 
p1 ay "boing" 
wait. 1 second 
elsf: 
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ptit " Youi input- m, -ty 
into 
ý-J"i if 
faut. "E'ls_,, I", (ý input t- flu foIIowinq t>'rrriIrk, 't( "rý,. I)uriuy 1Ili Ili ,t 
: >p'>torn will qiv' advice. When f iIi i: >h- d, ("I i -k hi- 
'CptJmization ' button to enter the opt irni: il ioon 111O(-4edin1 o". " 
into card field Messsage 
End MouseLeave 
The design process monitoring refers to the compatibility check of practical parameter 
values during, the optimisation process. Each of these Iº; ºr; ººººeters are rlý iiiied with a 
constraint condition on the input card. Inuring the iterative ()ptinhisati«n, the Al will 
check whether a calculated parameter value is Outside the constraint range. If it is 
outside the required range, the module will give a warning, inessage for the designer to 
Input Card (a) 
Parameter 
constraint 
conditions 
Monitoring 
Message 
\Villdows 
Design Card b Design Process 
(1) 
...... 
Monitoring 
c ......... If heu anictrr (I )'s value ... =2 Then 
... CZ 
Design Card c 
... ... ..................... 
(9) ...... If the accuracy is, achieved 
......... 'Flien th e design process slops. 
Design Card d 
(17) 
Card (c) )lit put 
paiai»L'ter 
results 
Figure 6.10 The working principle of the design process Iloll itorinl, 
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make a change to the inhttt data or continue the operation. The principle of the design 
hrocCSS mOnitOri! l is illustrated in Figure 6.10. 
On design card (d) otf Figure 6.9, there is an 'Expert Analysis' icon button. Alter the 
design process is finished, the designer can click the button and the nuxlule will make a 
compatibility analysis of the design results on the output card. The analysis includes 
checking whether each designed value is within the normal permissible range for the 
design requirements and whether the designed Ixcaring can work in thr laminar (low 
regime. The `Expert Analysis' is a rule-based program written in I lypeº'l'alk. 
6.2.3 Implementation 
The module has been developed as a key part of the design support system. All design 
computing procedures and the Al based analysis within the module are l)rol; r, trnmr(l in 
IlyperTalk. XCMDs for adding and replacing specific m<xlule hull-down m onus are 
incorporated into the module. The XCNMDs are written in Macintosh Workshop Pascal. 
The module requires I NIB of memory. 
6.3 Other functional modules 
6.3.1 General explanation module 
Figure 6.1 1, shows the menu card of the general explanation module. The module was 
developed using hypennedia techniques. The module provides an outline description of 
externally pressurised journal bearings in the loon of text, graphics, tables, and images 
on the cards. l igure 6.12 illustrates two cards copied from the module. A system user 
can browse the information by clicking the highlighted contents list or 'next' and 
`previous' buttons on the cards, or by using the rncxiule hull-down menus. The module 
can be viewed as a hypertext style electronic book. The module Contents are 
associatively linked with other modules. The information within the modulc is intended 
to be useful for an inexperienced bearing designer. 
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(1) Ilirsarrtry (2) AdvuutaLvsand ltrnitutiorrc 
2. Tl, xxetiral Basis 
(1) Viscosity (2) RL7mld's equation 
3 Di n aril Manufacturing, 
(1) Luluid film liiariizgs 
a design b. u ufac ure 
(2) Gus film t, , 's 
a- design 
b. rna ufacb re 
4. Ap dicstiozzs 
5. Develognund Trends 
I ý/ 
Figure 6.11 The menu card of tlhe general ex planation module 
: ý: s 
111: 
basket 
--- =--___ _= -ý General Enplanation ==_--- -- - 
Geite-al E. xpktflation of Fluid Film Journal 13-,. uingg 
1- Introduction 
Fluid film bearing can be defined as bearings in which the opposing or mating 
surfaces are completely separated by a layer of fluid lubricant. The fundamental 
process by vhch this film is maintained while supporting a load is important 
Understanding the nature of this process can provide both guidance z ad perception to 
the designer. 
The fundamental process is based on the balance of two flows Fluid lubricant is 
pumped into the space between the mating surfaces. Due to the gip, or film 
thickness, between the surfaces, fluid lubricant flows out The gap adjusts itself so 
that the pressure is sufficient to support the external load, and the input and output 
flows are equal The flow-balance principle can be visualized as shorn in FFig. 1. 
No real bearing, of course, looks anything like Fig. 1. The functions of pumping 
flow, load support, and control of exit flow are usually intervouzud Ex mples of 
both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic bearings will be explained to show the operation 
(a) 
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of the floe-balance principle 
Journal bearings commonly employ fluid 
film bearing configurations for industrial 
applications Journal bearings may be 
cylindrical, conical and spherical Journal 
W 
bearings are usually combined with thrust QS 
-pV bearings Up to the present, there have been 
many fluid film journal bearing 
configurations used in industry. These are 
illustrated in Fig 2 
From Fig 2., it is seen that fluid film 
Fig 1- Schematic model of fluid film 
journal bearings are classified into two categories Bearings are eitler liquid 
lubricated or gas lubricated(usually air). Both categories of bearing can be either 
self-acting or externally pressurized, giving the four basic typ of bearit outlined 
below. 
(b) 
Figure 6.12 Two examples of cards copied from the general explanation ººuodule 
6.3.2 The hierarchy module 
Figure 6.13, shows the menu carol of the hierarchy mºººlulc. The module includes 
family trees for the bearing configurations and fluid Cocain devices, bearing materials, 
bearing applications, and the system structure tree. "1'he tree structures are illustrated in 
Figure 6.1-1 (a)-((l). A system user can access the different tree cards by clicking 
highlighted titles on the menu carol or by using tue m odlule built- in hull-dowin HICIIIu. 
The tree structures not only demonstrate the trunk bough branch twi rel, ºtionshurs 
inside the bearing family, but are also connected with ether system functional and 
auxiliary modules. A user can click any item on a tree to access the information related 
with the item. For example, when the user clicks `Grindim, machine' on the gas Cilný 
bearing application tree shown on card c of Figure 0. I4, the nuxlule automatically 
aide the user to a photographic image. The image ýIýºnºýnstrates a gas filºn bcarmg g 
used in a grindlllg I11: 1Chine. 
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Figure 6.13 The ttmenti card of'tltc hierarchy module 
Hierarchy 
Family tree of the bearings 1 
Fluid film journal bearinyi 
Liquid Air 
Hydrostatic Hydrodynamic Aerostatic Self- acting 
Plein Yates Spherical Conical Cylhndricel Partial Conical Spherical Cylindrical Combined )ournel 
T recessed and ihr u3t 
Flow control type Flow control type 1 
II Orifice 
Capillary Orifice Con3tent Pressure Inherent] Slot Porou9 
flow valve stability slot Pocketed Annular 
cal 
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Bearing M a1, er>I als 'I'rcc 
Common bearing mainrlals 
Body Bearing bush Shalt 1711u3t plate 
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e-------- 
1 -1 --- 
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--- Sr 
(1) 1 iii t, oaring -essure 
(2) Material stability 
(3) Corrosion rt sistmlas 
(4) Tl. rrrrol Fgmrr ion aril corllwtivity 
(I)) 
Hierarchy ==-_- Eý1= 
I ION-rm, 
Machine tools 
Gr ndinq machine Lathe Bonnq mac 
Liquid film bearingz 
Metrology equipment 
pine Rotara table Roundnesi meter 
lý ý1ýi7 
Others 
Video Radio telescope 111) dr wer 
Gas film bearing 
Machine tools Instnunents Otlýcrs 
nI 
kfT 
egalplincl 
QM 
La4he Grinding machine Bering machine Driller Gyro, -cope Nuclear reactor Lasrr pr inter 
- ._ sti 
Wheelheed W ro 
kheedý 
pentulOrth pacdic 
Spindle yplnd1e 
Lý ýIýt 
Roundness meter flow meter 
di -Ill cutte nq tool 
W sMiMMSan1RS1Wý4POý'ýiM+wWYMýAtiy rrv. n pigcM,.:. vE+ýynwqwsý 
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Report Design 
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Database of 
Dean ngs 1 LJ 
(d) 
Figure 6.14 1 lierarchy trees in the hierarchy module 
6.3.3 The hearing database module 
Figure 6.15, shows the menu card of the hearing databases nodule. A system user can 
enter each bearing database by clicking the database title on the menu card or using the 
m(xlule hull-flown menu. In order to retrieve a database quickly and accurately, sonic 
databases stich as 'Nomenclature', `Terms and concepts' and 'Rearing {)ar flictcls-' were 
developed using symbolic processing programs written in Ilyl)cr"I'alk. As shown in 
Figure 6.16, for example, when a user clicks the retrieval icon at tluc bottom left of the 
"Perms and concepts' database card, the module shows a di; ºIººg; uc window to ask the 
user to input the term or concept required. After input, the user can click the 'OK' 
button and the nxxiule retrieves the required infcýrnnatiýýn. I'hr rctrieýýýal search is f ast 
an(i the uses' is automatically guided to the inicormati<on in the database. II the required 
information is not included in the database, the module will }give a warning, notice to 
the user. The following is a retrieval program associated with the "ferns and concepts' 
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Data 
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Figure 6.15 The menu card of the hearing database m odule 
ýVtý(! tF 
ýi 1; 4r ii ý' 
,n . II {l , ýý . ,ý 
Bearing Datobose 
oa, Säl oo (`al coC: 1ý 
Terms and concept; 
Aerodyt rn 
Please input the terin (jr concept rw aired... 
This beau Expert systený -essure 
is 
within the ( 
iterated UK 
cameo ibricant 
is dragged i --_---,, 
is a 
simple and elegant concept, being entirely self-contained and independent of 
any externll pressure source or other mechanism. 
Aerostatic bearing 
This bearing type is often called 'externally pressurized' because the, 
pressure in the gas film is generated at an eternal source, usually a 
A) I 
(a) 
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Ex pert s terr 
An expert system is a computer program that represents and reasons vial 
knowledge of some specialist subject with a view to solvir problems or given 
advice. 
Film stiffness 
Stiffness of the fluid film is defined as the limit of the ratio AW/Ah as, AW 
approaches zero, that is, stiffness= lim(AW/Lvh) = dW/dh 
Flov control device 
The four main groups of control devices in order of increasing stiffness are 
a capillaries and slots; 
b. orifices; 
(I: ) 
Figure 6.16 An example of the 'Terms and concepts' database 
database, written in I lyperTalk to allow symbolic processing: 
On MouseUp 
ask "Please input the tei_m or concept tO hc, t c, ncf.. " 
if it is empty then 
play "boing" 
answer "Your input should not lxs eIn )t y, '' wit li uupiit 
again" 
if it is "Input again" then 
get the location of button ie, 11,011 
click at it_ 
end if 
if it is "Cancel" then 
go to card id 4253 
end if 
eIse 
f inci 3trinq it in card field r_ontdin. ei 
if it is not in card field cent a illol t heil 
put it into hold 
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j( it i "V fin# it" th&u 
<¢ttt"r last l ink! I>t n irýl <'ý>nt . ßi114 1 
firm whole Hold in card f_io 2ýi c >nt "iincý:, 
end if 
end i_t 
end i-f 
1:. 11 h1 u. ^, ýý-[1ý> 
6.3.4 The report generator module 
With the report tenerator t»odulc, u system user can print various repor(s or) :t hearing 
(lesign 1rocedure as shown on the module ºnenu card in Figure 6.17. "I'ltr user can 
click the highlighted titles on the menu care! and the module will print the corresponding 
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report. The report tiles are transferred t<r the module Crronr other iwxlules by using, (lrý" 
file' ýtatCrI e! 1tý of f ly(ýcr'Iý. rl{ (iýý. The user can also I)rint reports within any oilier 
module ()I, tile systcirn by using the rnoxlule `Printer' irons or tire printing; facilities listed 
in the system pull-clown menu `pile'. 
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Chapter 7 Auxiliary modules and XCMl)'s prograini»ing 
7.1 Introduction 
Associative linkage is the distinguishing Characteristic of a Iýylýrrnuýýlia Ixiseti system. 
However, the ability to create linkages, if not exercised well, can lead toi the 1,011 wing 
probleinsl861. 
" Getting lost in '1lyperspace', i. e. the tendency for the user U) lose the sense of 
location and direction during use of a hypermedia-based system. 
" Cognitive overhead, i. e. the difficulty of learning how to create, name, and keep track 
of the links within a hypermedia-based system fur a developer. 
In this design support system, two auxiliary modules were developed indicatiºilg the 
index and help modules. 'These auxiliary mtxlules are used to rope witli the alxýve- 
mentioned problems. Tile Help module is also used its ,º user guide tu assist utters to 
use the system. As described in Chapter 5, XCMI) programming can be employed as 
an auxiliary measure to enhance the capability (II the IlypemCard envii immunem 1,0r 
complex computing and to allow the incorporatloll of special 1'unc-tions. 
7.2 The help module 
A system user can easily access the heil) module when browsing the sv aem l or when in 
any other modules by using the system 'Guidance' lull-clown nlcnu, the `help' icon on 
the 'I Ionic' card, or directly through the keyboard (Commandkcy -t ? ). Figure 7.1, 
shows the menu card of the help module. The user can click the 1lighlig Iltcºi titles on the 
carol to obtain guidance on how to use the system and the theoretical basis for the 
system development. The user can also click 'Intnkiuetion', ' ear h', and `Printer' 
icons oº1 the card to get the introduction about I iyper(lini, to retrieve and pi int tile 
instructional information within the module. "1'llc `You are here' icon has a tracing and 
mapping function. When the. user clicks it, the. module, shows the user Is many as -12 
carols that were previously displayed. A user can also access the mapping function by 
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using the `(iuidancc: ' hull-clown nicnu. Figurc 7.2 shows a tracing sequence of tue use 
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Figure 7.1 The menu card of the hc! i nuxlule 
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of the system. After browsing the module and obtaining requirod information, a retuºn 
to an original position is achieved by simply clicking, the 'return' button on euch tn(xlulc 
card. This on-line jumping ability is realised by using an elegant symbolic lmn essiri g 
program written in I Iyper'I'alk. For this reason the module is more appropriately called 
the user on-line help module. The on-line help combined with the: tracing and m appinfg 
function helps to overcome the problem of getting lost in 'I lyperspace'. I iggurc 7.3, 
illustrates the working principle of on-line jumping within the system. 
1) 
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figure 7.3 The principle of on-line jumpint; within the system 
7.3 'I'Ihc index module 
"I'lie index module is developed using IIYI)Criuccliýt techniques. '1'ht 1uiii tiun of time 
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module is similar to that of a hook indcx. I lowever, the nuxiulr struClurt" is (liilerrnt 
from the structure Of il hook in two respects: 
" Using a syruholic processing program, the nxxfulr inrltx search r: rrr he rained Knut 
automatically or the search can be clone manually. As shown in Figure 7.4, tltc- 
module can automatically guide the user to the indexed word on a card. 
" All of the index words or terms on the module cards are high lighted and (inked with 
their related corresponding inform ation in Other ruudrile-, 'I1he user can rlir. : rnvv 
indexed word or terra to be guided to the associated inf-urrnation or knowledge. 
The linkage between each index term and its related inti)rnº; ºtiº>n is rreatrº1 by tr ing tIºe" 
hypermedia node-link technique and operates in an associative way. 
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7.4 XC: AII)'s programming 
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tu'; K}Plý7ýY. 
iüZ, ZZ, äfi; aüxi neiuezu n«s iý 
'An > ('N11) can be written 
in Pascal, C, or Assembly language and, after being 
processed through a compiler or assembler, attached to aI lypcº<'ard st: t("k as a 
resource. In the l1yper'Ialk prt)gian ming envirmum-nt, an XC'MI) is taken as it 
command statement ter ,t suhn>utine program that 11_yper'I'alk set ipts can call in (r Jump 
to. Therefore, XCMD programming is a customised extension of I lyper('aid which 
can be employed for a special purposes. XCMI) programs can greatly enhance 
I lyperCard in operational speed and complex pertorrn, tneel871. 
XCMI) prograttns written in Macintosh Workshop Pascal 1871H8h1 were developed and 
associated with each system module. The XCMI) programs are used to append a single 
menu to the end of a IlyperCard menu bar or to remove a menu I! OlU a IlypciC. ird 
menu bar. The XCMI) programs are called AddMenu and Cle; arMrnu. The system 
uses the AddMenu and ClearMenu XCMI)s in developing they pull-down menus in tile 
system and allow the user to use the system much ºnore flexibly. 
(a) XCN I) Add Menu 
The XCN1U i\ddMenu requires three parameters: 
" Parameter 1: The name that will appear in the menu bar. 
" Parameter 2: A unique number greater than 2(X) that will represent this cIistoinise(1 
illelill. 
" Parameter 3: t1 double-quoted, semicolon-separate(1 list of m enu itrnns that arc tu 
appear in the menu. 
AddNlenu can support the following meta functions: 
" Symbol ! followed by a character, marks the menu item with that character. 
" Symbol < followed by B, 1, U, 0, S sets the character style of that menu item. It 
stands for bold; I stands for italic; U stands for underline; 0 titanHis fur outline; S 
stands for shadow. 
" Symbol / followed by a character, creates a keyboaºd equivalent. 
" Symbol ( disables an item. 
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" Symbol (- inserts a grey cut line. 
'. V' I "ný l'he fullowint; is al lyper"l'alk J)1 gr u1) using the X(T1I) AddMi iiii in IIic 
FE File Ldit Go Tools Ubjects Font Style ModuIt s Guidons 4, 
'ili>n c' stick, which creates the system cuslonmiscd puill-clown nu"nu" `ý1uclulr, ' and 
'Guidance' as shown in Figure 7.5. 
on openSt. ack 
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I'hc source program for XCMD AddMenu written in Macintotih Wi iksluop I't cal is 
shown in /\ni cn<lix 
(h) XCNII) (learMenu 
The XCMD ClearMenu employs the menu II) number of' the menu to he renn>veti. 'I'Iºc" 
menu to be removed must be specified by its menu 11) 1111111hCr The following, is .1 
IlyperTalk program using XCMI) ClearMenu in the module `General kxl)lanatic)n', 
which remove, the menu `General Explanation' from the nuululce built in bull &l wmm 
menus as the module closes. 
on OpenStack 
AddMenu "General Explanation", 400, "1 nL i ýýduct ion; 1'hoot &tiý ,t 
basis; Design and manuf acLut i ny; AjpI iýý, iý 
Development trends" 
end OpenStack 
on doMenu var 
if var is in "Introduction; Theoretical h. inin; A1,1 is tt i(wn; 
Development trends" 
then go card var 
else if var is "Design and manufacturing" Own 
go to card var 
elso pass doManu 
end doMenu 
on ClosoStac k 
Clc< i_Monu 400 
end CI oseStock 
The source program for XCMD C1carMenu written in Macintuýh \V<, ik hp I'; isc: iI 
187 H Sy is shown in Appendix II. 
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Chapter 8 human-computer interaction issues in system 
I (1C VC lo III ell 
8.1 Introduction 
human-computer interaction (I ICI) is the study of the interaction (between IpeOi kk and 
computer Systems. I ICI is principally concerned witl] un(lerstandinl., how people : und 
computer systems interactively carry out tasks, and how such interactive systems irr 
designedi89J. IICI issues are receiving more and mire attention in software system 
development. The principles of I ICI are important in establishing; user satisfaction with 
system aspects such Is the system interface, user-friendliness, I)erforni; ance speed, and 
learning time. In this chapter, some I ICI issues . wising from the system (levclopilient 
are discussed. The issues mainly focus on aspects of the system inter face design, 
interaction, and the system evaluation. 
8.2 Design principles of the system user interface 
Design of the system user interface should he considered from a number of tlilfcrcut 
perspectives which include the functional, tire aesthetic, and tine su uctural perspe tivý ti. 
Each of the perspectives interacts to affect the quality of the overall user interface 
design. The use of Apple Macintosh as tits system platform is one of the directions 
towards achieving user-friendliness. Macintosh computers were one of the Iir r t() 
employ a 'WINIP' user interface where the user has nºultiplc windy>ws, ir(>nir, and 
menu object representation and a pointing, device. Since tire conmicticcnicni ()I' Ow 
project, WIMP style interfaces have made important strides towards bccoming tiro must 
important class of interfaces for future systems as predictc(11901. For tire design 
support system, however, tire appropriateness of its user interface heavily depends on 
the design task, the system users, and the environment for which the standard \VINiP 
user interface; cannot adequately colie. The following (1iscussion concerns sonic 
principles used in designing the Systeme interface. 
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(a) N1e1.1}hors 
The systein was developed for mechanical engineers Of whom som e may have Tittle 
experience of using computer systems or reluctant to Team n about [I(, \%, sv"IcIll", 
However, engineers can he expected to have sonic experience of achieving their 
engineering objectives. To take advantage of this prior experience, the system was 
designed using metaphors for system operation that correspond to the engineering, and 
everyday world that engineers are comfortable with. For example, the system uses 
01; 11)hic 1 (MIS 10 represent specific bearing c nfiguratiuns. Tlw icon 
from the engineers' working environment. The icons have the advantages of faster 
processing and recall of visual images. The advantages are asuxiatcd Willi case N 
learning, recall and recognition, and less interference with cognitive 1)1 Cssc5 of utiinh 
the system. 
In general, a system user also appreciates visual effects, such as zoom in or out and 
animation, that show a requested action being carried out. Visual effects can support the 
metaphor. For example, using visual effects such as aººin1ation for cleºnunstratI 
hydrostatic principles and `zoom open', 'dissolve' and `wil)c Ir(tlriý; ht' WIW n hruwtiirrtý 
the system from one card or one stack to another, provides a mnet. rPPIruricaI cIT('Ct anel 
enables users to achieve a better understanding Of the system and its inbuilt Ln<ýwlyd e. 
(b) Direct manipulation 
From the psychological point of view, system utters expect their phySic. rl actions tu have 
physical results1911. For example, whcn in iconic button is presscd, uscºs like it sec 
the corresponding process of the button being pressed down t() be illustrated ()n the 
screen; when the optimisation button is pressed, the users like toi see tile itclativc 
computing process explicitly illustrated if the speed makes this 1)oSsil)lr. ('rmilhimi tiun 
of a physical activity and feedback reinforces the sense of action. 
'Ehe system users want topics of interest to be highlighted. Users want to seer drat 
required functions are available at any given moment. Users want clues that tell them 
that a particular command is being carried out, or, if it cannot be, cairicd out, they want 
to know why not and what they can do instead. Through (lime(-( manipulation of 
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intcr acc elements, for example, the system UScrs should he lpI )Vidlc: ci with ,i feeling, 0 
t )I1l i(k'nc that they are in charge of rather than h C111"', 
driven Icy the system 
(c) Consistency 
"There should always be one coherent way for the user to implement actions I)ec"autie 
utters want to rely on familiar and straightforward ways to get things clone. For 
example, icons having the same function should be, consistent in appearance. The style 
of the s%-, tent "cl-ml should be coýn"i', tent i)tlhCrwim. the cli"pl: ºvv will b k- (und uýil1g and 
distracting. In most cases, consistency should be valued above iºliotiyneratic" 
cleverness1921. An application should he both consistent within itself and consistent 
with other applications. 
((J) Aesthetic integrity 
In traditional software development, the visual appearance of the Screen was of Tess 
concern than the software operation. Ile aesthetic integrity of a software system 
becomes more important in the development of software imitistrialisation and 
conunercialisation. The following are some roles nupoºlant for the aesthetic integrity of 
the system design which have become apparent during the course of the project. 
" Avoid cramming too much information onto a single screen display. The scicen 
display should be concise and eise to follovv. 
" Avoid visually confusing or unattractive displays. For exa111lº1e, the goldoll section 
principle is recommended used for the system screen layout. Ahnorni; ºI prob )IIioýns 
for the width/length ratio of a screen display should he avoidedl. 
" Different `things' should look different in the systeººi screen. For ill(. 
difference between text and text icons should be identifiable. 
" Different fonts have different effects oil the overall appearance of time intrrl'arý, 
especially for the presentation of text-based inform; ttioºº. 'l'he appropriate selection 
of font styles and she helps to avoid confusion and achieve a pleasing result. 
8.3 Design of the interface elements 
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(a) Icons 
The system ha' a variety of icons to represent actions and objects. All ºtif these icýýus 
can he iflVUkc(l ur I1)flil)ul, ttCcl by a user. 11 ure ;;. 1, shows some typical is n, S tiu cl In 
the system. "There are mainly two types of icotn. One is the pictorial icon U) repI ein 
engineering objects. The other is the text-basal icon to convey at)Stlac"t c"(mcvl)ts. 
Some pictorial icons with text titles are used for situations «iere pictorial irons u\rcl in 
isolation fron text may lead to misunderstanding. 
(1) Pictorial icons 
--t+- 
Porous entry 
crostalic l)CaI-I11g 
(2) Text-based icons 
Cýas 13c. tricýýs 
00 Bl- 
O- 
-_ýt 
Lathc 
-4- 
Liquid Bearings .. (ircuitti 
(3) Pictorial icons with text titles 
Expert OptinIisation 
1 
Outýýui 
Figurc 8.1 Typical icons used in the system 
l: xpcriºnents illustrate that using icons as an interface clement Im" Ow folluwinpg 
advanta es 931: 
0 Provision of il COt1CiSC metaphor, 
" More rapid proccssino , 
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" Compact display Space, 
" OhIcct Oriciuati(>n, and 
"I ise of learning, recall and recognition. 
The use of icons may also have disadvantages which arise from difficulties in 
implementation. Making icons easy to understand, avoiding misleading analogies, and 
carefully designing iconic interactions are essential rules for making, the best use of 
1COIIti. 
(h) Pull-down menu 
As shown in Figure 5.2, the system has pult-clown menus wlºirlº arc prººg': º nºcºi in 
Macintosh Pascal and linked with the system ley X('h11)s. Figure 8.2, shows the 
Cii I) ull cW tG, tri dl u 11 vL 
I Ionic ('ard Itcuriii Uataha'c 
.............................. 
lE rs, riaýýW rc111Der'ic! W 
Intelligent hierarchy selection [)esi>'il llýýlrýýýtalir 
I is uid iýlciw ) ic ALrostitic ý 
'outýol L A1111u1ar Orifice 
N 4 
i, ckt 1ý't t 1'ltRt' 
Porous Kntr} 
Slots Entry An 
in 
ir 
Figure 8.2 The working; principle of the system built- in menus 
principle cif the menus. The system has constantly available menus of' `N1c, dule' ' and 
`Guidance' which a user may access in any part of the system. In different nuxlulcs or 
parts, however, the system also has module. -spedlie Humus which are autuuiatic"ally 
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added or removed as the modules or parts are (>hcnc(l or closed. The Criteria IOC the 
clýsiýýfl I thC tivst('m lull-(low11 nlertus ; rrr as loll( )ws: 
" TO enable a user to access any ºnºxlul(:, ur Dart of it nuxlule tluuu, h ilie m onus 
regardless of which part of the system the user is woiking in. 
" TO enable << user to access guidance aids at any tinme. The aid's include index search, 
tracing and mapping, and on-line help. 
(c) Screen design 
Using HyperCard as the system development crºvironnºent l)rovides a style 
screen which formulates the screen layout to sonne extent. Ilowever, theme is still 
considerable space for a developer to customise tue system layout. The h glowing 
discussion is concerned with the major considerations involved in the system Card 
design. Figure 8.3 gives a graphical illustration of some Concepts referred tu in the 
discussion. 
Background 
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Card Layer (C graphic's) 
Field! Dryer (Teat) 
7 
Button Layer (I(-ons) 
Figure 8.3 As raphical illustration cri some con(, (-lets 
Background foI71)at: The informal loll displayed on c ach systelll card Iti actually 11º1 a 
layer over the background. As shown in Figure 8.3, the visual effects of the system 
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card can be performed by orchestrating the interaction of background and card layci ti. 
The underlying philosophy of the system l>ac'kgºounri dcs n i< tu Hake it appealing, 
intuitive and consistent, so that users are not distracted wlien they work tluotiugh ill( 
information built into the system cards. 
" Card size: The system uses a `standard' 9 inch screen layout because some 
Macintotih models such as the Macintosh SU/30 and Macintosh ('latish have 9 inch 
screens. Each card has a size of 9 inch maximum. The ratio of cart! width to length 
is chosen based on the golden section principle, i. e it is about 0.61 X if lu»tihlr 
" Fields and buttons: The fields and buttons are two major objects in the I lylrerCaºd 
environment. Fields are mainly used to contain text. A field has five styles such as 
transparent, opaque, rectangular, shadowed and scrolling which can be freely chosen 
by the designer. Buttons are icons which perform actions. The action that a Mitton 
carries out is entirely detennined by the Ilyperl'alk scripts assigned to the billion. A 
button has seven styles including transparent, opaque, rectangular, sIl; trlmvc(l, 
rounded rectangular, check box and radio button. A button also has other properties 
such as `aut) hilite' and 'graphical icon editing' which can be freely selecte(l. The 
properties inherent with both fields and buttons are quite flexible in use. "! heir layout 
designs depend on the requirements of the whole screen layout. 
" 'T'ext: The system mainly uses 'Tinmes' font and 'i-'l point' size for text-based 
information display. The text characters and space should be sufficiently luge fn 
g x)d legibility. The system also uses highlighting such as underlining and llaslrinp' 
text to highlight headings and titles. I lowever, overuse of flashing or blinking can he 
irritating to the user. 
(d) Sound 
The system integrates sound into the interface to give users additional ill forn1ation. The 
use of Sound in the system is achieved by using I IyperTalk programming. 'T'here ate 
We ways that sound is used in the system. 
" Getting; attention: For example, when the system is undertaking a time rý>nýuniin 
operation, the user may have turned away from the screen. The inbuilt soun(i on 
short music is a useful way to let the user know that the process is finished, or it 
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needs attention. Sound or music is usually Combined tºgetlier witlh an indication on 
the screen such as a message. 
" Alerts: The system uses sound with an alert box to warn users ul' CI itic; ºI op(. 1; ºtiOnti 
ºnd mistakes. 
" Modes: The system has different modules and operation states. Some modules such 
as `Report Generator' and 'fiel! ' are introduced with a short hurst of music toi herald 
entry into the module. 
Although sound can be used as au effective clement in building the system user 
interface, it may also bring problems if overused. In a quiet working environincnt such 
as a laboratory or design office, the sound or music may be annoying. For this reason 
the system sound volume can be controlled by the user who can change the v()gnome of 
sound, or turn the sound off. 
Fiý; urc ßi. 4, illustrates two short pro rammýs within the system written in 11y1wi- 'alk 
order to create sound and music. 
if min(D1, D2)<mmml or max(D1, D2)>mmm2 then 
play "boing" 
answer "Calculated D(mm) is out the required range! " with "Continue" car "Stop" 
if it is "Stop" then 
answer "Change input: increase supply pressure Ps. " 
exit repeat 
end if 
end if 
on openstack 
play "harpsichord" tempo 120 "ce eg cS e g4 cS e" 
global HHelpExit 
push recent card 
pop card into it 
if "help" is not in it then put it into HelpExit 
end openStack 
l-igure 8.4 Two I lyper'l'alk proorat»nics for nºaking sound and iliusic 
8.4 Interaction aids 
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The user may directly manipulate icon/menu ol)jects on time screen. I3y using a Mouse, 
the user can point to objects, select objects with a click of the nomme huttop, anti dumme 
actions to apply to the selected objects. Direct physical control over time sysir-nr 
environment puts the user in command and optimises the 'see-amid-point' style of 
interface. However, a simple icon/menu driven interface is insufficient For time 
interaction required to undertake a complex design task. 
As shown in I1gure 8.5, the system incor[R rate' user sytiten interaction support. The 
support includes the on-line help from the help module and design guidance i'rcmr the 
AT. The use of the help module improves the system learnaOility and seILexplanatory 
capabilities. The help module was described in Wail in Chapter 7. 
I IeIP mO(IUIC 
% 
Bearing System 
ED] ET] r 
I 
r- 
4] Instruction 
aids 
Lcarnability ` 
Self-explanatory 
capability 
C, f, Macintosh Iici 
C. " + Utter-frienciliness 
M> Usefulness 
I inure 8.5 User-system intcractiR)n sIIýýJx)1t 
The design instruction aids use it knowledge-based system approach. 'l'ire , rids sl! pp art 
the full design procedure, i. e. from the initial determination u1 values of hearing 
parameter, through the monitoring of the computed parameter values, to> the final 
evaluation of the design values. As shown in Figure K. o, Or example, there are var ions 
bearing parameters and value fields can the design input card. I lle" designer can input 
selected values to the parameter fields. The system FCSIRonrls try the input, makes 
suggestions to the designer and provides an evaluation of the input. For instance, when 
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the designer moves the mouse to the `Power ratio' field and clicks it Iniýýr toi typing a 
value in the field, the system first responds to the input by iiiaking a stiggestio n hnt ii 
inl)ººt value, inside the upper rectangular hehl as shcnvn in l tgtire }i. (). 11 the. value typed 
by the designer is Outside the normal range, the system will give an evalu, atio>n inside the 
rectangular (field together with an audible warning sound. The cýýnirý, lh ug intk-Iligrnre 
for the input to the field is rule-based. 
Design 
Mkt d0©ß : ma dKn 1o (Input Card) 
K is the ratio of friction power Hf and pumping power Hp A suitable rare u is 
lsKs3 
1- Basis IiararYL4txs cormtrainrii by n>1Yiririrr th gn: 
-- -- 
Extreme load- W'= 20000 N Bearing diarricter D- [81 f hntn 
Bearing length- L= 61.6 nun Shaft rotation speed: N=[ 1000 - 
]rprn 
2. Selected basic ammeters: 
Land vidth. a= 17 5 mm Recess number: n=[71 Power ratio K= Lý ,ý Radial bearing clearance: ho= 0 025 mm Axial slot width c=10- rnin 
Circumferential-flow land width: b= 17 1 mm Pressure ratio ß- 0 `5 1 
3. Pararricters: 
Minimum film thickness: lunin= 0 017 mm Lubricaiit viscosity. Vis= [ 18.5 ] cl' 
Minimum supply pressure: Psmin= 15 11 MN/sq. m 
1. Performance data. 
Temperature rise: AT= 1©. 1 °C Film stiffness: xo= 23tä9_ MN/m 
Flor rate: qo= 0 014 Us Pumping paver Ilp=[ ?I KW 
Total power. Ht= 0 42_ KW llesir n1 tcraliun Illru(ii.. 
-Ürýtririýti 
<" 
Figure 8.6 The design input card in the design module 
As with the `Power ratio' field, the input process fur Other beat till, parºnºcter tic{ds 
operates in a similar mode;. "l'he intelligence; is rule-based even though theie" may be a 
different number of rules for different hearing parameters. The interacti0 1) auk for 
monitoring the design computing process and design }miincters cvaluatit>n are also 
developed using the production rules approach. Knowledy-Imsul MI can assist a 
user to interact with the system both effectively and efficientlyll)'l 1. 
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Design 
L"*i7 Muli1-coiulTaim optimization module (friput (a") 
Flure input the follovirig pranmrs. Durirg uni, q -t-, sy; a m vi l g. w, alvicý, "I'll fir 0 111, 
click, lie 'Optirrn on butSpn to enter the optn on pi iu- 
1. Basic parameters constrainod by machine design: 
F re m1cod: W= 4000 N Baring diaamt2r: 70__ D(t7un) sr ) 
Bearing length 70 s L(mm) s90 SYvft rotation s1nd Ns25 -00 rpm 
2. Sett -tsY1 tksic lifirarrY. s: 
Re= rauntir. n= F41 Power ratio- Doc Ks[3]A Aslot eruii}i c= (0] nu n 
Ali.. z1 floe, brit viM a= 18 rrurl P_11.,, 1 cis-uuru 
Lo Üi_j s1 Irrun) .. 
[ 0-0.7 
Cu unfest l-flow 1ani width b= 18 mm Pn! -ua ratio [o 4] ti ßs[07 
3. Parameter s- 
Mirrinnzn film trric : hnin= 004 mm Lut e. vi xity. Vis= ts cP 
Supply pr -: s Ps W/sq mJ -. < 
4_ Performarre data: 
Tergvz-lair rise: ATs ý 'C FiIm strffrr -:? OO MN/tn 
Flow rate qo= 01 Us Purging rom- Hps 0-S- KW ill , 1- 
ToU power: Htr 15 KW Uptimizntion Drowse... IlÜoui .. ºýýuicEý_ 
ýJ 
(a) 
Design lprocedure- 
(1) From the input data, decide diameter D 
[UU=, /(WI0.17Ps)= 8ß 225 mm 
(2) For optimum, land width a should be 
C]=L/4=22.0 mm 
(3) Under the condition of a/L=O 25, circumferential-flow land width 
G= (1n. D)/(3n)= 23 1 mm 
(4) With axial slots, the slot width 
F71= (n-D)l(8n)= 00 nun 
(5) With axial slots, the angle 
F -fr I= rtln (b+c)/D= 30.0 degrees c 
(6) Circumferential flow factor 
0= n*a*(L-a)/(n. *D*b) = 0.910 
(7) With axial slots, coefficient K 
= sino[sinolo+rcos©] = 
[0-8-7-1-1 
(8) Calculate dimensionless stiffness xo' 
Ito' = 3-82ß(l-ß)1(l+r(1-ß)) =[670_£3 ýýý ýr 
(>>) 
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Desi n P - g 
(9) Calculate supply pressure 
Ps =(3W')/(xo'D(L-a)) =F3 0£36jMN/sq in 
(10) Calculate stiffness 
}10 = PsD(L-a)xo'/ho = 240 0 MN/m 
(11) Minimum film thickness 
hmin = ho -W'/xo =0 033 mm 
(12) Flow rate factor B' 
©_ (Tt*D)/(6*a*n) =FO. 
-52-4-9-1 
(13) Sliding speed of bearing surface 
u= LDNr60 =11.5s m! s 
(14) Recess area for one pad 
Rr = (nDln-b)(L-2a) = 2042.60 sq. mm 
(15) Friction area 
fif = (aDL/n)-(3Ar/4) = 4580 97 sq mm 
(16) Viscosity 
UI= ((Ps*ho**2)/U)J((ßB')/Af) =0 005303 s/sq m-f 53 ]cP 
From the viscosity value, you are recommended to use SAE 5(X light) sl' 
(c) 
Design 
(17) Flow rate ° 
[qo = (Ps*ho**31Vis)nfB' =o oß5 Us 
(18) Minimum pumping power 
Hp = Ps*go =o 256 KW 
(19) Total Power 
Ht = Hp+fif = (1+K)Hp =0 760 KW 
(20) Temperature rise 
oT = 0.0000012Ps =3 61 °C 
*S*. SS. **SS**SSSS*stasssssss. s*saas*. **.... *""***** S... 
f 
7-1 
UP fTI 
ý__J 
Optimization Expert's analysis hPSultc output 
Expert's comments: 
Thu! Reynolºls Number of the 1ºearinj; 
_i 
3939_ "f he ºlesiý; rºtrtl- 
bearinp is not operating in the buninar-flew co ndition at the spe ed 
of 250 rpm_ 
------ - - -- -- -- -- --- 
(d) 
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Desiqn 
1v1«iti-- cxoritraiut optilrii-ratioa module (Output Card) 1: 1 
PL. yza u Ae follov ing baarirgpxam s vrl v given by ti ºr s}, ern 
-- --- - i. Basic paraten constra ri 1 by mY: ruiv dasig L 
Exu-um lard: W= 4000 NL ixulgtharwt r. f3ý3 02 D(rrim) ; t3ýi_22 
S XUWler th 88 02 sL(mm) s 88.22 Slatrotationscrs_Ai Ns2,00 rinn 
2- SE1 ted basic gararri s_ 
Rai number: n=[A Power ratio: M: 5-. Ks [3-] l1 il slot wuilh c= 
[--0-"0--] mm 
l . XLi 
flow Lirl MMdth a= [:: 220 ] rin (w hi c. 11Ira, IIý IU o`i 1 ti 1u(iii 11) ". 
10 o1ß 
Ci tur nr v i1-flow 1d width b= M3 1 rrm Pn inn ratio [0 J .. A <[O 
_71 
3. Parameters- 
h, fir um film tliclir: hmin= 003 rrun Luba vrxx-7 ty V13- `_, 1 I& 
Supply pn ure: 3 01 s Ps [MNls i m] s3 01 
4_ Purforrnarce data. 
Terra runri - ATs 3 62 "C Filmsbffrr ü- » [2 sýI MNhn `A) 
Flow rain qo= 008 Vs Ptdrq i lý any Hlr . ýn tý KW,. t 
- --- ---- --------- , I l ºti It s niz ti n (11 i KW U T l H ( I e i a on rrru se... ºnu i ... ota power. ts 0.77 
(c) 
Figure 8.7 Five cards fron the design module fora hearing olýtinýis, ition- 
\\'ith the hells of rule-based interaction aids, the system tlcsigii uianilpuhatiun has an open 
ended style which allows a user to interact in an easy manner witlº the system and it) 
achieve a better understanding of the design process. Figure 5.7, shows live procedure 
cards from a bearing optimal design. A designer can directly define tlmr hraringg 
dimensional and operational conditions constrained by the machine on the inprtt cans 
The desiýýner can also interactively choose the initial values ui basic lýaraniett r :. 011 the 
design procedure cards, parameter fields and buttons air avaihihle fur a designer to 
activate. A designer can manually interact with the system Icy using a nu)uSC for Ow 
calculation of parameter values. The. designer may use the cards as an exercise hoard 
for design calculations even though the calculation can also he ran ied out in an 
automatic way. When a designer clicks the `Olptiitnirttion' button On the input C Ild to 
enter the optimisation procedure, the system first shows a dialo window asking the 
designer to inlnºt the number of computational iterations. The sVstrm will carry out 111c 
optünisation iteration cycle according to the number of tiincs indiratcd by the input 
value. During the iteration, if a computed p: ºranirtcr value is uutsi(k of the range 
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defined by the constraint conditions, the system will 1 ause the iteration and give a 
w, irning windl<ow and an alerting sound. IýigurýX. 8 "11(m, " ,i warning win(lt)w 
ge"irer; ttcd during the optimisation process. The System tells the designer wlrichi 
calculated parameter value is outside the constraint ringe, and asks whether to c minne 
the optimisation process or to stop. It is possible tli: tt the COntitr: unts on the ýýaranýrtý rs 
values may not be suitable. The designer can click the `Continue' button too cOntinuC the 
Uesign 
Design procedure: 
(1) From the input data, decide diameter D. 
ll = '/(W/0.17Ps)= 88 225 mm 
(2) For opts -_L_- '----- --- 
0= L 
Calculated D(rnin) is outside the required (3) Under thi range! 
(1) With axi Stop Continue 
(5) With axi sots, the-angle 
0= dn-(b+c)/D= 30-0 degrees 
(6) Circumferential flow factor 
Or = n*a*(L-a)/(n*D*b) =[O 910 
(7) With axial slots, coefficient K 
= sino[sinolo+rcosa] =0 871 
(8) Calculate dimensionless stiffness xo' 
Ito' = 3.82ß(l-ß)1(1+r(l-ß)) = 0.6708 
- -- ----- -- --- ------ 
Figure $. 8 A warning window given 1y the system 
optimisation process. If the designer clicks the `Stop' button, the system will stop the 
process and display a window in which the system shows its reasoning on the 
modification required. A reasoning window is shown in Firuºc X. ý). When the 
Optiulisation accuracy is achieved, the system stups the iteration and displays a notice 
window as shown in Figure 8.10 together with a short hurst of Iip"lit niutiic. The 
designer can read the optimised values from the output card. This kind of , pen ciidcd 
coºmEputing provides a designer more freedom to Overview and IºrnCC tu nktstand Ow 
design procedure. A designer can intuitively overview the diesig n 1>>uwess and learn Icy 
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Design 
10"'=L 
1 
Design procedure: 
(1) From the input data, decide diameter D 
1 
ll = (Wl0 17Ps)- 88 225 rnm 
(2) For opti um -lanri viftffi a should 
lug 
C] =L 
(3) Under thf Chenge input: increuse suppIil pressure l's. 
OK kj (4) With am 
=( (5) With axial slots, the angle 
0= 1T1n-(b+c)/D= 30-0 degrees 
(6) Circumferential flow factor 
Or = n*a*(L-a)I(n*D*b) =[-0-9-10--l 
(7) With axial slots, coefficient K 
0= sinz[sino/o+rcoso] =0 87 1 
(8) Calculate dimensionless stiffness xo' 
rto' = 3.82ß(l-ß)/(l+r(1-ß)) = O. 670ß 
ý, ý 
Figure 8.9 A reasoning window given by the tiyýtý i>> 
Design --- --- 
(17) Flow rate 
clo = (Ps*ho**3lVts)nßB' =0 OF35_ Us 
(18) Minimum pumping power 
PI-P] = ýQ - a2I KEN 
(19) Total P 
Ilt Required ticcurucy euciiieuml, iteration stubs! 11 
(20) Temper 
1 inishtad 
"sssas ---- -- 
Isssss" 
r __ 
F-l 
Liii 
a 
Optimiztion erts nlykptiultc output 
Expert's analysis: 
D: Please use the value given by the system. 
a: Please use the value Xivrn by_the system, 
b: Please use the value given by_theystým_ i 
lFi, oure S. 10 A design completion notice window given l)ý" the S) 111 
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Control the ýýýuýýýtiti intýýr, ºýtiýýcly- 
8.5 svslciu evaluation 
8.5.1 l; v; iluation º»ethOd 
The system evaluation is an intrinsic element within the system development. The 
cvVdtj'iti(m º" , in itcr. ºtivc. " Iºr(Ic"Ctiti ih ruu, ýlºuýºº c"ºc1º 1ºIº, º. 'c" of thce «ystrººr ºIcviron aiº(i 
development. Even so, a comprehensive evaluation, with particuIll- rclrrcnce tcº the 
system functionality, is required towards the end of the system develººIººtteºtt p' ecss. 
The system evaluation described as follows is related to this latter stage. 
Based on the literature survey and discussions With ac: uicinic staff and oliver cnp'inecls, 
the following evaluation criteria were cstahlishe(1195H-1 1 (X)): 
(u) I"unctionality: 'I'hc system should meet the needs and rryuircrnentti of utirrs w hen 
they carry out realistic design tasks. 
(b) Consistency: The way the system looks and works should be consisteent and 
compatible. with user conventions and expectations. 
(c) Explicitness: The way the system works and is stiuctuicd should I clear toi th e 
user. 
(d) Vitiual claritti': IIIioIlllution displayed on t11c screen should he clear , WC 
II ur aniu"cl, 
unat»NQLuuus and easy to read. 
(e) Flexihility: The system should be sufficiently flexible in stnirture to aillow I'm 
system expansion and updating. 
(1) Error prevention: The system should he designed tº+ nfiºliºniSC the Iw Sil>11 ty of 
user errors, with inbuilt facilities fOr c1 tectint; ail(I Il; tncllink; those which (tor (xýrur. 
Users should be able to check their inputs and to correct errors or potential en 
situations before the design task is completed. 
(ýg) User guidance and control: Informative, easy-tot-usc and relevant týººiýianrcand 
Support such as online, heil) and infrrcmatiVC feedback should be provided to he Ilr 
the user understand and use the system. 
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(h) Efficiency: The systeiii should be efficient in terms of speed amt titurahr 
I-C(lUII-CIIIC'IIk 
(1) ('4 st-cllcctiveness: The system should piuvide the user with r. ffýýýtivr deli n 
suhluOrt Wit Ii IOW CO St in implcmentati0m and olýcration 
Each of these criteria will be Own translated into a checklist. The check ist f0m s the 
core of the evaluation method, and comprises specific questions or rcgiiirenºcuts about 
feature', ()f the tivýtern in relation to a lmrticººlai c itcrio n. 1'º, º ºnýt, ºººýc, the eritriio n ý)I 
consistency incorporates a number of questions concerned with the contiiML-IIL"y of 
formatted text, menu structure, action sequences, use of icons and screen format, etc. 
Following the checklists, a systematic evaluation will be carried out. The ev: ºluatiun 
will concern with all aspects cif [lie system hascd On the evaluation criteria and 
checklists. Figure R. 1 I illustrates the framework cif the system evaluation. 
lýiýýure 8.1 1 The fratile work Of tlic systCtu cv, du3tiOn 
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As shown in Figure 8.11, a comprehensive evaluation of the system requires a nmulti- 
disciplinary approach and ideally needs support from cognitive M-U-11t: sts, 
psychologists, graphic designers and users. A ccrniprchcnsive evaluation will he a laue 
consuming and expensive proces,,. At tüe time of' writing the thesis, a ciItOh)! elR risive 
evaluation has not been undertaken except liar the work on the System functiimality 
testing. 
X. 5.2 Functionality evaluation 
So far, the system evaluation has mainly conccntrale(1 on the system functionality. '1 'he 
evaluation was undertaken by using the system to undertake design tasks and test as 
much of the system's functionality as possible. The following are two evaluation 
examples of using the system in the design of hearings for niacItine 1oººIs. 
(a) Iixat»ple I 
Table 8.1 shows the requirements for It hearing lo he used to support the whecllºe: ad 
Design requirements 
1. Spindle rotation speed: 0-7, UU0 r. p. m. 
2. Spindle radial error motion: less than 0.4 in 
3. Spindle temperature rise: less than 5 °C, 
4. Spindle radial stiffness: larger than 100 N/ptu 
S. Spindle axial stiffness: larger than SO N/}im 
6. Radial load capacity: 1,200 N 
7. Axial load capacity: 600 N 
S. Contamination to work-piece and surroun(iin s: i>>iniiiial 
'fahle 8.1 Pegiiirements font hcariºir, to support a grin(linI" wliceIhead sf)indlr 
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Design 
(8) Pocket depth 
(0 20 DLho)/fldr 2= 1484 turn 
+w+w++www++++rt++++rt+++wrtwrt+ww+++++w+++ww+++w+++ 
ý 
r 
w++++++w+++++++++++ 
r7T1 
omments Design Result Expert's C rinttingg 
Output 
------- - - ýýd ý cri NBý 
-- 
Feeding orifice number per roy: n= 12 
Bearing dianetter D- 81 mm 
Bearing length. L= 81 mm 
Pocketed orifice diameter- do = 0.288 nun 
Pocket diameter dr =1 382 mm 
Pocket depth- b=1.484 mm 
Bearing air film clearance ho =0 03 mm 
aý cý 
(a 
I)esign 
(8) Pocket depth: 
(0.20 DLho)/fldr 2= 1-484 tnui 
L 
xpert's 
Comments 
Design Result Printing Output 
The analysis is to check vhether the designed bearing can avoid pni, urn: dic 
hammer instability. There are tvo criteria: 
" The total volume enclosed in the pockets should be less than 1/20 of tlio 
film volume, i. e. (n dr"2 bn)/1 s (Tt DLho)/20 
" The orifice geometry should be designed such that the curtain flow area 
wir ho, is at least twice the orifice flows area (TZ do"2)14, ie (do"2)1(4rir ho) . 
05 This ensures that predoininantly pocketed cornpensation is achieved 
From my expertise, the designed bearing should not experience ptuvurrutlc 
hammer instability. 
(b) 
Figure 8.12 The design results lýrýýýiuc'ýcl by the systrºu 
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spindle of a cylindrical grinding machine. Based on these requirements, a hearing wav 
designed usiite the syste. ºn. The system rceounnºeneled an : ieIustauc. journal R; ºrin}, Of 
the application. The hearing configuration selected was a combined journal and tin mist 
configuration with pocketed orifice feed. After the selection, the systenº design rºukiule 
was used to undertake the design of the hearing and its lu ckrted orifice. I1gttie 8. I2 
shows the design results produced by the system. In the autlu0rs judgment, the design 
results are suitable for the requirements although other answers may he possible. 
Appendix III illustrates the whole design prose. lute t. au aimed it kk ith the svsturiº. 
(b) Example 2 
Table 8.2 illustrates another requirements for a hearing tu support the spindle of a 
Design requirements 
I. Spindle maximum rotation spct'd: 2,000 r. p. m. 
2. Spindle radial error motion: less than 0.2 }tin 
3. Spindle temperature rise: less than 5 "(. 
4. Spindle radial stiffness: Iar, er Ili; ii 200 N/pin 
5. Spindle axial stiffness: larger than 150 N/jtººº 
6. Radial load capacity: 3,0(X) N 
7. Axial load capacity: 1,500 N 
S. Bearing dimension: as small as possible 
Table 8.2 Requirements fora bearing to supLX)rt tu!! )I! I nraclhiIIC "1111)(11c 
precision turning machine.. Compared with Example 1, tlle, spindle radial lu; ºdI r; ºpai ity 
and stiffness required were much higher, and the sj)indle niaxiunuin rotation speed was 
much lower. "I'hrOugh a dialogue with the systcºI) select ion 11)(0111r, ;º Iºy'º1ºost; ttir 
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Design =- - -_---- ----_ PI 
Multi constraint optimization nx)dule (Output C u-d) 1' 1 
PSS ue follovig bnsV dU Own by a En sy-tem 
1. Basic parameters corstraimd by nmachiri design: 
F remeloci W= 3500 NB uitgdi urr }r 30_ -D(orm) s11] 
Being length 71 3os L(rrnn) s 71.4 7 Sh eft rot6on s rrd Ns2000 rpm 
2_ Se1L I brae pJrarrLAers= 
R .. s n rnlxr. n=© 
Pover ratio: M: 5-. Ks[3] Axi il slot vull}r c= [00] rrun 
A i1-flowlzil width 3-E17 8 ron hli 11 i]iS]fail' 
Lo O), -) . 1n(rrirn) i 
10 U7`. ) 
Ciit-t. n en 1-floe lnri'idth b= 12 5 mm Pnt:, uv n1o [0 4] ti f3 s [_0 7] 
3. Parameters: 
Mirrsrnun film thick: hmin= 003 mm LW)= vi xity. Vis= 1 1.1 cP 
ä11 1y pr .366s 
PS WI m] s367 
4_ Perforrraur data `1 9 
TenTerabim rix: AT-- 4 41 °C Filrnstffrrz }n : :2 L9 ]MNtm 
F1ov rab qo= 004 Us Purr nrg pc wr 1ip s01 ýIK W 
Tot! pover: Hts 0.53 KW Optirnizrition Itroruse... IlIºirut... Iruicrýt `1J 
(a) 
-- -- Design 
Design procedure of a capillary rextrictor 11 
Known parameters: 
(1) Liquid density: 9= 780 Kg/cubic in 
(2) Capillary diameter: dc =0 0035 m 
_ (3) Capillary ratio of length-to-diameter: l/dc =[29 
(4) Capillary length- 1 =[=m 
a System I/O Board 
The fluid flow is in the laminar flow condition 
Desi n 
Design Com I)Utat On procedure: 
(1) Liquid density 
F El = 780 Kg/cubic m 
(2) From known Kc and 1ldc, capillary diameter dc can bc' detnr-rnin d 
dc =00035 m 
(3) Capillary length = 10.7 m 
(4) Reynolds number Re = 4cgo/(Tt dc. Vis) = 7; ýý iLF' 
(1)) 
Figure R. 13 The bearing design results produced by the system 
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hearing was recommended for tire application. The I)caring rýrrrrnnreri lr º1 was a 
rvlrnrlri(, rl rcCCSscr1 journal ccrnfiguratiorr am! capillary resºrirlor Iced After the 
selection, the design nnodule was used trr carry rrut the hcarliug and resinietvr de'ilon. 
The design results are illustrated in Figure K. 1 3. Comparing the rirtiign resuIt' wirb the 
design requirements, it is found that the results are suitable. 'l'ire whole design 
procedure is illustrated in Appendix IV. 
8.6 User v, ic, wws 
A number of pieces of feedback have been collected Wily fr<uni the Own" of studies 
for the project and from engineers from two software houses, from indutitiy, and , stall 
of' Liverpool John Moores University. The feedback was concerned with all aspects of 
the system such as the user interface design, the system opci-ation, slic dývc Iýýlýn erst 
platform, the system compatibility and cost. It was found the system needs further 
development specially in the system IICI aspects. The feedback will be invaluahk fui 
further work on the system development and evaluation. 
Mary criticisms were obtained and used to reime the system. Other cmiticismns requimcd 
further development which was too Substantial toi undritake for the thesis. ihr most 
important criticisms were as follows: 
(a) The design input/output cards were too en wdcd (,, cc Appendix III and Appendix 
IV). This criticism is accepted. Ilo never, in order to simplify the I; tv nit All' tht-w 
ccrrclti would require to rewrite (leite a large part of the tivtitrni piu, ranriiic". 'I'ltis 
development is therefore proposal as an aspect for further work. The mver 
crowding of information does not prevent the system heim, used altliout; li c"learly 
the layout is less than ideal. 
(h) Three users complained they lost their orientation citirinr utiim" the Systcln. 
(c) The system is not integrated with a CAD drawing utility which is ný"ý"clrci hr tliL" 
presentation of a bearing design. 
(d) Many woes and manipulation buttons are not clear to utirrs. M1anipulati(, n is ons 
and buttons should bc. higlh-lighted and straight forward for design opriations. 
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(e-) All ]ß1N1 PC version of the System is expected hec wse most enf1inCcrti , II u. rýl ter 
IBM PC based packages for theft design wwwurk Ideally the systc"tn would he 
cýýnýlritil>lc with PC and workstation platforms. 
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Part III Extension of the System Technology 
Chapter 9 Development of .r prototype Ihypernwdia-based 
engineering design environºucnt - 1Ivp r('AI) 
9.1 Introductions 
The computer since its inception has been used as an ai(i for engineering ºk sit, n. It Iº; rti 
1 cfen aa calculator, for st; ºtititical : tn; tlysiti, for ('nl) rltmvin; ' and I'm sinºul; ition I1: uly 
use was mainly concentrated on numerical or algorithmic ctºntputations. In the Erst moº 
decades, however, there has been an increasing application ºrf powcºful ºirºlicatrd 
design tools. Pressures for change included 101 j: 
" Market demands for new and better design tools tu piu(lucc high quality <lýzigIr 
quickly and efficiently. 
" Competitive pressures require designers to create new type of products and systems 
continuously. Lead-time is critical and the ability to create new designs hecorues verb' 
important. Creativity may be improved by a powerful design sullmtt system. 
" Ile high performance of modern products is considerably dependent on the 
incorporation of multi-disciplinary technologies stich as tucclt; tnics, electionics, and 
optics. This causes a new problem for the designer that is the need for continual 
cooperation and mutual understanding between designers from the saute of ºIillrreilt 
disciplines. 
" Design is integrated much closer with manufacturing. In concurrent engineer Ing. fur 
example, design is recognised as very important in the winolc infotu ratiºm Iýtºýýýýýirrf, 
system, and plays a key role affecting the efficiency of the whole irianufactIII inrg 
system. 
Those changes bring about the requirement for computers In assist r1 sil"nors in an 
effective, efficient and user-fricnrily way. The assistance Should inclu k' not only the 
conventional features such as computer drawing, design analysis and (I; u: rha, ses, but 
also design decision making support such as information retrieval, inlcrencini" and 
judgment, error diagnosis and conmmunication. It is corrsirfccrc'd that ileesif; n aids 
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incorporating Al techniques could he , ui rl, lihctivc inc anti to Wiegt the chalk-11)"o oI tlicu" 
changing deign teyuirenienis. Al technologies, such as evpelt system s and 
hypennedia, provide the potential to develop a higher level of computer lased ail lot 
the engineering ciesignerl 101111021. 
In recent years, some researchers have tried to integrate hypermedia technology wirlº 
expert systems in developing computer based design systems180II1011-11081, 
However, the research carried out is quite limited and nnr. uunly tocuties on Ow 
implementation of individual prototype systems relating to specific design applications. 
A systematic investigation into the . 11)1)lication of hypcrnnedia in (111,1111001-111,0, (10SI)"ll IN 
essential. It is necessary, for example, to obtain hotter understanding of the ºelatm uslrilp 
between the design process rund hypermedia semantic networks. It is also necessary to 
investigate appropriate approaches using hypermedia in crrnºlputer I)atied design 
systems, and the possibility of taking hypermedia as a kernel for tire development of a 
design environment. 
In this chapter, the development of a prototype hypcrntc(lia based desit"n cnvituntricnt - 
IIyperCAD will be described. IlyperCAU aims to he a higher level of design aid. 
IlyperCAD uses hypermedia as a link to integrate a variety of design taýilities. 
I Iyper{'AD is designed to integrate t tilll rangy e of design tools In Ix' ; icceSSihl0 tut all 
design phases within one hypermedia-based environment. Because of the as. soci; uive 
characteristics of hypermedia, I IypeiCA1) may be also an approach try ohtaininfg a Ix'tter 
understanding of the nature and principles o( engineering design pig+cess. 
9.2 An engineering design process illodel 
Design is a creative activity related to products, production 1)ºocesses and mole 
generally of humanity serving systems using available materials, products and 
processes. Design aims to achieve a specific function, responding to the (kmiand of' IIw 
costumer and achieve compromises between conflicting constraints suclh as cost, 
delivery, delay, feasibility and maintainability 1091. Ihsii n can IV de line(1 as tlhe use of 
scientific principles, technical information and imagination in tine definition of a 
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rucchanical structure, machine or system to perform jrrrspccifirti functions withº thr 
iiiaxImuni econonly and efficirncyI 1 IUJ. 
In defining an engineering design process, two approaches are possible. One aptnoach 
is to look at the life cycle of the product from conception to renremem, which is usually 
referred to as the morphology of the design prtrcessi I 111. As shown in I`igwc'). 1, Ow 
design morphology consists of six phases which are needs analysis, featiibility study, 
Conceptual design, detailed design, pºuductinn, and dititnhution and con"unrl, tlun In 
the production phase the product first appears as a physical reality. If III(- pl, 11111ing Im 
this and subsequent phases of the product life proves to lxC inadequate, the otesilgner may 
be called on to modify or to completely redesign the product. Modifications ame 
normally undertaken based on feedback as shown in Figure 9.1. 
Figure 9.1 The morphology of time design process 
The second method of describing the design process involves a (Ictailcd e annination 01 
the designer's actions as the designer goes about identifying and solving, his ptohlcnt. 
This results in what is called the anatomy of design and ºnay he Iel)eatcd many tiTflcS for 
each phase in the life cycle of the design hroductj II 11. titauing with the clear 
recognition and definition of the prime need, the anatomy of riesig ri leads to tile tillal 
point at which the designer releases his plans for implementation. I"igirre 9.2, iilustrat s 
the main steps which characterise the anatomy of the design pºocesti. 
Although there are different ways o1' describing the design piucess, the aiiu o the 
process is to create a product which satisfies customer needs16XI. In Ilke I); i't, the in: mjoi 
emphasis in ciesi ;n ha. S been on functional (performance and , lo'stlictics. Recently, w'itli 
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the popular applications of computers, activity has been fli<ecteed toward oilier 
such as design for manufacturel 1121, design toot un pronve( , ts: rn, l)lyj II 
the lif. c; ycIcI1141, design for co. ts1I 151, and design Ior sºill IIIiIwiI 
analysis) I 161-11181. In all of these, the ccm muter is playing, an ever iººcºeasinl, ºok and 
taken as a I)ridge to link the design much closer to the product analysis, ntanut, ºctwe, 
assembly, leading tints and costs. Computer-ham" l design is beint, ctitendNI as a 
comprehensive concept compared with the traditional design ; ºpIuoacill 1101. 
LO111111U111C11iioul 
flor Jtiun 
a)Ilcctinn 
- oliti usatIon 
h1ýxtýýllýn}; 
I)cCisiºm F'roblcnº state mcnt V, ºluc st; Hcºncnt \_ needs f, 0n-ºnulailun , ---- 
f: ý'a1u: 11ion -"' Swilu"si"; ul 
aUrn+: N+vrti Analysis and 
ý.. ý_ lcstintý ý. 
Figure 9.2 The anatomy of the do-sign process 
The morphology, anatomy and objective of the design process can lký pR 'scnted tnt, cthccr 
in a three dimensional design matrix as shown in Figure 12.3. Ibis mm ix lives a 
panoramic view cat an engineering design process. It should he pos ihle to identity any 
design action as corresponding to some position in tlºc man ix. The life cycle 
morphology, the anatomy of design activities, and the (RAW Whjt"Ctivi's me 01¶'aiºicall y 
combined together (luring the design process to Incel the drsil'nn }', oal. I.; irh slip uI ;i 
morphological phase points to problems whirl nerd to IV solved, : 111,11o mical upcrttiouis 
are necessary at each step to cope with the j -Objents. 'l'he cl<tii fit ný<<trix i` a ýýý If 
defined model which can describe any design process from ihat of a sinipk comp+k"nt 
to that of a complicated system. The model includes issues of ])oil) Coll vent iu iui 
descriptive and prescriptive models of a design piocess. The physical inilplcm entation 
of the model nerds to take place on a computer because of tl lo complexity of m ininI, ution 
processing. 
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Figure 9.3 Three (I iiilension design in. it 
Ile matrix r»txiel illustrated in Figure 9.3 is also of sigiiilicance in its idcntilication of ,t 
design methodology. Figure 9.4 shows the flow chart of a possible design 
nmetho(fology based on the model. The methodology takes nºorphrrlogirºI I)h, tses of º 
design process as a spine and anatomical operations within or between each phase as 
linkages for the phases. At each phase, there are a variety 01'(IL-Ckion', 10 IV 111,00 10 
achieve the design goals. The design model and its eXJ)lvr: uuºy nw1hoc olo y is the 
basis for the development of I lypetCA1). 
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Figure 9.4 The flow chart eil a design tººctlºodolopy 
9.3 Development of IlypcrCAD 
9.3.1 Developing, philosophy 
The design matrix model and its interpreted design nºrtlºclººlooy dc. sclii e&l in section 41 
9.2 is a comprehensive approach for general engineering desilgn. IIººwv eyer, 
ccºntlputerised implementation will he very difficult using cOnvrnticºn; ºI 1ºººº; ýº; ºnºº>>ºnaý 
techniques. It would be extremely tints-consuming and expensive to 1111ploiººc"nt the 
model on a software system to cope with all problems. In practice, the dome per nrrclý 
to he alle to choose which tools are required to meet his or her nerds. 
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As shown in Figure 9.5, there are .º Variety 01 te'clrniques Or tools which may I, (" uti& ºI 
iiº 
Market 
Animation Package 
Expert Systems 
Database 
IIypcrtcxtllIypermcdia 
FFN1 and NIatlis Package 
CAI) Package 
Spreadsheet 
Optimisation Package 
MRP Package 
Needs Analysis 
Feasibility Study 
CIII 
Conceptual Design 0 
cd 
I)Ct: iIcd Design 
CS 
'rcxluction 
Distribution and ('onsuii tion 
I: igure 9.5 Design aids used for engineering design 
design. 'I'bis is not a comprehensive list. It is Only intrn(kd to inºlic; ur the diversity 0I 
tools used. I lowever, each technique or tool is normally used separately he a design et 
to tackle one or more problems. Design ideas or data cannot ; ºh ays he antonº; ºticatly 
transferred and inherited from one design Stage to another using tlºý t took. I 
use these aids or techniques continuously to work on a design task. Within the design 
process, a designer has to keep his mind open to new design ideas, to I11eº1i; 1te itie ideas 
and maintain the ideas as Seed development until the realisation 01 the eventual clesilgil 
goal. Designers are at the centre of all design activities. It is ploposc(t tlºat iIºeeie should 
he one system able to provide intelligent support for the designer capable of 
incorporating many different tools. IN design envitºlnntetlt should ho alile to Illclvi&kC 
full sul)holt for the design process through the accessibility (11 tllc' aids within ºlno 
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environment. 
'Ehe underlying philosophy of I lype CAD is the use Of a hypcºnnedia tool , º', ;º vehicle to 
integrate a variety of design aids or techniques which the designer can chuººtie" tºº Ichirr ;º 
hyperinedi, l-based macro design environment. I lyl)crnºrdia is an attr; ºctivc in10ºnºa1ion 
management and storage tool because of its associative linkage characters. I iguºc O. 0 
shows the structural scenario of I lypcrCAD. 'lire hyperntcriia forms the I)atiis t tire 
II 'pernfediýi-paced engineering; de. igii envir(mincnl 
------- 
/- 
------------- 
Integration 
lt [. xýrt Ify)rrinufia/ Anim. ttiun 17: h1/Sf, u6ti llniul. uiým U. it. ih. nr ('111 S)'titrllts hfulluncJla I'aclagca I'. i kd}', ' 
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ý- 
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I casihilitý' Study 
( nceptnaII)esii'n 
Detail I I)t5 'II 
1)1s1 ihutum . in t (' m unu uu 
Figure 9.6 f IyperCnl) structuic 
design environment. Although each individual aid is used to st poº1 (h11,01r"nt dcm}ln 
decisions for different design phases, all aids are intr'rfaced mid 111: 111: 11"od 1). N. 
hypermedia in an organic and associative way with particular r(I'Lleiice to the desºlgii 
activities. For example, in the needs analysis phase, the hylwtfnecli; V niultiilie(lia and 
the expert system shell will to used to collect and analyse design Ini'min: i(Ion. At 1110 
conceptual design phase, animation and computing packages will the integiate I and ti cd 
to generate design ideas and concepts, to establish design function stru; tuºe'. and 
search for suitable solution principles. At the detailed desir; n phase, F1. N1, `inurlation 
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rl, ttaha. sc, optiniistttion package, spread Jwet, C'/\I) and cti'uunis d Imckasr cs will he 
integrated and used to determine the arrangement, form, dimensions and -, urlaxe 
properties of all the individual parts, and trr produce full design ºl0cunre"nts At the 
production phase, CAD/CAM, CAN, (computer aided process planning) and MlP II 
packages may be integrated to support the production process. Although riillrºrnt 
design aids are separately used for different decision making, hypemterlia will lx' used 
as a loading vehicle to link and trtutsport the design ideas and mtiulting (hrta turnt unc0 
ph'i. sc to another. The design ideas and data will he continually fýnýrated, de"ýeeloped 
and mediated within the unique macro environment with the developnWnt Of a Inºxluct 
design life cycle. The developing philosophy of IlyperCAl) is consistent wills the 
methodological requirements implied by the design matrix model. 
The development of HyperCAD originated from the need to explore Ow co)"nrtivr 
aspects of engineering design with particular reference to a conºhutcr I)ase(1 dIcsig, n 
process. Cognitive Aspects of computer-based design are a new research area, , ºrul are 
becoming pur important pan of design theory development Jo 11120111211112211 1'I. 
9.3.2 Implementation 
IIypciCAD was first implemented on a Macintosh platform. Figtmie 9.7 shows a sctecu 
copy of the IIvpeiCAD system. The system uses the Itypernnccdia tool I lylýrý('aýd as a 
central information management tool Figure 9.8 shows a typical 11ypei('AI ) system 
framework. I IypciCard is the kernel which interfaces the I llowin. v Iý; trl. ages: 
" CIa isCAll'" 
" Excel "' 
" Cricket Graph"" 
Nlßthcniatic, h", 
" \VordPer1eclr" 
" LabVIEWIN', 
" Macrotilint[ Director". 1, 
" Guide""', and 
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Figure 9.7 The menu carol oll lypci('Al) 
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( 'z unis»d J) 
fach J) cktu e iti used tu sul)hcm a specific area ol" decision rn; ºLin),. I lypei('; u(I is wwd 
to link the different packages and transport ideas rrl(l c(rnrrlrts between the Iii Im t'nl 
packages. I lyperCar(I may be used by the designer to store de'-Sign it eas ; ºnnI concepts, 
to interface and manage the use of different packages, to rnainlain the design 
information as the design progresses through each design phase. The omganic 
integration of all these packages loons u Itylýcrnie(Iia Ir, ºtir(i ntacºu design envnWnºnent. 
It is also found that IlyperCAD provides a short cut process to integrate many 
commercial packages. The advantage of integrating commercial packages through 
IlyperCAD sidesteps much of the laborious programming luocess even though 
customised programmes are inevitably needed by the designer in the use of I lylrc"r('AI) 
to solve particular design problems. 
In the I IyperCAl) environment, hypermedia tools such as I lypei('aid and (itiidc havo 
the following functions with which design 501)1)011 can be p[ OVi(fk. (I: 
" To interface and manage other design support packages. 
" To produce mttltiºttetlia style design infomtatitm docum eats. 
" To provide intelligent design support by integrating with a knowledge hawd `ysteuºs 
approach. 
" To generate animation and vitlnal reality style simulation. 
" To possibly improve the designer's creativity by the associative Iinka,, e"s. 
" TO support collaboration between designers. 
IlyperCAI) idc. LL can be implemented on PC, workstation and outer platFotins. 'I'lto 
IlyperCAl) environment can l computer net worked, which is essential an(l nrce"ss, try 
for the collaboration of a design team. Large mcrntory storage using conrlpact disks anus 
the (level opment of powerful personal Coiiiputers make the application of I lypvK'AII in 
engineering, design a promising proposal. 
9.4 Scenarios using, IIyperCA1) 
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flyl)erCA1) derives its power from the integration , tnº1 cO(ººlin; ºtºº+n of v; trioººs 
packages. IfyheiCAU can he used 10 sulº1X0ºt at l)rºutuct ýIýýtiiýýn Iýººý<t ti ºiºdi ako tti 
development of-a product lifc, cycle. The applications of, I lyp i('Al) º! u far Ik, yoiid hic 
concepts of traditional CAD. In the following two scenarios, the use oI Ilypei('Al) is 
described in more detail. 
(1) Using IlyperCAD to support the design process 
1ýIýluru 9.9 is the screen itnacc of IIyper('Al) opeº; uIonti in a 1>iudu. dk,, is, n ýýmk 'I lic 
it file Edit Dato Graph f irur' III Goodies formats ttlinulows 14J 4l Pin 
hui 1: lr)[Ilms e 
I'uhIicaWius yluduced thorn tlur lei 
IW 11 }2ovr, K (iu uy: niuf 1) Jvc 
F1uW- N11ui Livrnnl fl,, va" "1'ulu, h 
Figure 9.9 A screen image of l IypcrCA! ) upciations 
figure illustrates a scenario in which different design IariIities, sich as tl; ttahase, 
spreadsheet, word processing, computing package, and CAD, uo accessed in a sinf, I(. 
hypermedia environment. From the IlyherCAl) kernel, It (IL-signer can constantly 
access wiy pre-defined facility. After access, the system can automat rally guide the 
designer back to the kernel. Each facility is used 10 Ipmovirie one rar inure s pe'citIC 
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decision support aids. The I lyperC'AI) Lemcl manages the dh cision, ý piod I(& l h}, 
riiltcrt"nt Iacilitit s and coherently mediates the design ideas rar rl; tta try prot're-ss; till u}-h 
each clesi ;n phatie. 
Because of the limited availability of software packages, [lie demon"11-: 11ion of 
I IyperCAD only includes a limited number of packages so far. It can he imagined that 
I IyperCAD will be; very powerful Wa We variety of design Facilities art, intel, rated firn 
the mfetiign needs analysis, leadihºlºty study, Conceptual dc'ºl; n, dct. imled d& m', n, 
manufacturing, rund product marketing management. Figure 9. IO illustrates a Iutuºt, 
scenario using IiyperCAD to support .º fill] design I)ºocedure. The scenario also 
illustrates the trend of further development of I iypeiCAI). 
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Figure 9.10 A future scenario of i lyperCAU used to 5uI)poit the (Ieswn I)mc(- s 
(2) Using I lyperCA[) in the devclopiii ºit of a product life cycle 
Figure 9.11 demonstrates a scenario of IlypeWA1) used in the º1evelupinent OI a 
product life cycle. In this scenario, IlypcºCAI) is used as a networked environment 
which closely links each stage of t product life cycle as rerltºire(l in cuncuºrcut 
enginceringi 1151112-11. The environr»cnt provides a high level of aid wliºi. Ir 
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contiists of a wide variety of computer-ha'ed support tools for ow Iýrtulurt tlýýýlt+lýnýý nt. 
The stiphort took which could he ittcltidcd are: 
E7- 
IS. 
1 
I elivery 
CAN HyperCA O 
CAUI) 
Production 
Design 
( ACA ) 
Figure 9.11 A scenario of using I Iypctt'AI) in a product (lcvrlopinj, Ii t, chi k 
" CAMA - Computer aided ma ket analysis: Competition analysis, pa ainel it analysis, 
patents, and regulations. 
" CAIýS - Computer aided feasibility study: specification, produclion tecIiniq tiff's, ; anal 
consumer needs. 
" CACI) - Computer aided conceptual design: the function stnicitue, tiuit; [hIc . olution 
principles, and concept variants. 
" CADI) - Computer aided detailed design: components N)cciliod' I, itI'lucimt n 
docuntettts, and costing. 
" CAM - Computer aided manufacture: planning, buts, asscinhiy. 
" CAS - Computer aids to selling: stock, re-or(lering, , [vail; [I)ility, U nspol1,11mon, sales, 
and records. 
In this scenario, IIYperCAD, as a hyl)crnfedia-hasel CnviFOnnfrnt, nin11as" "s and 
coherently mediates the infoilnat100 flow (luri! lt the I)1-0(11ICt dCvT1opiiI(cnt eve Je. In 
each developing stage, IlyperCAD `calls' in specific facilities to tackle Ihr specific 
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problems. I IypcrCnl) is used is a product development envitonntenl ºailteº Iltttn as an 
aid only associated with design. 11ypeºCAl) links and n itrgi, ites mankel analysis, 
product specification, design, workshop floor product 1011, dkliveºv, and man ketiri g and 
provide a visihle organisational structure for the product Iite cycle. Ilype"º('Al) is 
designed to he used as pul active partner in the product development wall) and represents 
a collaboration of developing effort and knowledge that Iranscentls Individual 
contributions from the developers and computer supports. 
9.5 Using I[yperCAI) for fluid film bearings design 
As described in lasst section, HyherCAl) aims to provide a ccinrplow support for a 
product design and further for the product development cycle. A fully developed 
I IyperCAD can be used for the design of fluid film Iearinf; s. I )unnlg Ihr development 
of I IyperCAD, however, the author paid more attention to using I lyperi'AI) for normal 
engineering design rather than for the design of an objective 1)ººý<luct such as a fluid! him 
bearing. The author would like to take a fluid filet Ix'aring design as an example in the 
further (level olmment of IiyperCAD because of the relevance of IIypeº('AI) with the 
work described in Part I and Part 1I. 
9.6 Conclusions 
The potential h; i_s teen described for the application of a hyliciinccfia I; tsed integration 
environment fort he I) rocess of design. The Ito of I Iypett'Al) , Iºises Ito nt the 
requirements of future product design and dcvelº)pºnrnt. A syýtrnº of IIºi' n, ºtume has 
potential to serve the larger design community and inclustiy. I lo ever, tine I)I-01ººtyf>tL 
version of IlyherCAD is still far from meeting the- ºrºluitrtnents of practical 
applications. Great efforts need to he manic to cope witlº time º1at; t (. 0111111111licat loll 
between different facilities, simultaneously sharing data, downstieaºn flow of design 
idea and concepts, the integration of Al with hypern edia, and otheº piobk'ins in the- 
further development. The author believes, with tue development of power-fill 1'('s, 
networks, and hyp nnedia technology, the I Iypet<'AI) philosophy ran be inupleinented 
and applied in industry. 
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Chapter 10 Development of' a prototype hypermedia-based 
systctu for education in Incclianical CngI0001. ing - 
IlyperCAl 
10.1 Introduction 
It has been suggested that there are three technohorgies, Iryluernºrrli: º, sinºul: iti(w and 
artificial intelligence which will enrich education in the 2 Ist centuryf 1. The potential 
of hypermedia in education is increasingly lein; recognised and exlrhncd by 
educationalists from many higher education disciplines including literature 
studiesl126]f 1271, engineering and technology] 1281- 113,11, natural science 11351-- 
1137L and medicinef 1381H[ 1391. The references cited above rei)Ic"scut a snºall 
proportion of the relevant publications 1401. Application of hypermedia I'm use in 
education has mainly focused on knowledge presentation through text, graphics, video 
and audio. However, animation, simulation and comrlrntinp; are also expected to he 
useful in engineering education. The issues associated with the (leveel( parent of 
hypernwdia based engineering education systems need to Ise sturlie(l and lottintlated 
The main purpose of this chapter is to explore the educational advanta g, es of ;t 
hyperinedia based system through a computer assisted learning (('AI, ) eiivirl, nnicnl for 
ernincering application. A prototype system, 'Ilypei('Al, ', is descºibed, and 
development issues discussed with particular rc"I'ercnc'c to animation ; 111(1 sill Ill Ill Ion 
techniques. 
Computer assisted learning techniques are required in the ticked opinent ()f any, 
engineering design package 1411. Including CAL is a trend in the development Of a 
cmnhuter aided design system. 'i'bis is a reason to undertake the investi_ýatiun (if ' ('AI .. 
The further study is consistent with the aims of' tue thesis and the devc1opiwnt ()I' Ow 
systems descriE d. The application of' CAI. to the. subject t+( cuntioii cnfýinrrtin; t is 
described in greater detail as this was a requirement of the autltut's hu tsaty. I Ii)ýý"cvci 
the principles are equally applical)lc to CAL fier fluid film bcarin,, s and I'mther wutk is 
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plttnn(_cl in this area. 
10.2 11 N perºncºiia and learning 
10.2.1 Theoretical aspects 
There are many concepts of learning. Paradigm s of learning include cognitive 
hroeessing, inR>niiation processing, hchaviuu aI c º, ndkiNmT l C\ hcinriic'. , iild 
othersi 1421-(1441. For the purpose of (designing ('A!. systrºººs, Icaºninl, is usually 
thought of in terms of learning outcomes. 'I'he following hirer Ir: ºrning pu ccssi"s 
appear to be particular appropriate for the use o1' hy1wrincdiia tc"cImi(lursI 145 I: 
" Inf-onnation seeking, 
" Knowledge acquisition, 
0 Problem solving . 
(a) Information seeking 
Information seeking is an important step in any learning pox'ess toý satiýly infinntaliu m 
needs. Seeking information is essential prior to answering a question, ntakinet a 
decision, solving a problem, or comprehending. lnfurºti; itioýn at )ilt ally (4)main OI 
knowledge is stored in a variety of- 10111)5 in many pho. -es and 01gani>, ýýI in (Iiti'civilt 
ways. \Vlien seeking information, most learners are c(riceincd , gout irifomrilatiori 
accuracy, understandability and access time. Ink)[im, tlon seekin: ý is a hin(him-tal 
learning activity hrecttrsive to many Others. 
IIyl)crmcdia has a distinct advantage for information seeking. 'I'll(- advani. q,, k- is- Ow 
ability to integrate a large amount of information in alternative representatiºns. Aeeesti 
to information is facilitated by the associative ore anisºtion º>l the infº, riuatiu)n in 
nrultimcdia, which resembles the associative structure of human nienwryf I"lhl. 
Ilypert»eclia is capable of providing different organitiatiººnal tiu-uctures for lihiaries of 
information, thereby providing access to information in was that rurºrc closely 
resemble the information seeking behaviour ; ºnd needs ref learnrr. N. 
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(h) Knowledge acquisition 
Learning may be viewer] as the ccýncel)tualisation and reoºc, anisati(Hn 0{ n(, ýýIý (1ýý, ( 
structures) 1,451. Knowledge structures refer to tire organiti: ºtiOn OI ideas ºn .e ºn, ºntir 
memory. Ideas are referred to as `schema'. A schema tiºr an object, event, Or idea is 
comprised of a set of attributes. Attributes are the associations that an incfivi(lual furnºs 
around an idea. These schemata are arranged in a network of intern laced concepts 
known as a semantic network. Schemata in a semantic network are linker) tuI c tlºý r by 
attributes or associations. These intc'rcorinlcticýn', enable leaºnrrti to rWnºlMn iýl(: ºti, 
infer, extrapolate or otherwise reason from them. As described in section . 
i.. I, 
hypermedia has advantages for knowledge presentation through its links and nodes 
structural networks. The networks describe what a learner needs to know and pn vi(1e 
the foundation for learning new ideas by expanding the learner's semantic networks. 
This provide a rich conceptual mcxlel of learning. Learning, results from Ilse inter retire 
processes of accretion, restructuring and tuning as tlºe learner browses throe gh tIºe 
networks. 
(c) Problem solving 
From an information processing perspective, problem solving starts with a pry>bleni, 
which includes a goal state, a starting state, and solution paths to reaching; the goal. 
Generally speaking, problem solving entails the three stages of problem relrrrsc nt: ºtion, 
the knowledge transfer and evaluation. Regardless of the nature of tlºe problem, the 
problem solver first has to represent the problem in a meaningful w, ºy. The prrrblenº 
must he stated in terms that the solver under: staºuis. Ile Drohlein represcnt; ºtitýn i,, the 
most important stage to the problem solving process. Ilype[nºedi, º can he used to 
represent the problem through its nodes and links. BY browsing throiqth file 
representation, a learner will activate relevant knowledge. The knowledge is tlien 
applied to the problem as possible solutions. I Iyperrnedia facilitates knowledge transfer 
process by its link-node and collaborative nature which may provide suplxnt for 
brainstorming, means-ends analysis and analogical rcas<, ning. During a solution 
evaluation, if' solution does not meet the goal state, the knowledge rctr ieval plot ess 
will be reactivated in search of altennative solutions. The collalxrr; ºtivc n, ºtuºc of 
hypermedia may have the potential to facilitate the evaluation piucess. 
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McAlc. scJ 1471, I)nchastel(148I tool Jacobs! 1.1r)J invetitigaR'd Ow Ic: ººninl" ahiliiv 
plOvidC l by hvpermc Zia. It tias 'C6601 that liy1wrilºccli, º Iýrºrviºlý ti Ow 1)O -il)ility ul 
learning knowledge while navigating through hypermedia nowt ºks. 'I'1i woºk (A 
, MeAleese, Duchastel and Jacobs provides a basis on which the hy1wrimeºiia IIau"<I ('Al. 
system was developed. 
10.2.2 Potential for engineering education 
As shown in Figure 10.1, there are five traditional types o waching and k rrninz! 
Laboratory- 
experiments 
Group 
working 
Lectures 
Tutorials Individual 
study 
Iýigurý 10.1 'l'eaching learnin ; activity components in enp; ifee"riiig" Cd(icatU)ýi 
activities in engineering; education. These activities are Iectures, I; ilwaloly exipeiinmcntti, 
tutorials, group working and individual study. Lrcturrs arr usually as tlºr 
main activity with enhancement provided by other activities. I1(mvver, the iiadiitiuýººal 
viewpoint of engineering lecturers is cutiently challenged in cng; incCring education. 'I'hr 
situation is being changed for the following reasonsl 1501115 1 1: 
" Students have little or no engineering background km>wlcdge and rypei irnrc. 
" Staff-student ratio is worsening. 
" Increasing numbers cif students enter with weak analytical and mathematical a))ilities. 
" Finf)hasis on the `knowledge' content of subjects rauher than on th ýirvel«fýýnrnt ý, I 
skills and deep understanding is recognised as inadequate. 
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" Staff have less time to deliver lessons. 
" Fewer hours are available for student contact. 
Use of hypermedia technology may be an appropriate approach tu address the IýºýýIýIý nºti 
descrilxd. From an information technology view point, luvpernºýýlia hati tlºe h hlowing 
features required for CALI 1331: 
" llypermedia i' a technique for building a knmti1cd'c hank cunt: ºinint' :º veºvv I. ºi; t 
amount of knowledge in a pa ticular domain. "1'hc organisation is facilitated by the 
relational linking characteristics. 
" Ilypennedia allows a learner to quickly lind and browse inl, ornr: ºtion relevant to ;º 
learning objective. 
" Hypermedia can aid in the discovery of new ideas or relational infonnatioºn by 
indicating links to information that might not have been originally sought. 
" Ilypennedia allows convenient navigation of a leaniinlt system. This r: ºn he 
particularly beneficial to learners who may be inexpcº irnced with cunrlMter systems. 
"I lypennedia can help to clearly define the overall domain of a 1c. 11 111111" knowledge 
base by revealing how certain system components or objects are related tu each other . 
" Hypennedia can support a collaborative learning envir(ººrººrent by allowing (earners to 
work on individual pieces of multimedia infornmation which are linked together in It 
larger hypermedia network. 
A computer assisted learning system can be enriched tlºrouz; lº 111C f)uivision ()I, ;l vai itcty 
of' multimedia style materials such as text, graphics, inºage, animation, tiºrººººIatm, 
video and audio. Materials for the five teaching and learning activities c". ºn Irr 
incorporated into one hypermedia-based CAL envirunrimit. 'I'Iºereh ie, ;º Iºyfpennt'dia 
based CAL system has the potential to offer! 1521: 
"a learning environment in which students are actively involv"I in the leaning ptx c"sti 
and through which a deeper understanding of the prinrip1es, concepts and piactice 
may be achieved. 
"a shift from predominantly passive, lecture-centred delivery to active studentccn(red 
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learning. 
" different learning rates. 
" provision for diverse backgrounds by access to widle-based1 learning maid 
"a way round artificial boundaries between disciplines and subjects. 
"a `safe' environment through animation/simulation incxlCS to explore haru(lous or 
expensive experiment activities. 
" more enthusiasm in staff and students through the system-learner interadtion. 
Enthusiasm is a crucial ingredient for successful lea ning. 
Interaction with a hypermedia-based CAL system may result in a better uncieistanding 
of the material taught because of its flexibility of' nonlinear access to inforiirition and 
ability to foster exploration of relevant information in different media. A minmationn, 
simulation and computing Modes are particularly effective in knowledge rcprescntation 
of engineering objectsl153]. Animation, simulation and completing, features are 1,11lIv 
emphasised in the development of I lY1perCAL. 
10.3 I)cvelopment of IlyperCAL 
10.3.1 System framework 
figure 10.2 shows the menu card of the IlypetC'AL system. As shown on tII( raue!, 
there are nine typical mechanical engineering subjects incorpolated into the system. 
Each subject module can be enteral by clicking the subject iron on the menu cant or 
using the system pull-down menu. Figure 10.3 illustrates time basic 1'r; imcwmk ()I' the 
system. The system mainly consists of subject modules and three auxiliary nuxitlics 
such as on-line help, trice-map and index. Each module is a stack of ;II lyprt(a d 
structure. New subject modules can be incorporated into the system. 'I'll(- menu c; uei 
connected to time inccnu card. Icy acts as the system master card. All system modules are 
clicking the `Liverpool John Moores University' logo on euch m odule card or 11'sifil" tile 
`I lone' item within the `Go' hull-clown rnCnu, a learner can go to the svstrnr rnc"nu cand 
from any module. By interacting with each subject m»oclule, a learner can access and 
achieve the knowledge included in time module. luring time interaction, a learner can use 
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the auxiliary modules such as index, trace-map, and on-line Ii Ip modules to receive 
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assistance in using the system. These auxiliary fund bus are essential lien a 
hyl)crmCdK1-h, tscxl CAI, system. 
10.3.2 Subject module 
As shown in Figure 10.4, each subject module uses text inf, ornnation ati a stiurtur, if 
Graphics 
10 @. 41 
Figure 10.4 A subject module strurtuºC 
spin( 
spine. iA `book' paradigm is superimposed otr the 'catd' I)aradit, tn tu assist in 
navigation. The text is divided into Chapters and cards which cu respond to pages. 
Other medium information, such as graphics, images, animation and sinºulation, is 
added on as required. These added media are authored in hypernºrdi, º node link 
techniques and incorporated with the text information to enhance the know1cd (. 
representation and transfer. The text information is based on tlºe lectures' lec"turimi 
notes. Other media, especially, animation and simulation are p1001-111fin1 'd tos I)ºowi k 
learners with scope to undertake a deep interactive study. The design of nimnatiun am I 
simulation materials are very important but tiºrle-consunºing. Figuºe 10.5 111w traten 
example of cards copied from the control engineering; tucxfttle. This ºncrcltºle is I aced OH 
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the structure illustrated in Figure 10.4. 
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In this chapter you will learn about the nature of equations which 
govern linear control theory. The concept of control system analysis is 
presented by studying the effect of a control signal divided by the input 
signal. This naturally leads on to idea of the block diagrams being used tý"ý'' 
to represent closed loop control systems which may be subjected to 
disturbance or indeed mathematical input-output systems. 
Worked examples are provided to clarify the developed tlu, ory 
1.2 Linear systems 
Linear systems are ones where the governing equation of the model 
has constant coefficients. A differential equation is linear if L he 
coefficients are constants or functions of the only independent variable. 
Linear systems enable the principle of superposition to applied By this, 
it is meant that the response presented by t 1o simultaneous application of Ex, i ,= two forcing functions is the sum of the two individual responses, te the 
response to many inputs can be calculated by ý' treatii one input at it tutu 
and adding the results. } 
ý7 
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1-3 Linear time-invariant systems 
Dynamic systems which are linear and are composed of tirrun 
invariant lumped parameters are known as linear time-invariant systi-rrrs, 
i e. they are characterised by linear-time invariant differential rvcllr. ili<ýris 
1.9 Linear time-varying systems 
Systems are those whose differential equations coefficients vary vitl 
time are known as linear time varying systems An example of this is as 
spacecraft control system, where the mass of the craft charges due to fuel 
consumption as does the influence of gravity. 
1.5 Non-linear systems 
Non-linear systems are represented by non-linear equations, for 
Ij 
- 
example, y= cosx, and y= Jx. 
Examples of non-linear differential equations are E x; t z 
dx dx 2 
+x=ASinvt dt2 at 
dx dx 3 
dtv 
+ dt +x+X=02 of 16 cnstiy 
((I) 
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Although many physical systems are represented by linear 
equations in practice this is rarely the case For example many 
electromechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems involve nonlinear 
relationships among these variables Figure 10 contains characteristic 
curves for various non linearities. 
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1.6 Transfer functions 
In control theory transfer functions are often used to clwracterise 
input-output relationships of Linear Time Invariant Systrvrns 
The transfer function of a linear time invariant sy: tern is defunod as 
the ratio of the Laplace transform of the output to the Laplace transform 
of the input. 
Consider 
a, y + aty + a, -ty+ ay 
m m-t 
= box + bt x -+ bm-tx+ br, x (n ý m) 
This is a differential equation where y is the output and x is the i 
input. Taking the Laplace transform of equation <1> and assuming that 
all initial conditions are zero yields the transfer function rx; { 
Transfer function = G(s) = Y(s)IX(s) 
bosm+b, sm+ -+ b, s+brn 
ais +4 an, S + an a0s 14 oi 16carx15 jý' 
.1 
eýi 
(f) 
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Using this concept system dynamics can be represented by algr. braic i- 
equations in 's' 
Note- The highest order of the power 's' in the denominator of dw 
transfer function is equal to tine order of the highest derivativee term of 
the output, i. e. if the highest power of 's' is equal to 'n' the system is Help 
called an nth order system. 
E mple 1: Determine the transfer function for the spring-mass- 
dashpot 
d2y dy 
M 
dt2 + 
Cdt + Ky = f(t) Lrtuuhun!! ii ö 
K Taking the Laplace of each term: 
f(t) d2 
M L[dj2 ]. M[s2Y(s)-sY(1J)-Y(d)1 
Fxýi ýy 
L[ 
dt 
]=C[s Y(s) - Y(d)] 
,., _. C L[Ky]=KY(s) 
`tý 
tt 
Animotion L[ f(t) ]= F(s) 5 of 16 c&A 
(g) 
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Setting the initial canditions to zero yieldst 
y(O) = 0, and Y(0) =0Q.,. ý 
Hence the Laplace transform becomes 
(M s+Cs+K)Y(s)=F(s) 
So the transfer function G(s) = Y(s)IF(s) Ms+Cs K 
E ample 2: Mechanical rotation system consisting of a 1ox1 Inertia 
and viscous damping 
For mechanical rot. ltional systems 
Newton lay states that 
JFT clot 
JC where 
_J= moment of inertia of the load T&c. 
= angular acceleration 
Simulotion T= torque 6 of 16 cani5 ti^ý' 
(Ii) 
Figure 10.5 Examples of cards from the Control engineering module 
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10.3.3 Implementation 
The 1IyperCAL system was implemented on I lypei('ard on a Macintosh C )Irrputer. 
System pull-down menus were added using Pascal programs which are IinLedi to 
IlyperTalk program operation in XCMI) statements. The anincttiurn and siruulatiomi 
materials are mainly programmed in I iyper'('alk and Pascal. The subject materials 
developed so far have been mainly for the control engineering m odulce. The eight other 
subject unodulc' Contain samples but arc t; rr from) (illy (lcv'ee1up)cd. I r, 'nie IM) 
illustrates eight cards which are individually copied from these subject modules. All the 
modules emphasise the animation/simulation based interamrm through which the 
subject knowledge can be explored by a learner. The example demonstrated on cacti 
subject card in Figure 10.6 shows the potential and reality of Irypennedia technology 
being used in engineering computer assisted learning. The I lypeiCAI. package requires 
about 1 M13 of memory as designed so far. The system operatu)n needs I lypeiCardl "?. O 
and Macintosh System 6.05 or higher. 
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75 [ 1D 11 a1JS 11 J cd 
lka_. bn. 
lýXýl"ý! ý! ý ii 
`' %i 
"` 1l`b 
tL 
wl W2 
11 
W3 W4 
Ij. M. 
4i O Clement Diagrams F'uinting 
[racer 
S. F. Resultant B. M. Resultnntl 
I_oail I .. 
Click and carry the load Wi 
onto Where it applicy. 
10 aj r` 
? t, 
Dingrum 
Click Dutton 'Uiogranº' to observe 
the shear force and Gending 
moment diagrams of the beam. 
; IJ iIirinter 
Text 
ýý 
;ý 
(a) A card copied from the mechanics module 
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Ternpezatnre (°C) ý1(1LJ 
i J}i1 
Auucaluº. 
1800 Aºt_: tenite 
Fraser Casa ilun 
1600 L'44 Liquid 
Cementite 
Neiiite 
Maitensite. 
1400 
Lia 
Noimalºzitºy 
Critical temperetur1E 
00 . 
tY i' 
' 
Peaºlite 
Vººeºu-lººnl; 
C- r "i- `. 'ß". 2I range(723-9 10 degree (t < <) i I3-0- sleet 
Celsius) to be heated 
2.0 
, Y+ Ie3C or graphite 
Telulºeiºº; 
1000 
(cementite) io"c 
sýf 
8 723°C 
{r; 
08 
60 
a (ferrite) ac+Fe3C 
(bc. c) 
40 Carbon It (' ++l 
Time (hrs) 3210123456 I'e3c 
Iron-carbon (vt%) 
'r-'A 
oil IPMW 10 1-01, W" 
(h) A card copied from the metallurgy module 
------------- -- -1l ---- HyperCRL 2.0 F 
[open Learning 
<r¬:: '; t The term 'hydrostatic' is the common and generally employed 
word used to describe externally pressurized bear iris with flow 
control devices. In a hydrostatic bearing the surfaces are separated by 
a film of fluid forced between them under pressure. The pressure is 
generated by an eý. -ternal pump. 
ý, ýýý Anünaiiou 
FLT 
IT relief valve CpiIIury 
FLT Kll 
PF P 
STR 
Self-Assessment Exer'cice 
41 
: S. -M, ->ý. kbi. ýao ;' ; i=iiý. " 
"a 
ý^ 3ý : 3,2iF, 
-, 
i: ýti iiý- "3i1¢ýl"ýý. e-iý, tý iiiti' i+; ný 
; ýi; , 
(c) A card copied from the tribology module; 
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________ 
To observe the free vibration of the systern, drag t Le rna s down arui let go You 
may alter the value of mass and stiffness and see te effect 
$e*s Free Vibration 
D'mp'ig X= 33Cos I At (111 , 
Dome of Freedom 
Forced ViLrx: inn X 
fr., ,. r+ 
Frye Vilrewn 
Hirmouic 
Linau Dzmping 
]i r By-, tem m -- -) Natural Frequency 
Nonhneir Damping 
NonhneAr 8yntem 
Period 
Random Vilruion 
ReSOiLtue Input: Mass m= K9, 
vil'uion 
Viscous Damping 
Stiffness K= ip Kg/tim <; ] * ý`) L' All 
(d) A card copied from the vibration theory nuxlule 
- --- ------ - -- -- IlUperCfL 2.0 
r" 't' sý 
. 
)'t`` t >'i: ý; "..,,, , t,., Y. , 3' lß : ii.;. - :, ýi '+. it'll..:., 
Open Lcýrning Q ©. " ýýs c` 
I1 -`110 1' q 1! Iýi 
Please input the following parameters. During input, the sy>tern will give advice When 
finished, click the'Optimizetion' button to enter the optirni? ution procedure 
L Basic 1xurtrrrvtirs coratmiriA by imririrv cliign 
Lei VT= 4000 N Diýarr 7y fýý1 ; D(orn)s lý) fý_'! 
] 
Leiter 79.64 s L(mm) S 79.64 S1 sek iN [2,100) rlun 
2_ S-Oactr il sic parameters: 
Raa =rIi : n= © Power ratio- sKs [I] A,, 1 slot vultii c= [oOjr nr n 
L vidth a= 99. mit Clcura n: 0_ýG_ s 1ý rtun 0 Oy_ ( 
Lan width b= 13.9 mm Pn=un rtio 0 4] ß sýý7ý 
3. Calculated Uric parameters: 
Film Lkm-s: hmin= 0.04 Iran Vi 1ty Vom= I2 3_ JcP 
P=-un: 2.5 6s Ps [MN/sgm] 2.5 G 
4. Calcultited Irrfornmrrl, data: 
Ten-per mT.. LTs 3.43 °C Fihnshfhtits }sý: 200 0 ýMNtrn 
Floes < '' qo= 0 09 Us Rurrpingpýver IIp 0 7t3ýF; W 
Total pp wer: Hts 0,82 KW pptirnizotion Uraiviný 
(e) A card copied from the engineering design mxliile 
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Worktable Driven by Hydraulic Force 
C 
\ýý° ,, ßi4 
Rc'lýitrýd Cý>nrýýitts 
Accurnuh1l )1 
Berncnilh' i flit t rn 
C, avltutpýn 
Pi1ti rs & 1'titr i Rutin 
Fluid Life 
Fluid Pexnrrwtctr 
Hydraulic Actuators 
liydrau1tc Maul 
H"dfaulir I 'L1: 1 ) 
liydaulu' Vtdvrs 
Lanuna[ F 1ov 
Presstur Loss 
PuLse Mortis 
Reservnirs & Tenks 
ReyruoLis 11urnLct 
Sea19 
1lirbuknt flow 
V Lscosity 
Volarnetnc Efficiency 
(f) A card copied from the hydraulics module 
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k;: ý; ',; :: `,:.; , 
A...,.,..,.........,.......,, ý,..,.., mý. ý.. 
I Ont i1 1. [? arninuI 
- 11 ---- -- - -. kv II lil 
-1.4 WN 
PW vo dl { Mfg uI trax aha ý 
Workpiece speed: Vv=[j: =mlmin 
Wheel speed: Vs= 3 mis 
Increment: f= 0 03 mm ==, -_---_. -- 
®® 
[] 
ikw akw sk Working Table-0 On (: ) Oft kw \I/ 
/4 Wheel Sp1Ildle-Q 0I1 0 off 
ho. nº Q rs<<<. p Wheel IIead: Q0nQoff p 
Hs 
v i; f; ; 
l: r7t t, alt t1 
Rolatod C<>nrejýts 
Abivsives 
Contut 1cnrtli 
ConVict sU11nes3 
Crrep ked f itndtn, ý 
I)trss, ng & 7'mtutý 
Cnndun pna'cr 
SpuYknut 
Specific enety .y Stnttce lnu fifty 
Surfaue qunhty 
Stuface irxtum 
'iheiimA dtorvq, e 
'11 cctrt. tunt 
W]ur1 depth of cut 
Wheel Bunttuvj: 1 
tiVtir(l : fIwt]inr: tý 
Wheel spcrd 
Wheel f. ' ui 
\Voik speed 
(g) A card copied from the machine tools and limmi(, ict urilip, module 
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Learning 
ever 
Module Overview (1) Module Overview 
(h) A card copied from the data processing module 
Figure 10.6 Exemplar cards copied from the subject nodules 
10.4 Practice of learning with HyperCAL 
It is intended that learning should take place by interaction with subject modules within 
the system. The following discusses examples of the interaction of a learner with the 
control engineering module and with the machine tool & manufacturing module of the 
HyperCAL system. The examples are concerned with learning through animation/ 
simulation based interaction. 
(1) Example 1 
The control engineering module includes an example of animated simulation for power 
supply circuits as shown in Figure 10.7. The knowledge exists in the form of text, 
graphics, animation and animated simulation. To make the demonstration more 
attractive to a learner, the function buttons and animation/simulation within the part are 
accompanied by sound and music. The learner can learn the concepts by reading the 
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-------- -- 
I- ----------------------------------- 
rlau-VßvE 1 e1 Ulii. nu&jll 
Full-vave Rectification 
Full Bridge Rectification 
Capacitors Fuuctum 
OA Typical Power Supply Circuit Diagruii 
Vi Load 
T 
TRANSFORMER + RECTIFIER + SMOOTHER + STABILISER 16 
Figure 10.7 A part of control engineering module 
text and circuit diagrams, and get a better understanding of objective knowledge by 
`playing' animation or animated simulation. For example, a learner can select the title 
`Power Supply' and get the system to display the text description about a typical power 
supply circuit and its circuit diagram. Then, the learner can click the `Oscilloscope' 
button to turn on an oscilloscope. The learner can place an oscilloscope probe on any 
node on the circuit diagram and observe the voltage waveform at each node. Typical 
positions of the probe and the corresponding waveforms at each position are animated 
in Figure 10.8. The figure also demonstrates a typical learning procedure of a learner 
`playing' with the simulation model. Through the interaction, a learner can intuitively 
understand how ac voltage can be transformed to dc voltage on a power supply circuit. 
Clearly, the animation and animated simulation, combining experimental learning with 
tutorial, can assist a learner to get a better understanding of the objective knowledge. 
More importantly, the learner accesses and achieves the knowledge by `playing' with 
the module animation or simulation. `Playing' is a natural way of acquiring knowledge. 
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Capacitors Function 
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Figure 10.8 A partial learning procedure by using the Control enginccºiii nwciule 
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(2) Example 2 
l igure 10.9 shows a grinding tcchnology card fron' the nºachine t(K)Is and 
manufacturing nxxlule. The carol (Icmonstratcs the aninº; rtio n of the surface gih idin), 
process. The inputs of the grinding process parameters such a' \, vuºkpicce speed V. 
{IyperClIL 2.0 
{ Opcu Lcaruing t , -: Ir +- 
Workpiece speed: Vv=[1 mlmin 
Wheel speed: Vs= 30 mis 
Increment: f= 0 03 rnm ýý 
®® ikW skw ak 0 Working Of Co) 
Wheel Spindle-. Q On (0) Ulf 
00 Yorer®M<« p W1u=el Iiead: 01111--- CO) 
ý11 . 'ý- 
-- 
1 c'L, 
IZýlatýc ('ýnrýp 
Ablroylves -- 
Contzut lel th 
Contact 3W1rus3 
Cieep-leed riliultng 
Pnssin. g & Tiuin 
Gtnýn vea & mntr tiul: ý 
Gritufne power 
Spurknut 
Spccittc energy 
Surfare lntrrrlty 
Stiftare quality 
Surinrc texture 
'Thermal damage 
U, coNitnnt 
Wlwel depth of cut 
Wiu: el hnldlu;: t: i 
w1wel slwlplu-Js 
WLecl Heed 
Wheel wear 
Walk 3pc"ed 
r ±z-i'}Q ii 
Y 
Figure 10.9 A 
grinding 
technolc)gy card of machine tools ýý ºnanul: ºý turiný, ººuýclulý 
wheel speed Vs, or feed increment f can be varied. A Iccu ncr can then tut n on the 
surface grinding aniºuation and observe how the rrnuºv: ºI º. ºtc and gºinciing power 
change during the process. Grinding power is one of the ºnOtit important 11,11*alllkl(, l 
determining workpiece surface integrity. ligure 10.111 illºntºales a snapshot of the 
animation procedure. The interaction manipulatcd by a Icai tier allows the Ieai tier lo 
intuitively observe the grinding process and undertake inter dive I aiiiinl,, in a sale 
environment. The interaction incorporated with a total ial srýlurnrr will allow a lc; ii nß"1 
to achieve a better understanding of the working principles. 
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Figure 10.10 A snapshot of the grinding aniiination plo eclair 
10.5 Conclusions 
An illustrative hypcrt»cdia-basal computer assisted learning, symeirr has Ix"cn piescntetl 
to demonstrate the educational potential of hyperiiiccli, t technology in nicchanical 
engineering. The system is far from fully (ICA lol)ed as l)1-o) iessed s I, ar. I)urin}g, the 
development of IlvperCAL, there are many similar issues to that cnc unteicd in the 
development of the engineering design support systems. The issues include (kIinition 
of materials, the user-interface design, htirttan-crmtlruter interaction, co, "nitiein and the 
system evaluation which need to be fully addressed. More wink is needed tco I)! iii the 
IlyperCAL system to the stage -where practical application III cm. ý111ccl-1111" 
becomes feasible. The CAI, techniques used for the development of rutººlýutý r aided 
design (CAD) systems need to be further itºvestif; atcd with pattiýul; tr ºrliºrnýr It) the 
application in the design support system. The development of a ('A1, system is Id; ºnn"1 
for fluid film bearings design. The CAL system aims tu be intri; r; ºted With the clc"tiiýý, n 
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support Sytitcºn and will be a part of further development Of the dL-Slý, n stm ppu>ºt vN", ICII I 
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Part IV General Conclusions 
Chapter II Conclusions and recd nitncndatiuns For future 
1N'Or 
11.1 Summary of major achievements 
A novel approach to developing an engineering; design Sup poll system has been 
demonstrated based on the integration of design methodology with hV1)erinrclia and 
expert s''tctis technologies. Ile investigation was uncic"tt. tken with p, 1111( 111; 11 
reference to the development of a design support Systcnº for exteernally Ifessuniced 
journal hearings and it study of I I('1 and cognitive wienre issues slut in: g To. 
development. The investigation also included the tlevelolºnºent of twn hypentte"ºlia 
based systems, I lyperCAD and I ly perCAl,, which is an extensive efl"utt tºº c xlºIºýr the 
cognition of engineering design methodology and its cºmºlºutetised solutions. 'I he 
major results from this research can he sttnºtnarisecl as li, llcºws: 
(1) A selection strategy has been developed for the design of extcui; illy 
journal bearings. The strategy is concerned with the selection ()I hearing type and 
coni'iouratiOn, the fluid feeding device and the bearing material. A sc Irrtum ººn . let 
is proposed, which can he applied to tlºc selection ýýI the bearing, type, 
configuration and fluid feeding device. Selection criteria are f0xºººul; ueº1 Fn the 
choice of the bearing material. A number of issues are presented related tu, Ow 
manufacture of the bearing. 
(2) A clýsi n procedure has been formulated fier hotly hvdr ionic and aý rýýtitaliý jouin. tI 
Ikarinýýý. A general design approach has heen developed I*ur e xteIII'llly jucs aII d 
Journal hearings. The approach torn s the basis 1,0r ,i cumnlputeiiard bruin" (1cmi'n 
procedure. 
(3) A design support system has been developed for rxterilally lýrýstiui iss <1 j()Iitn: tl 
hearings. "l'1iC system is a new approach to the tIk"sijgºi 01 e\10rna11)' jýrý tiýiººitirýi 
journal hearings through integration of CXj)C[tisýý, (ýJptinlisaltion tccIllll(JUe"s :I id 
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hypermedia. !A novel approach to bearing "Clection was c1ý vý IººIýrc1 u , ºnl Ow 
wci,,, hted production rules tCclºniºIºic 'I he" SV, teºn was iuº1ºIH"ºnk"ntt"tl (, n 11% Iwi('. id 
(>n .º Niacfltº>ýh conihuter. 
(4) 11utinan-computer interaction issues within the system (kvvcI lHuenI WTI 
investigated. The design principles o the system user inietIace have been 
presented and development of system-designer interaction aids discussed. A 
i»c'tHd iti prn)posed for system evaluation. The retie: uch tý . ult , :i., I ýi "iii! iý .w 
for the development of other engineering software systems. 
(5) A hypcrinulia-basal engineering design envirc, iinuent Iia'. IK"L"n '1lie 
environment is coined '1lyherCAU' which is a new cmcr{m hwr a timQuial, lr 
design environment. IlyperCAD allows commercially avail, 111k. paehageti u Ix- 
dyn, unically linked through hypermedia. An cngincering deign {ýiýx c ti. ti model is 
proposed, and is the basis of the I iyperCAI) development. 'lie mm lrl is three 
dimensional and concerned with the design anatonny, (lesi{gin 111( nphO1( ankl 
design objectives. 
(0) A prototype hypermedia-based CA1, system 'l lypei('AI. ' Ii, ºý been º1ý vý IýýIýý ý1 Ior 
education in mechanical engineering. A 'spine' style stiuctwe is pioptr d fi>1 the 
development of courseware modules in l lypet('Al.. The (1eveI()I)Inenº ISSu(S : LI 
presented with particular reference to the animation and siººuulatioýn Ieclºnºq ties. '11w 
relationship between hypermedia and learninu; is explored and fill Owl i I. ºººf iý ýi. 
11.2 Conclusions 
Some conclusions with regard to the investigation hypothesis can he slmmi: iiked as 
i'collows: 
(1) It has been shown the integration cri (1CSig, n cxl)rrtise, Al tei Iºniqucs and Iºvpci iext 
offers significant advantages in the areas cºf beatinj, selcctio n, Ix; sting optiiºtis, ition, 
dynamic linking cif design activities, and cuºtºIºuter assisted Ic; tºnini',. 
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(2j 1'hc>», iin , týlýý; iuta ýs rýmýýýared k cýºnvýntiý>n, ýl d tir o uýýtýýý; uýý , uý t7, Z- 
" I: yplanatorv features availahie on dem and. 
" Intcgrttirrn of graphical, textual and computational fcatilic. s. 
" Arg intuitive I ICI. 
" The power of Al techniques tee achieve flexible solutions. 
(3) '1'hc main disadvantares of tilt- nc v ; m" 
" The expertise required to integrate specialist problems with Al w Iºniques and 
hypermedia. 
" The inflexibility of the system when unodifir; ºtiº>ns arc required. For ev; 11111 ik., it 
is too much work to alter the selection dialog ý 
" The difficulty of obtaining informed user viewp ints m the dcvckgx d svstciºº. 
11.3 Recommendations for future wort: 
As regards future work on the research, the l I! owiing Is 
(1) A systematic evaluation of the design sulppc, rt system. 'I'Im" ev. ºIºº: lthmn shim hl IR. 
concerned with all aspects of the system Imsed in the cval11,11ikn cºiteºia cslabIi"tied 
and the extended checklists of crite ria. 
(2) "1'hc validation and modification of the design supluoºt tiv'strni. 
(3) The further development of IlyperCA! ). The development should tacklc the 
problelins of data communication between (111TO cnt I; icilitirý, sit 1111,1nc(utsAv 
shaiiiig data, downstream flow of desitn idea and conc(i)ts, and the intcl,, ration if 
Al with hypermedia. Completely solving these j)10hIrnls is essential toi hi lm', 
I ryperCAll to a practical application staue. Using I lvpri('AI) in fluid film 
hearings design is a preferred area cif application. 
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(4) Further investigation of the cognition issues ýsitlrin a ýcrnrlrutrr Ira. sed ent; inecrinp, 
design Iýrcoc'css. "I'he principles of design knowledge tr, tntilrº, tluo igdi a ýýºººIºººIý"r 
L)ase(l system and its interaction "'ith a clCsil, nc"r, slU)t1lci I>e" claºiiR f. 
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Appendices 
Appuud \I ,A XC\1I) Pascal program for i(I(Iing a iuftnu tu a IIvpcr('ard 
menu bar 
UIN I7' Durni»v[1liit; 
IN7'ERFACE 
USES ; M1cm1'yl)es, QuickDraw, OSIntf, 'I'ooIIntf, PasI il)lntf, I lyl)(. I-X 'iii( 
1'ItO( E1) ARE IAN"I'RYYOIN"I'(paramPtr: X('indI'ir); 
m II'LIE:; 1IEN ['AT! ON 
'l'Y'PEE; Str 11 = String 13I ); 
PROCEDURE AddMenu(paramPtr: XCindPtr); FORWAt J ), 
PROCEDURE. IýN'I'RYPOIN'1'(ýiarttml'tr: A('null'tý); 
11EGIN 
AddMenu(paramPtr); 
EN I); 
PROCEDURE, AddMenu(paramPtr: X (n dl tr): 
CONST minParaniCount = 3; 
VAR mcnlll. ist: tili '\ 
111CUUNallle: 
tcml)Str: 
mcºiuli): I 
myN1enuList: I IancI c; 
myl\1cnullandlr: Nleiuil I: uýdIe 
($1 ' Cind(, lue. inc J( Include, the glue rout s es 
I'1 OCI? 1)IJIt El IFail(errStr: Str255); I I-xit ieturnim, an cri it 
ItEGIN 
haran1l'tr^. returnValue :-1 is"1'ulrrýý(rrrtitr}; f lead the It-mill) 
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EXIT(AddMenu); (LeavetheXCMI)ti 
!? N1); (Fail) 
PROCEDURE ('heckParamCciulit; (cltecks for the cart cut p; tI nictt, i u wu tI 
VAR numParams: IuIrgcr; 
BEGIN 
numParams := paramPtr^. Ipar 1n(oLint; (st<)º(" tlic nand, (i (d 
parameter, passed 
IF (numParams <> minParann('uunt) 
1'HLN Fail ('Form: AddMenu "MenuNaºne" 
MenuNuniber, NlennList') ; 
END; (CheckParamCount) 
BEGIN (main) 
CheckParamCount; (make sure there's enough p, ºr; tnºcte"rs 
2 eroToPas(p. uamPtr^. paramsj 1I^, mcnuNantr); ICOnveit the nºý nu n: ýnºr 
ZeroToPas(paramPtr^. paranns12)A, trntpStr); 
menulD := StrToLong(tempStr); (convert the menu nuntlk"r 
IF menulD <= O THEN FFail('Zero and negative nuntl, ý"ºý not . 11h wcX), 
ZeroToPas(paramPtr^. parttºils(3ý^, nýcnul. ist); (convrºt he menu Int) 
IF menuList THEN ºncnul, ist (make a null Ii' i wou k eau eelly ) 
mvMenuIlancile := NcwNIcnu(Mennil), ntrnuN; tttt("), ýclcatr a iie"\vv net 
} item 
IF myMenuIIandle = NII, '1'I11: I" I ; til('Unalýlc to J', e inc liii Ii mmitII '), 
Alýhcndi\lenu(tnylýlcnullantllr, tttruul, iýt); 1; 1( 1(1" iiic miul. ist t c ii ltt 
menu) 
Insýýrtýlýnu(mylý1ýnu1Iancilý, O); {: ulýls the iiie nu I(, ihr ciid (, I tli(. ii ini 
list} 
llrawMenul3ar; (draw the m entt har will, the new im'nu j 
I? N'I); {main} 
ENI). 
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Appendix 11 A X( I[) Pascal program for removing :º menu from a 
III pcrCard menu bar 
UNIT LDummvUnit; 
INTERFACE 
USES MciiiTypes, QuickDraw, OSIntf, ToolIntf, I Iy x'rXCnRI; 
1'la)( LUth1 EN-1 [: l POINTlparamPtr: XCnni11'ti i; 
IMPLEMENTATION 
TYPE Str3l = Stringl3I1; 
PROCILI)UREClcarMenu(paramPtr: XCmdPtr); I"OR %VARI); 
I'ItOCEI)UI: E ENTRYI'OINT(paraml'tr: XCmdl'tr); 
BEGIN 
Cl eirllenu(paraml'tr); 
EN 1); 
1'P. OCLIýUREClearýirnu(ýýaramPtr: XCmd11r); 
CONST iniiiParaniCoiint = 1; 
VAR tempStr: til 
mrnulD: I. on}; Inl, 
n vN1cnul-1 iidIt: h1t"nnl i. innilr, 
XGnd(Iue. inc ) (Includes the glue routines) 
PROCEUU1: E Fa iI(crrStr: Str255); (Exit rrlrrrning an cri-or 
BEGIN 
haramPtr^. rcturnValticc := 11s"I"0%c"I(ciiSli); 
EXIT(ClcarMcnu); (Leave' OIL' WNW) 
END; (Fail) 
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l'ROCEI)U1: GCheckI'ararnCount; (chocks for the correct p, rrair'ter mint) 
VAR numl'arains: Inte}; er; 
BEGIN 
numParams := pýýrýiml'tr^. ýý. ir, ºni('ýýunl; ý, tý, iý the immlwi toi 
parameters passed} 
IF (numPararns <> minParainConint) 
THEN Fail('Form: ClearM'nu h1ý nu11)'); 
END; (Cht'ckParamCount) 
BEGIN (nlain) 
CheckParamCount; (make sure there's en(nl h par nwtot, ) 
Z_croToPas(paramPtr^. p irams(1(^, tcnipSt r); 
menulD := StrToLong(tcºnpStr); (get and stare the II )) 
IF mcnulD <= 0 THEN FailCZero and negative niiinli'ºti not , illo t', I'), 
my MenuHandle := GetNII tandle(MenuII)); (dis1'oseM t'nºº i 't' I" .i Iv. 111, I4"1 
IF myMenullandle = NIL THIN Fail('Cannot lind that ºni'ni) ºtoill'); 
dcleteMenu(MenulD); (must remove it frtun the ine'nºº ]I-, t I 1oir AIt"1 ling) 
Liispxosc; ttcnu(myhlenuliandle); (delete' the menu iteenºI 
DrawMenußar; (draw the menu bar without the itenm) 
END; (main) 
END. {XCMMD) 
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Appendix III The complete design procedure for an acrosIalic , 
journal 
hearing with pocketed orifice feeding 1ype 
Home 
ul 7771,1 
'js.: ®. ® BEARING: Bore Card ý, ý l ;ý '"' ' 
Index I1ý Ip 
General 1nUý1lýa, ýnt 
rct fýii: rr i ry Expf anaition ýL x. týon 
Datal e of Report 
Gerrrator B 
Iý il; n 
ss+s+sssssssssssssssssssssss+ssssss++s++++s.. ++s++++. " 
Intelligent Sy*tem for Fluid Filth Journal lkauing I)e1 il; n 
ssssssssssssssssststsss+s+s+++ssss++s+s++++. ++++++++. + 
2: 25: 07 pm Monday, July 5,1993 ýtq 
a) 
Intelligent Selection 
amina gomm, ZaIlGOCrAco 
stagm 1: 
Selection bearing type 
Sta; e 2: 
(1) Selection of a hydrodynamic journal 
bearing configuration E 
(2) Selection of a hydrostatic journal 
bewirb configuration 
(3) Selection of a self-acting gas film 
journal bearing configuration 
(1) Selection of an aerostatic 
journal bearing configuration 
ý'l 
(h) 
lfºY, 
ýI1I f: JýT J 
?_ 
ýj 
1, 
ý 
)ý . \, 
i 
fr 
I Jj 
t: 
7 ' 
_ý 
ýý ý 
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- ------- -- Intelligent selection 
t**_. Selection- of. -bearing type ** ýýýý 
Click on the answer which best match your requirements The "Export" vi II tiuon 
interpret your requirements and recommend a bearing type See hoes you get on 
1. Expert: liov severe are the environmental conditions vhich the 
bearing must tolerate? 
(1) High temperature limit 
User: 0 >100 °C 0 55 °C Q 35 °C 0 2`> °c' 
(2) Low temperature limit 
User: 0 -20 °C 0-10 °C O0 °C 
O 1,; °c 
(3) External vibration 
User: 0 Much vibration 0 Noisy ® Sorrin (I) No vibration 
(1) Radiation 
User: 0 Much radiation 0 Substantial 0 Some ( No raaliation 
ý9 
___ 
KJ 
(c) 
-- --- Intelligent selection =.. ==_. E rl 
(5) Wet and humid conditions 
User: 0 Submerged 0 Wet (e) Humid (_) Dry 
(6) Dirty and dusty conditions 
User: 0 Very dirty 0 Dirty O Normal (_) ('le'rn 
2. Expert: What is the requirement for the- 1Learing's costs? 
(1) Running costs 
user: () The lover, the better. 
O Lov, but the costs of pressured supply can lP arcej)t, vf 
0 No requirement. 
(2) Production costs 
User: 0 Low costs Q Normal costs C) No rt't uirrrl u'rit 
3. Expert: What is the requirement for the twaring's follovrn}; 
performance? 
(1) Radial motion accuracy 
User: ® Excellent 0 Good 0 Not-flu] O No rt'yuu-1. r1 uýnt 
(2) Load carrying capacity in relation tu sire 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good 0 Normal O No rnlIll n-iru'nit 
(3) Stiffness in relation to size 
(d) 
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-- -- Intelligent Selection 
User: O E)"rellent Good O Normal O No roqurronwiJ 
(4) Damping 
User: 0 Exzellent © Good 0 Normal O No rýq, z, rcýr, uýcit 
(5) High speed 
User: O Excellent 0 Good O Normal O No rc-yuirerru nt 
(6) Temperature rise due to the bearing operation 
User_ © Lover 0 Lov 0 Normal ONO roclurrc! rnont 
(7) Central control 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal Q No roclurrcrnrnt 
(8) Durability 
User- 0 Excellent OGood 0Norrnil ON rýclu, rý rr, ý r, t 
(9) Maintenance 
User: O Excellent O Good O Normal ONO requirPl, nrcmt 
4. Expert: What is the requirement for the bearing in operatrorO 
(1) Starting torque 
User: 0 Very low O Lora ONormal ONo reclurrr'rru'nt 
(2) Running torque 
User: 0 Very low O Lov ONormal ONo requiretni nt 
ION: M 
(c) 
----------- - - -- Intelligent Selection 
5. Expert: What is the requirement for the hearing". 1ollowinil 
performance? 
(1) Running noise 
User: ® Little noise O Normal C) No n -(Jurrr'ºrnwnt 
(2) Frequent stop-starts 
User: O Very frequent 0 Frequent 0 Normal C) No rt qur r t. rnwnt 
(3) Prevention of conLarnirvition of surroundings and 
products 
User: ONo contamination O Normal need C. ) No r(ý(JIII rernwnt 
(1) Availability of standard parts 
User: 0 Necessary Q No requirement 
(5) External dimension 
User: O The smaller, the better O Normal C) No ro(Iurr, rný nt 
6_ Expert: What is the requirement for t1ºe bearing; to be easily d(! sr)lned 
and manufactured? 
(1) Easy of design 
User: O Excellent ® Good ONormal O No requirr, rnont 
(2) Easy of manufacture 
User: 0 E> ellent Oe Goo4'ONormal Q No roquirorni, nt cri 
(f) 
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Intelligent Selection 
Are you satisfied vith your answers? if you are, please click to 
obtain Stage One selection result- If you think some questions are very 
important anal it is necessary for the 'Expert' to pay more attention to 
them, please ansver them once more and then click t 1w selection button, 
Expert: As a result of the Stage One selection process, you are 
recommended to use the folloving types of hearings (this 
bearings in first line recommended first). 
Aerostatic jowl bearingsl 
iiytirostatic liquid film journal bearings! 
Expert Reasoning Process 
Expert: Are you satisfied with. tic.. e ertsyste. m's_seloction?. 
Q Yes ONo 
Goal 1 Plc e enter rant card to eontini Di? s0ection process 
ab `t' 
(g) 
- --- --- intelligent Selection 
Click the bearing type you vish to select. The 'Expert' viii then 
guide you to the stage tvo of the selection process. 
Stage Two: 
01- Intelligent selection of a hyrlrodynximic liquid film journal 
bearing configuration. 
02. Intelligent selection of a hydrostatic liquid film journal 
bearing configuration. 
03. Intelligent selection of a self-acting; gas film journal 
bearing configuration 
04. Intelligent selection of an aerostatic journal 
bearing configuration. ......................... 
.................................................................. 
ýý 
G 
ýSý' 
# it # iF + it it a[ aE aF i(ý il )l # il #M il 11 11 krrrrrrrr 
ýI ° µ4L i*i#ý* 
iF r*rMMr 
ýýttt `ý'ý LJ 
(h) 
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__ =_--- - Intelligent Selection -- _. _-- -= III 
. eINJIML 
:,. _t off! r: 14th-ý Co ýl 
Continue specifying the bearing requirements The "Exl, vrt" vrrll t1wn intrýlrnet 
your requirements and a bearing configuration Will be recornrruvrufed 
1. Expert: What is the bearing's performance requirement? 
(1) Load carrying capacity in axial direction 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good 0 Normal Q No requirer, n'rrt 
(2) Load carrying capacity in radial direction 
User Excellent O Good ONorixi lO No r('yuIrr-1II1 ut 
(3) Positioning accuracy in axial direction 
User: Q Excellent ® Good QNorrnal ()No recluin nu'nt 
(1) Positioning accuracy in radial direction 
User: O Excellent 0 Good ONornial ONo requrerrwirt 
(5) Positioning accuracy for angular alignment 
User: 0 Excellent Q Good Normal Q No requirement 
(6) Stiffness in radial direction 
ý, r User: Excellent 
0 Good 0 Normal ONO requirement 
(I) 
Intelliqent Selection 
-...... -. +..... «..... r..... ý-. ". r a.. "w. wc. " 77 o. w"ýv..... n^^... ^+T'^'rn .. ^^'i ...............,. N,.. ..,.... «, r. r. w+.. ", +... 
(7) Stiffness in axial direction 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good Q Normal O No r,, ýºnrr rnrrýt 
2. Expert: What is the requirement for the bearing's production cost, 
ease of design and ease of manufacture? 
(1) Production cost 
User: 0 Lovest cost ®Normal cost O No neq r, Ir, 'rnont 
(2) Ease of design 
User: 0 Excellent O Good 0 Normal O No re(pill. º'nu, º, t 
(3) Ease of manufacture 
User: O Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal O NO re(lW1-V1nWnt 
3_ Expert: What are the bearing's performance requ irernvnts'7 
(1) Self-aligning ability 
User: 0 Excellent O Good O Normal C) No rc', lu, r, -rrwr, t 
(2) Combined axial and radial load carryi nj, ability 
User: O Excellent Q Good 0 Normal O No r, li, irý u nt 
(3) Ease of maintenance 
User: 0 Excellent O. Good 0 Normal O No rr,, l uºrenu'nt 
(1) Economy of flov rate, pover and number of parts 
(j) 
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- Intelligent Selection 
User: O Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(S) Endure external vibration 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(6) External size for forced journal diameter 
User: OO The smaller, the better. 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
(7) Damping and stability 
User: 0 Excellent O Good 0 Normal 0 No requirement 
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
Are you satisfied with your answers? if you are, please click 
9T 
to obtain the 
Stage Two selection result. If you think some questions are very important and it is 
necessary for the "Expert" to pay more attention, please answer them once more and 
then click the selection button! 
The word 'Selected' shown in the next table shows that the bearing geometry 
(column) and feeding type (row) are both selected. If you are not satisfied with the 
selection, please reconsider your answers to the questions and try again! 
. 
Selection. Result.. Shown.. an.. Next. C, ard!.. 
aL 
(k) 
Intelligent Selection -ý _ 
stage ii 
Aerostatic journal bearings 
Type of Bearing Geometry 
Type of Feeding 
Cylindrical 
journal 
Yates Comical 
journal 
Spherical 
O if 
'Selected' 
r ice Annular 
Slot 
LUJ. CLd 
Porous 
aýa 
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Design - -- -(] 
C07 
wy 
Q 1. Hydrostatic bearing; 
Q 2. Aerostatic bearing 
QI Circuit and flov control devices 
Q II Tank, pump and supply systern 
f_ r 
(n1) 
--------- -ý_ ---- Design 
Dopt off Gaoßo©Qat oX 0-M oa i'Af 4ip 1: 
1 1 
(Click an icon to enter the the bearing design procedlur'e) 
J 
7! 777777777777 
Pocketed Orifice Slot Entry 
1°"'\ 
7 11 77 T 
ý ý ý'` Annular Orifice Porous Wall 
(l1) 
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Design 
am ak ýi cý c fl ýýst c tll jconaýtfoýtýfl 1; 
G1 oOC id (oýQt {ý 
Please input values of the bearing parameters. During; input, the 
system vill give advice. When finished, please click 'Design' to 
enter the design procedure. 
1. Basic parametrs constrained by machine design- 
External load- Ws 1350 N 
Rearm length L= 70 mit 
Bearing diameter D= 70 nun 
2. Selected basic parameters: 
Single or double rov enrty: N= 
Eccentricity ratio c=0.5 
Number of entry orifices per roar: n= 12 \t Supply pressure Po/P. =I 1 
Gauge pressure ratio Kgo _ 
Air film clearance- he = 0.03 mm 
------------ Design Browse... fltºout... Druruinrl Cý 
(0) 
Design 
Design: 
(1) Reerra mgL a1 D as LID=I, decide diameter D 
-11-1= J{W/[(Po-P. )W' )]= 51 mm 
(2) To enibie the design clearance to be determined which sill yield an wcept. il, le 
floe rate it is necessary to employ the value for the dynamic viscosity of air 
ý=0 0182 cP 
(3) The bearing flow rate can be calculated for single row entry- 
F Q-] [(Po-Pº) Q'h. 3]1T. iº = 1.82 llsec. 
(4) The bearing load capacity: 
Irr = (Po-P. ) LDW' =1 156.6 N 
(5) The bearing concentric stiffness: 
TO,. = (Pa-P. ) LD? L'! ho - 8.50 MN/rn 
(6) Pocketed orifice diame'er: 
ý1rr = /1(: 1sy Po ha"3 D)/(7890 nL)] = 0.205 min 
(7) Pocket diameter, 
(]Fr - do^21(2ho) = 1.3©2 =, n 
(P) 
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Design 
(8) Pocket depth- 
484 inin Ij =0 20 DLh0 /ndr"2 = 
[1743 
-- w++ww++ww++wwwww+www+wwwww+ww+w+w++++w+w+++w++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Expert's Comments Design Result f'r intuýq cnýtput 
Feeding orifice number per row: n= 12 
Bearing diameter: D= 81 mm 
Bearing length L= 81 mm 
Pocketed orifice diameter: do = 0.288 mm 
Pocket diameter dr = 1.382 mm 
Pocket depth: b=1.484 mm 
Bearing air film clearance: ho =0 03 min 
`'ý 
(1I) 
_ -- ___- -_-_ý -= 
--_ Design III 
(8) Pocket depth: j;; T; j 
U=0.20 DLho /rdº"2 = 1484 irrun 
ww++w+w+wwwrt+wwrtww+www+wwwwwwww+wwwwww+w+++++++++*+++++++++++++++ 
FPN 
Expert's Comments Design Result It i tinq n-Optit 
The analysis is to check whether the designed be,, riiq, cati .v id lm., u11 1,11 it, 
hanuner instability. There are two criteria: 
" The total volume enclosed in the pockets shcul(l bc' les:; tliaii )/. 't) f till, 
film voltolle, i. e. (it dr-2 bn)/ii ; (n. DLho)/2 U 
" The orifice geometry should be designed such that tho rurt., icn f lov .u, 
Tuir ho is at least t'ice the orifice flov area (ii do-"T-1, t (' (do', ')I("l, tr li-) 
05 This ensures that predorninantly pocketed connlprrº',., tioº1 is 'whit'vi'd 
From my expertise, the designed bearing should not & xilt'rrerure pi unir., (ir 
hammer instability. 
Lý/ ýý7 
(r) 
'J .t 
. ý. t ý, .. 
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Appendix IV The complete design procedure for a IºvdrustaIIc Icºurºº: ºi 
hearing with capillary resiriclors 
Home -ý_- _= 
BEARING: Home Card 
Index Help 
G. TlE. ral f Itl'I 1} ý'I li 
llwo6on 1.11 %: 11Af1 
RLIport Datat e of 
Cx3rýrrýtor fir , 
ssssssssssss: ssssss!! sssssssssrstss s* sSSSSS S"* 5555 5* 5" 
Intelligent System for Fluid Film Journal lkarin ; l)e if; nI 
1flsttstllsislflsts!!! ýs!!! ý*l ssts! l555*5ý"*ss. r.... ý" 
4: 31: 13 pm Monday, July 
(a) 
Intelligent Selection - I'I 
ýýýoflll ' ait ýolC Cý rý ýsl 
Stag: 1: 
Selection bearing type 
Slags 2: 
(1 1 Cnlnr#iýrý 'F a 1" 4rr, ý[marrýir iýnr[ý-ý1 
1rc7'lr ter r !J 
ý. 
ºý. riýý 
I o ý''fýý 
ý//tel 
.t . JI r 
1 
k i) . ýcacý uvat va u aa. Y ua vuy as uauý ývw as u 
bearing configuration 
(2) Selection of a hydrostatic journal --- 
`ýýý`ý bearing configuration 
(3) Selection of a self-acting gas film 
journal bearing configuration 
(4) Selection of an aerostatic 
journal bearing configuration 
(Li) 
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Intelligent selection 
Selection_ of bearing type- **{ ý'ý 
Click on the ansver which best match your requirements The "Expert" v ill tlwrr 
interpret your requirements and recommend a bearing typte Set, h<>v You 2ý t oll 
1. Expert: Iiov severe are the environmental conditions vhich the 
bearing must tolerate? 
(1) High temperature limit 
User: 0 >100 °C 0 55 °C ®35 °C () 2 °t' 
(2) Low temperature limit 
User: 0 -20 °C 0-10 °C CO) 0 °C OI`, i' 
(3) External vibration 
User: 0 Much vibralion ® Noisy 0 Some O No viLr., u ýn 
(1) Radiation 
User: 0 Much radiation 0 Substantial O Some () No r. ul, at, <ýn `9 
a ,ýý " r-' 
(c) 
Intelligent Selection 
(5) Wet and humid conditions 
User: 0 Submerged 0 Wet Cý) humid 
(6) Dirty and dusty conditions 
User. 0 Very dirty 0 Dirty L) Norrx d 
2. Expert: What is tim requirement for tim bearing's costs? 1$ 
(1) Running costs 
User: 0 The lower, the better. 
Oe Low, but the costs of pressurised supply can be 
0 No requirement. 
(2) Production costs 
User. 0 Low costs Q Normal costs (_) No r, ', ý, nr, 'r nt 3. Expert- What is the requirement for the bearing's t'ollovinl; 
performance? 
(1) Radial motion accuracy 
User: Q E>ellent 0 Good 0 Normal (. ) No r&'t1 u, i, r, wr, t (2) Load carrying cnpncitq in relation to sIrc 
User: Q Eýxellent 0 Good 0 Normal O No r, u, tor, u't (3) Stiffness in relation to sire 
(d) 
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User: O Excellent 0 Good O Normal O No roqunr owi-riI 
(4) Damping 
User: O Excellent 0 Good O Normal O No I-k-(I rE if fit 
(5) High speed 
User: 0 Excellent ® Good 0 Normal O No reytit reºnvnt 
User: 
(6) Temperature rise due to the bearing operation 
0 Lover O Low 0 Normal O No reclurrr-ºn'nt 
(7) Central control 
User: O Excellent 0 Good 0 Normal QNo re(juiri-rn'ºit 
(8) Durability 
User. 0 Excellent ® Good 0 Normal r- Muir ný r, t (-)Ho 
(9) Maintenance 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good Of Norni-d ONo regiiirrortrrºrt 
4. Exert: What is the requirement for t he bearing in operation? 
(1) Starting torque 
User: 0 Very low 0 Low O Normal ONo rorII irorn r1t 
(2) Running torque 
User: 0 Very low 0 Low i Normal ONo requºrenio ,t 
(e) 
Intelligent Selection =------ { 
S. Expert- What is the requirernent for the hear inll'a; Iolluwrnq 
performance? 
(I) Running noise 
User: 0 Little noise O Naar 1 C) Ho 1.4'(11111 1ý11wllt 
(2) Frequent stop-starts 
User: *Very frequent O Frequent 0 Norrn. rl 
O NO ri'11III rl'flli'rit 
(3) Prevention of contamination of surrounltsng% and 
products 
User: ONo contamination (r) Norriul need (_) No regeiri'iirnt y 
(1) Availability of standard parts 
User: 0 Necessary Oe No requirement 
(5) External dimension 
User: O The smaller, the better O Norinal OIt1 "(11111 1-1111-r0 
6- Expert: What is the requirement for the lrearrnt; to be ew: rly di-sra; nrll 
and manufactured? 
(1) Easy of design 
User: O E}xellent O Good ONorrnal C) No rt'qurr i'ºnr'nt 
(2) Easy of manufacture 
User: OE.. ellent (ý Goo ,_0 Normal C) No requin-ill, -lit 
* . *** 
C"ß -1 Lý x ,_ r- --- ----- -- 
(f) 
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--- -- - Intelligent Selection 
Are you satisfied vith your ansvers? if you are, please c1ick to 
obtain Stage One selection result. If you think some questions are very 
important and it is necessary for te 'Expert' to flay more attention to 
them, please ansver Uwm once more and then click the selection button, 
Expert: As a result of the Stage One selection process, you are 
recommended to use the folloving types of bearings (the 
bearings in first line recommended first). 
ýiyti. rQStatic liquid film jcýiirrýl-tkviringsI 
Aerostatic journal bearings! 
Expert Reasoning Process 
Expert: you -satisfi 
1 vith lii eaq)ert. system's se1vction? 
QYes ONe 
Good! Plr c enter rind cani to continI) t1v s0i i_tion 1trxx: i 
1F iE aF ift#af iF iF iF# ý) `/ M il il MMMMM 1ý M ý`, 
ý 
(g) 
Intelligent Selection 
Click the bearing type you vish to select- The "Expert' vill dien 
guile you to the stage tvo of the selection process 
Steige Two: 
01- Intelligent selection of a hydrodynamic liuluid film journal 
bearing configuration- 
Q2. Intelligent selection of a hydrostatic liquid film journal 
bearing configuration. 
03. Intelligent selection of a self-acting; gas film journal 
bearing configuration 
04. Intelligent selection of an aerostatic journal 
bearing configuration. ........ 
. 
....... .......... 
ý' ý rýý°' ### iE ## iF #x ii #M If KMM it YYYY w r  rrrrr 
-}ý 't}, "'' ii iF ## iF iF IF rr 4r Y~rM 
' i 
ýbýýý' 
*### f #** if ####MrArYYMYYrY 
M` Bter #### ýF # 1f ri F ,+ r'; tX 'rt # k 
w ##ýF##ýF ##1F##i# il ## UA wi YMMwA" M" 11 rr ) ' 
I 
l 
ry, ` ` 
/A_ 
(11) 
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Intelligent Selection 
Selection of a hydrostatic 
ýýý 
journal bearing configuration ** 
Continue specifying the bearing requirements. The "Expert" will th x int, Pprl't 
your requirements and a bearing configuration will be recommended 
1. Expert: The pumping power supplied to the bearing; must be. _ User: 0 No requirement 0 Normal Q Low 0 Very love 
2_ Expert: What is the requirement for the bearing's high speed load 
carrying ability? 
User: 0 Exrellent C Good O Normal () No rr yurrý rn nt 
3. Expert: What is the requirement for the bearing's self-aligning 
ability? 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good O Norrnal ONo 
4. Expert: Does the bearing clearance rweri to be easily a, l jusuhlºle on 
assembly? 
User: 0 Yes (No, but it needs to be adjustable. 0 No requrrerui'nt 
ý, 'ý 
Intelligent Selection 
S. Expert: What is t le requirement for ease of bearing; assembly aril 
installation? 
User: O Very easy ® Easy 0 Nortrul O No r(. y 1111-1,1 111,11t 
6. Expert: What is the space requirement for the bearing? 
(1) Axial space 
User: 0 Very small Q Small (") Normal O No rº ýý, nr, r nt 
(2) Radial space 
User: 0 Very small ® Small O Normal O No No w(Iu, n'rnb'nt 
7. Expert: Does the bearing need to be used vith frequent chvrnl; es of 
direction of rotation? 
User: ® Yes 0 No 
8. Expert: What is the requirement for ease of rn2mufrrrturrna; '? 
User: 0 Very easy 0 Easy C) Normal (0 No rý yun f ºrn r, t 
9. Expert: What is the requirement for ease of design? 
User: 0 Very easy O Easy 0 Normal C) No retI ii r,, nu, rit 
10_ Expert: What is t 1w requirement for the bearing's reltability? 
User: 0 Very reliable (? Comparatively reliable ON"'r111.11 
L: ýI::; I , _I 
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11- Expert: What combinations of axial amt radial Iowl carrying ability 
are required? 
User: () Mainly radial 0 Radial -r-Some axial 
C) Er11L11 () h' u rrl y ', X1,11 
12. Expert: The bearing production costs must be 
User: 0 Very lov () Low O Normal (_> No rfýqurrw ent 
13- Expert- What is the requirement to maintainable ability of the 
bearing? 
User: 0 Excellent 0 Good O Normal 0 No relliºrriýrnu, rºI 
14. Expert: Should the bearing stiffness be 
(1) In the axial direction 
User. (D Very high 0 High C! ) Norri-w] (_) No wc11111 vr111,11t 
(2) In the radial direction 
User: O Very high 0 High 0 Normal O No No 1-(, (l III rt'll 11,11t 
15. Expert: What is the requirement for the bearing's ability to undure 
external vibration? 
User: Q Excellent 0 Good Q Norrn: il )No rc luirorl1 nt 
16_ Expert: Is the bearing required to iriaintuin the journal position 
very accurately? 
-Iffo 
<3 
(k) 
Intelligent Selection -- - I'I 
(1) In radial direction 
User: O Excellent 0 Good QNortrul O No rv(iIII r('rnr'nt 
(2) In axial direction 
User: 0 Excellent ® Good 0 Normal O No Helau wrrn, nt 
(3) In angular alignment 
User: 0 Excellent O Good O Normal (-I Noy r(ogrnwrnwnt 
17. Expert: Is the bearing required to carry high loads) 
(1) In the radial direction 
User: ®Very high 0I igh Q Norrrul O No rt'klurrvrnucnt 
(2) In the axial direction 
User: QVeryhigh QHigh (4)Normal O No rnýyiiinenu'nt 
18. Expert: What is the requirement for the hearing's econoriºy of I1ov 
rate, pover and number of parts? 
User: 0Excellent )Good () Normal ( )rJo nOIluin, 1111, nt 
19. Expert. What is the requirement for the henr iny 's r, xl i'r n+rl !: rie 
for a defined shaft. rliarneter? 
User: 0 The smaller, the better. O Normal O No reqtru't-IIwnt 
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M 777777777 
Are you satisfiai with your ansvers? if you are, phvxse click the button for 
the Stqý Tvo selection- If you think some questions are very irnlx rtilnt aryl it is 
wry for the 'Expert' to pay much attention to tlFrn, 1ºliune arn-ver ttvrn omv 
more and then click the selection button! 
Expert: As a result of the Stage Tvo selection proci ss, the n"nurrnrh 1 
tearing coation is: 
0 Rime---ml rsl cylinlrical journal I"rrin, 
0 
O 
0 
0 
ýAreyou, 
satisfied_. with., the.. exper_t_, sýýaern's selcctinnl 
Yes ONO 
Expert: Con gralultriions on a 1111 vin ssAt1 fýrtnry_ 1vctioriPlývrj- dick ON! 
selection uni than you can enter tlv di iil; n modnle_ 
(m) 
Q 1. Conical lorirnil lwarrn 
Q2 Partial journal lrr, ar rrt, ýý 
Q 3. Spherical boariii 
Q 1. Recessed cylindrical bout nal tw. u-Iii 
relief valve 
Q 5. Plain journal bearin 
Q 6. Combined journal and t1irtut 
FLT FLT 
i 
f 
PF P Cnpillrrr y 
`ýf 
ST R'Lsayr 
(11) 
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Design -_---------- _--_: -_-. _- .- 
Design of recessed cylindrical 
liquid film journal bearings 
(Click required icons, buttons and characttýr tides) 
ýýC (Iýrirýº. ýI 
* 1_ Siriý, ýrrcon traint optirnizrrtion tºiri l 
Orthographic Projection on rrnrnrnurnpovis(lis Illation 
* 2. Multi-corntraint ojitirrriration lkri it 
Technicol Drawing on rrrirrirnrrrn 1x vi! r, maximi ]III stliffarz; 
aal rrtinirruirn terrqurature ri! i . \tý Lý 
(o) 
Design = =_ -- =_- P1 
Multi-countiaint optin-li-ration YIK)dtllc (1-fl-put C. "u-tl) 
Plax inputtil3fo1oviIg ý r5. t)urirginput, tlLSy. cinwill ýc'. il'ic \`r1ºtt1tt«:, lr+1, 
di-. k ttL- 'Optiýr>;. -o i b=n to enter the optin>izi n cu xa1ua . 
1. Basic parani t rs cor trairi 1 by IT3 x xi disign: 
- 
E., t ne low W= 3500 N Dýiruigdiumtr )(tIII". (IO 
Beozirwklg l 70 s L(=n) s 100 S1rftrot itionsl pl, t N 
2. Selcx-Wi1 hc 1ºarairut s: 
In mang. n= [} Pov'cr riio. 1] sKi[ 3) A)a. i1 slot vu it} I c- -1 () (1 1tuu 
A&l-flow lagt width a= 20 rrun RJIL11 Cl cuiIr u [0 05 1 %1º, (t nn) 1n cr 1' 
Cu--irnfu' -- -flov bail s'idLh 
b= 20 Inrn Pnt.: un' r., ti. l cý . 1) It .. 
(r' 
3. Parameters: 
Mfimrrr= film tY ci s: lm-in= 0.04 mm Lul--6c-. -u it vci, z: lty Vu: [ lo j ,T 
Sy Inruzu. ®s Ps[MN/ m] 
4. Performaria data 
Tc v r;.: LT: C OC Filmsbfl'iItz; Flov Imoa qo= 01 Lis 1ý112Ilý iI 1YJWi'r III).. [ 
--- 
I-) `. 1 h. \`' til j 
ToLilpov -. Hts 1.5 KW Uhtirnizetiun Itraiiýsv .. ýilrýýu1... ºcý(rrccý. r-ýl 
(t)) 
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Uesign 
(17) Flow ra' 
c o] = (Ps*ho**3/Vis)nßB' =00 33 L/s 
(18) Minimum pumping power 
,r., I n- 
UH J, _ (19) Total Po 
t- I =F, 
. (20) Temper 
S..... 
0 
Number of iterative coui iitution(iimtt qer)? 
UK R Colic PI 
ationExpert's analysis 
Expert's analysis: 
D: Please use the value given by the sytem. 
u: Please use the value given by the system, 
b: Please use the value given by the system. 
ýýl 
`ý. 
ýýý 
(i) 
Design 
Design procedure: 
(1) From the input data, decide diameter D. 
U= J(Wl0.17Ps)= 71.471 mm 
(2) For optimum, land width a should be 
0=L/4= 17© mm 
(3) Under the condition of aºL=0.25, circumferential-flow larut width 
C-b I= (1-LD)/(3n)= 12.5 Imm 
(4) With axial slots, te slot width 
(nD)/(8n)= 0.0 mm 
(5) With mal slots, the angle 
0= nln-(b+c)/D= 20.0 degrees 
(6) Circumferential flow factor 
Or = n*a*(L-a)l(n*D*b) = 1.362 
(7) With axial slots, coefficient K 
0K = sino[sino1o+rcoso] = 0.772 
(8) Calculate dimensionless stiffness xo' 
: 
t1: ±: 
ß(l-ß)! (l+r(1-ß)) = 0.5862 ýj 
(r) 
f 
t...... 
LR 
rLt1, i' jPSU)tc n: tput 
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(9) Calculati supply pressure 
f's =(3W')/(xo'D(L-a)) =5 612 
1MNIsr1 in 
(10) Calculate stiffness 
110 = PsD(L-a)xo'/ho =12 10.0 MNlm 
(11) Minimum film thickness 
hmin = ho -W'/xo =FO 033 
- mm 
(12) Floss rate factor B' 
FVJ = (1t*D)I(6*a*n) = 0.5256 
(13) Sliding speed of bearing surface 
MI - ^1-; 163 =ý 7 ßl8 m/s 
(14) Recess area for one pad 
Rr = (TtDln-b)(L-2a) =j 1565.12 
, sq. mm 
(15) Friction area 
_ FT "f = (LDL/n)-(3Ar/9) 
4a 00 sq nun 
(16) Viscosity 
_ Uis = ((Ps*ho**2)/U)J((ßB')/Af) =[00 o 18030_]Ns/sq. rn-1 113 ý) 
ýr1 
From the viscosity value, you are recommended to use SAE 5(X light) 
(s) 
Design =. =. -. i ýý 
,... 4..,.: ý ý:. ýý::: r (17) Flow rate 
_ (Ps*ho**31Vis)nßB' = 0.04Ei-J Lls 
(18) Minimum pumping power 
H1) = Ps*qo =0 176! KW 
(19) Total Power 
Iit = tip+Hf = (1+K)Iip = 0.526 _IKW (20) Temperature rise 
oT = 0.0000012Ps = 4.40 °C 
ssssssssssssssssssssssasssass"SSSýýýýý5555555 5555555555 
F01 \4 1) to oil Optimization Expert's analysi kecult, outrAIt 
ýcrcyrýcýtitr_ýunYCý; rr>rrýºý% tººr, aý. ºr. ºýº 
Ex vrVs CornTnP-n s 
The Reynolds Number of the bearing; is_ 1 17%. Good I The rlvsl: rw1t 
_in_the_larniruir-flov 
condition. : '" Lparingisoperating 
(t) 
-ý. _ -- 
ýr 
ý. 
ýý 
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Design 
(17) Flow rata 
jJ 
= (Ps io 3/Vis)nßB' =FO_ 046 
1 L/s 
(18) Minimum pumping power 
LJ Htý = cmo_=fdiim AKW 
(19) Total Pý 
-- ---- -- 
111= ' Required eccurecj nchimmd, iteration stops! 
(20) Temper 
oT _ 
Finishs-d 
Optimization 
R 
Expert's analysis 
Expert's analysis: 
D: Please use the value given by the system= 
a: Please use the value given by the system. 
b: Please use the value given by the system, _ 
P 
Recultc output 
, ýý 
ýý: 
,ý 
(u) 
------------ - Design 
T! TO Multi-cOrrtrainI optirnization irrcodrilc (Output (". -rrd) 
Plate im follovirg brxu-ing paranr value given try ti v V.; t n 
1. Basic parameters constrain 1 by mx-bii design 
F. me 1oai- W=35 00 N Bo ring diarnvr: [ 713iß ] h(rnu n) 
Ba zing length 71- 30s L(mrn) s 71.17 Sl vA notion sp IN-. ] l, c] r1 nn 
2. Sclectul lkrac ýr nitres: 
Rr a rnzrb-! r. n=© Po-. 'rr rtoL C] sKs 1-3 A 'Jut vi, It}, c. -- 
( m') ]n u 
A. 1-flow Lsii vidth a= 17 B rnm Raiu1 ciiur w 1-0 
-05 
]. h (r rr n) .. 
It, r, ; `, I 
Curmf u .a -flov 
1x il vidth b= 1 ?_5r, un Pnt:. 'uru nel ]o1I.. It ., c> >] 
3. Parameters- 
Mir inunf1mt'icl : imnn= 0.03 nuii Lubriruitvtnx: ity VL: 
s3 fý 7 St pp1y pr 366s Ps [MN1 rn] 
4. Perforrn: ui e dad: t' 
1 Terr, r_-! r-aturori.. ATs 441 "C Filmsti1Trr: ü H>: L? cý'i' h1tJirn 
Flow rte. qo= o oa us Iunqurngp 'ur: I1p' [ o_ 1 ri J KW 0 
ToUpover. HL 0.53 KW CD 1)tinºizntio ltruuºsýý... 
(v) 
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. 
DQC3 :r.... oý... ý 
Compared to other types of restrictor, capillary restrictors have several 
advantages which make them a popular choice 
(1) manufacture is simple. 
(2) capillary control gives the greatest tolerance to manufacturin 
variances in bearing clearance. 
(3) with capillary control the bearing load and stiffness are indeperulont 
of fluid viscosity and hence of temperature rise. 
Four possible methods of making capillary restrictors are 
a hypodermic tubing (commercially available); 
b. glass capillary (commercially available); 
c. drilling; 
d. spark machining. 
Methods c and d do not usually produce pure capillary action since the 
length-to-diameter ratio obtainable is insufficient. Flor through a capillary sli ulcl 
be laminar, it is therefore necessary to check that the Reynolds number is ]rýss 01 , 111 
2000.7 ýýKJ 
(«') 
=-= Design 
De: ign procedure of a capillary rcztrictor 
Known parameters: 
_ (1) Liquid density: 9= 780 
___] 
Kglcubic in 
(2) Capillary diameter: dc = 0.0035m 
(3) Capillary ratio of length-to-diameter: 1/dc =1290 
(4) Capillary length: 1 =[::: ým 
System I/O Board 
The fluid flow is in the laminar floe condition 
yes, 
Design computation procedure: 
(1) Liquid density 
= 780 KgIcubic m 
(2) From known Kc and lldc, capillary dianu tt`r dc can be deti r1111'ä 
-0035--]m 
(3) Capillary length 0 0.7 ]m 
(4) Reynolds number LL P] 4cgo/(1L. dc. Vis) = [7 ý 
(x) 
-_. 
`{'- 
\ý7 
.......... i. 
`P 
`ýj I 
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